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In computational linguistics, frame-semantic parsing refers to the task of automatically
extracting frame-semantic structures from text. Whereas most research in this area has
focused on English, this thesis explores methods for frame-semantic parsing in Dutch.
Instead of creating a FrameNet-like resource for this language, it is proposed to start
from the predicate-argument structures generated by a Dutch PropBank-style semantic
role labeller and to exploit information provided by resources like SemLink, the Predicate
Matrix or a corpus of cross-annotations for frame and frame element identification. These
resources provide mappings between the predicates and roles of FrameNet, PropBank,
VerbNet and WordNet, which makes it possible to map the English frames and frame
elements from FrameNet onto the Dutch predicates and their arguments, provided that
there is a way to translate the Dutch predicate to its English equivalent. For this
purpose, alignments between the Dutch and English WordNets are used, as well as
machine translations. The results show that these resources indeed offer great potential
for frame-semantic parsing in a cross-lingual setting. The best system achieved F1-scores
of 0.41 and 0.49 on frame identification and frame element identification respectively,
and there is still room for improvement.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Frame Semantics (Fillmore, 1976, 1982) is a linguistic theory developed by Charles

J. Fillmore that aims to describe the meanings of lexical items and grammatical con-

structions in terms of semantic frames, which can be explained as schematic cognitive

structures that represent the knowledge of a situation in a language community and

shape speakers’ understanding of linguistic expressions associated with it. An example

of such a frame is Cooking_creation, which describes the general scenario of food and

meal preparation.1 In Frame Semantics, it is said that the Cooking_creation frame

is the motivation for the very existence of words like bake and cook, and that using

these words in discourse evokes the frame in the minds of the speaker and hearer. The

grammatical arguments of frame-evoking words, then, denote the participants that are

typically involved in the scenario. In Sentence 1.1, for example, the cook, recipient,

produced_food and ingredients are respectively expressed by grandmother, us, a

pie and from rhubarb and strawberries. These participants are defined as frame elements

(FEs) and are central in the descriptions of frames.

1.1. [Grandmother] baked [us] [a pie] [from rhubarb and strawberries].

In computational linguistics, frame-semantic parsing refers to the task of automatically

extracting these frame-semantic structures from text. It is usually divided into three

subtasks: identifying the words that describe some scenario (target identification), dis-

ambiguating them to the semantic frame that is defined to represent that scenario (frame
1The definitions of all frames referred to in this thesis are provided in Appendix A.

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

identification), and annotating their arguments with the frame elements (or semantic

roles) that they express (frame element identification). The last step is also referred to

as semantic role labelling (SRL). Most research in this area has focused on English; this

thesis investigates methods for frame-semantic parsing in Dutch.

The repository of frames and FEs that is used for frame-semantic parsing in English is

FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998), a computational lexicon that has implemented Fillmore’s

theory of Frame Semantics and offers annotated data that can be used for training

supervised systems. Besides FrameNet, however, there are other lexical databases which

may serve as the framework for SRL and, consequently, as the repository of role labels.

As such, the same sentence can receive similar semantic analyses but with different role

labels for the arguments. One of these resources is PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005), a

large corpus annotated with predicate-argument structures. In contrast to FrameNet,

which started primarily as a lexicographic project, PropBank was developed specifically

to provide training data for supervised SRL-systems. Its role set consists of a small set of

generic and theory-neutral labels such as Arg0 and Arg1, the meanings of which should

be interpreted in relation to the predicate. Following this framework, the arguments

grandmother, us, a pie and from rhubarb and strawberries in Sentence 1.1 would be

labelled as Arg0, Arg3, Arg1 and Arg2 respectively. A third resource that provides

semantic knowledge at the predicate-argument level is VerbNet (Kipper Schuler, 2005),

which is a lexicon of verbs that are grouped into verb classes according to shared syntactic

behaviour. It is based on the theory of Levin (1993) and uses thematic roles like agent,

patient and beneficiary. In terms of granularity of the roles, VerbNet can be placed

somewhere between FrameNet and PropBank.

FrameNet, PropBank and VerbNet were created independently with somewhat different

goals and underlying theoretical assumptions, and they vary in the level and nature

of semantic detail represented. Yet, they are regarded as complementary rather than

conflicting (Palmer et al., 2014): whereas PropBank provides the largest corpus and best

training data for automatic SRL, VerbNet provides the clearest links between syntax

and semantics, and FrameNet provides the richest semantics (Palmer, 2009, p. 31).

Therefore, one line of research is to link the information of these resources in order to

leverage the strengths of each, which has resulted in resources like SemLink (Bonial

et al., 2013, Palmer, 2009), the Predicate Matrix (Lopez de Lacalle et al., 2014a,b) and
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a corpus of cross-annotations developed by Laparra Martín (2014). A full description of

each of these resources will be given in Chapter 2.

Research on automatic frame-semantic parsing and SRL can be traced back to the work

of Gildea and Jurafsky (2002), who developed the first statistical approach to SRL by

training an algorithm on a corpus of exemplar sentences that was incorporated in an

early version of FrameNet. However, the majority of recent work on SRL has been

carried out on PropBank-style semantic argument annotations. So far, research on SRL

in Dutch has followed this trend. Although the annotation schemes of both FrameNet

and PropBank had been considered for annotating semantic roles in the SoNaR corpus

(Oostdijk et al., 2008), it was decided to adopt the PropBank annotation scheme because

of the promising results with respect to automatic SRL obtained for English (De Clercq

et al., 2012, Monachesi and Trapman, 2006). A subset of 500K words of the SoNaR

corpus has been completely manually verified and used as training material for the

SoNar Semantic Role Labeler (SSRL) to automatically label another 500K.

However, since PropBank roles as annotated in SoNaR and provided by the SSRL have

generic and theory-neutral labels that are intended to have verb-specific meanings, they

still require more careful investigation about the actual meaning of the constituent in

question. Especially the role labels with a higher index (Arg2-Arg4) are known to be

used for a broad variety of roles (see e.g. Yi et al., 2007). For example, Arg2 is used

to designate the seller of the verb buy, but the destination of the verb bring. In

contrast, the labels used in FrameNet immediately reflect the semantic role, like the

seller of the Commerce_buy frame (evoked by buy) and the goal of the Bringing

frame (evoked by bring). Moreover, by using frames to categorize words, FrameNet

enables generalizations across predicates.

The Dutch NLP community would therefore greatly benefit from a FrameNet-like re-

source for Dutch, which could be used to train a supervised frame-semantic parser. At

the moment of writing, however, such a resource is not available, and creating one would

require substantial time and financial investments. As such, Dutch faces a problem that

is faced by many languages other than English: what are the most efficient ways for de-

veloping NLP tools when there is little or no annotated data available? An example of

a technique that has been used to address this problem is annotation projection, which

exploits the existence of parallel corpora to automatically transfer linguistic annotations
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from a resource-rich language (like English) to the resource-poor language (e.g. Padó,

2007). These annotations can then be used to train a supervised system.

However, given the fact that an SRL-system has already been developed for Dutch, it

seems that is not necessary to build a full frame-semantic parser from scratch. That is,

assuming that predicate-argument structures are already generated by the SSRL (which

provides PropBank-style representations), the only tasks left are to disambiguate the

predicate to the correct frame, and to label its arguments with the correct names of

the frame elements. As such, an opportunity is opened to examine the potential of

the previously mentioned mappings between PropBank and FrameNet in a cross-lingual

setting, provided that there is a way to map the Dutch predicate to its English equivalent.

And there is.

1.1 Research questions and objectives

Instead of going through the expensive and time-consuming process of creating a Dutch

FrameNet-like resource that can be used to train a supervised system, this thesis proposes

exploiting other existing resources for automatic frame-semantic analysis in Dutch. More

specifically, it explores the potential of resources like SemLink, the Predicate Matrix and

Laparra’s cross-annotations to map frame-semantic structures onto the PropBank-style

output generated by the SoNaR Semantic Role Labeler. This leads to the following main

research question:

RQ: To what extent can available resources that provide mappings between FrameNet

and other lexical resources be used for automatic frame-semantic analysis in Dutch

and possibly other languages that lack a FrameNet-like resource?

Underlying the proposed approach to frame-semantic analysis in Dutch, and any other

method that uses the English FrameNet as its basis to transfer frame-semantic infor-

mation to another language, is the assumption of cross-lingual parallelism at both the

concept-level and the instance-level (Padó, 2007). At the concept-level, this means that

the conceptual definitions of the frames and roles in FrameNet are meaningful in Dutch

as well (e.g. in both languages knowledge exists about the situation described by the

Cooking_creation frame, including its participants). At the instance-level, which is
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concerned with the analysis of concrete utterances, it means that predicates that are

translationally equivalent in English and Dutch evoke the same FrameNet frame (e.g.

bake and bakken both evoke the frame Cooking_creation), and that the same FEs are

realisable as argument of this predicate (e.g. both bake and bakken allow for a cook,

ingredients, etc. as arguments). Instance-level parallelism requires concept-level par-

allelism.

Evidence on cross-lingual parallelism of FrameNet at the concept-level can be drawn

from the several projects that have annotated monolingual data for new languages with

FrameNet frames (e.g. for German and Spanish, see Burchardt et al., 2006, Subirats and

Petruck, 2003) and from more abstract lexicographic studies where frames have been

proposed to be used as largely language-independent meaning representations (Boas,

2005). In addition, the work of Padó (2007) shows a considerable degree of cross-lingual

parallelism at the instance-level for the language-pairs English-German and English-

French, which supports the hypothesis that it also exists for English-Dutch. Never-

theless, this hypothesis will inevitably be challenged during the current research when

Dutch predicates receive the same analysis as their English equivalents. Therefore, the

first subquestion that should be answered to support the main question is:

(a) What is the degree of cross-lingual parallelism between English and Dutch for

FrameNet annotation at the instance-level?

A schematic representation of the general approach is presented in Figure 1.1. Since the

predicate-argument structures generated by the SSRL are taken as a starting point, the

task to be performed in this study can be divided into two steps: frame identification and

frame element (FE) identification. Frame identification requires the Dutch predicate

to be translated into its English equivalent in order to disambiguate it to the correct

frame. If there are multiple candidate frames available, it involves determining which

of them is the most probable. FE identification, then, involves finding the possible

mappings between the given PropBank role and the frame elements that are associated

with the frame. Again, if the PropBank role is mapped to multiple FEs, the most

probable one should be selected.

For finding the English equivalent of a Dutch predicate, this study will make use of

the alignments between the English WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) and Cornetto (Vossen
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the general approach

et al., 2013) as well as the machine translation service provided by Google. In WordNet,

words are organized into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets); word forms with several

distinct meanings are represented in as many distinct synsets. The Cornetto-WordNet

alignments will therefore provide translations at the synset-level, whereas the latter

provides translations at the lemma-level. The following subquestions relate to this part

of the experiment, which forms a crucial component of the proposed approach:

(b) What is the quality of the alignments between the English WordNet and Cornetto

in terms of accuracy and coverage? How do these alignments compare to machine

translations, such as the ones provided by Google Translate?

Once the English equivalent of the predicate has been established, three resources are

used to find the frame(s) associated with this predicate as well as the FEs associated with

the PropBank roles. These resources include SemLink, the Predicate Matrix, and the

corpus of cross-annotations developed by Laparra Martín (2014). The type of mappings

that are included in these resources can be divided into lexical mappings and corpus

mappings. Lexical mappings specify all potential mappings between the resources (e.g.
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for the verb wake the PropBank role Arg0 can be either the agent or the cause in the

Cause_to_wake frame in FrameNet); corpus mappings specify the actual occurrences

of these mappings in language use (Arg0–cause in the rain woke me). Whereas the

Predicate Matrix only includes lexical mappings and Laparra’s cross-annotations only

include corpus mappings, SemLink includes both. The final subquestions are formulated

as follows:

(c) What is the quality of the mappings between WordNet, PropBank, VerbNet and

FrameNet provided by SemLink, the Predicate Matrix and Laparra’s cross-annotations

in terms of accuracy and coverage? Is there a difference between lexical mappings

and corpus mappings, and which of them offers the greatest potential for the task?

Not only does this thesis result in the first system for automatic frame-semantic analysis

in Dutch, but it also sheds light on a new approach to frame-semantic parsing and SRL

in resource-poor languages in general. This way, I hope that it contributes its share to a

deeper understanding of both the problems and the possibilities in this field of research.

1.2 Thesis outline

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides background in-

formation on the concepts underlying frame-semantic parsing and semantic role labelling

and discusses the resources and methods used for the task. The first part of the chapter

focuses on the theory of Frame Semantics and its implementation in FrameNet. The

second part is devoted to the other resources that are used as a basis for semantic role

labelling and/or are relevant in the context of this thesis, including VerbNet, PropBank,

NomBank, and WordNet. The third part provides information on the mappings that

exist between these resources and play a central role in the proposed approach to frame-

semantic parsing, including SemLink, the Predicate Matrix, and the cross-annotations

developed by Laparra Martín (2014). Finally, it gives an overview of related studies on

frame-semantic parsing.

Chapter 3 first explains how the data that has been used for evaluation was collected

and annotated. It reports on an inter-annotator agreement study, discussing some of the

main disagreements between the annotators. Furthermore, it explains how the data has
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been pre-processed by an NLP pipeline and elaborates on the different experiments that

are conducted in this study. The results of each of these experiments on the development

set and the final evaluation on the test set are presented in Chapter 4. These results are

further discussed in Chapter 5, and finally, the main conclusions are given in Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This chapter is devoted to the theoretical concepts that form the foundation and pur-

pose of frame-semantic parsing and semantic role labelling as well as previous work that

has been done in this field of research. Starting with a history on Frame Semantics, it

discusses its development from Fillmore’s Case Grammar to the formulation of the the-

ory as it is implemented in the FrameNet project. Section 2.2 discusses the architecture

of FrameNet, which constitutes the basis for frame-semantic parsing. Related resources

that provide semantic and syntactic information at the predicate-argument level, in-

cluding VerbNet, PropBank and NomBank, are discussed in Section 2.3. Section 2.4

discusses SemLink, the Predicate Matrix, and a corpus of cross-annotations, which all

provide mappings between these resources. Finally, Section 2.5 provides an overview of

related work on automatic frame-semantic analysis and semantic role labelling.

2.1 Frame Semantics

Frame Semantics is a linguistic theory developed by Charles J. Fillmore and his col-

leagues that aims to describe the meanings of lexical items and grammatical construc-

tions in terms of semantic frames (Fillmore, 1976, 1982). Semantic frames can be

explained as the conceptual structures stored in our cognitive system that provide the

background for our understanding as well as the motivation for the existence of the mean-

ings of lexical items and grammatical constructions (Fillmore, 1982). In this framework,

a word represents a category of experience (Petruck, 1996); that is, linguistic meaning

9
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is based upon our memories of ‘contexted experiences’ (Fillmore, 1976) through which

we have learned to use and understand the words and structures within a speech com-

munity. As such, Frame Semantics emphasizes the continuities between language and

experience.

2.1.1 From Case Grammar to Frame Semantics

The origin of Frame Semantics can be traced back to Fillmore’s early work on Case

Grammar (Fillmore, 1968), which was offered as a contribution to generative-trans-

formational grammar. Fillmore proposed explaining syntactic deep structures as con-

figurations of ‘deep cases’, which express the semantic function of the arguments in

relation to the verb. In his paper, titled The case for case, he argued that verbs should

be described first in terms of the set of deep cases that are an essential part of the

verb’s meaning, and second in terms of the rules that were needed to convert these into

grammatical constituents. According to Fillmore, this set of cases would be relatively

small, universal in scope and presumably innate. With the note that additional ones will

surely be needed, he provided the following set of six cases (Fillmore, 1968, p. 46-47):

Agentive (A) The case of the typically animate perceived instigator of the action
identified by the verb.

Instrumental (I) The case of the inanimate force or object causally involved in the
action or state identified by the verb.

Dative (D) The case of the animate being affected by the state or action iden-
tified by the verb.

Factitive (F) The case of the object or being resulting from the action or state
identified by the verb, or understood as a part of the meaning of
the verb.

Locative (L) The case which identifies the location or spatial orientation of the
state or action identified by the verb.

Objective (O) The semantically most neutral case, the case of anything repre-
sentable by a noun whose role in the action or state identified by
the verb is identified by the semantic interpretation of the verb
itself; conceivably the concept should be limited to things which
are affected by the action or state identified by the verb. The term
is not to be confused with the notion of direct object, nor with the
name of the surface case synonymous with accusative.

As can be seen from Fillmore’s descriptions, the different types of cases were also as-

sociated with different types of nouns; the fillers of Agentive and Dative, for example,
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were characterized as +animate. However, in his paper The case for case reopened,

Fillmore (1977a) abandoned the idea that animacy forms part of the definition of cases

and stressed that they should be defined as relational entities relative to the meaning of

the verb and not as categorical notions with intrinsic properties. He also admits that he

still does not know what the cases are or how many of them there are. In his following

work on lexical semantics (Fillmore, 1982, 1985) he concluded that it was not possible

to characterize the complementation properties of lexical items using a small fixed set

of cases at all:

At some point it occurred to me that I should give up trying to define situations

as assemblies of roles – where I constantly had to worry about expanding or

justifying a fixed list of roles as new facts came up – and to invert that by

describing situation types in their own right (calling these the frames) and

identifying the roles relatively to the frames. The situation types, then, were

the frames, and roles could be identified with reference to their frames. If the

roles found in one frame seemed to have a lot in common with roles found

in some other frame, we could handle that by assuming inheritance relations

between small frames and big frames. Taken from an interview with Fillmore

(Andor, 2010, p. 158).

This resulted in the theory of Frame Semantics, which describes the semantic and syn-

tactic valence of semantically-related verbs in terms of semantic frames with roles that

are specific to that frame, instead of the general roles as articulated in Case Grammar.

An example that has often been used by Fillmore to exemplify the notion of a seman-

tic frame is that of the Commercial_transaction frame (e.g. Fillmore, 1977b, 1982).

Speakers of English will recognize the verbs buy, sell, pay, cost, spend and charge as refer-

ring to some commercial event or scenario involving at least a buyer, a seller, goods

and money. These words are different from each other in the sense that each of them

emphasizes a different aspect of the frame; for example, the use of buy in Sentence 2.1

focuses on the buyer and the goods while backgrounding the seller, whereas sell
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would have focused on the seller and the goods, putting the buyer into the back-

ground. The choice for using one or the other depends on the context and the speaker’s

perspective on the situation. However, Fillmore argues that these words are related to

each other in such a way that understanding any one of them requires access to the

entire frame (the full background knowledge of a commercial event or scenario), and

that knowing the meaning of any of the words means, in a way, knowing the meaning of

all of them (Fillmore, 1977a, p. 72-73). In other words, these semantically-related words

are all structured by the overarching Commercial_transaction frame, and occurrences

of them are understood to evoke the frame in the mind of the speaker/hearer (Fillmore,

1982, p. 117).

2.1. John bought the book from Sally.

The buyer, seller, goods and money are said to be frame elements (FEs) of

the Commercial_transaction frame: they are the participants and properties (which

may also be more peripheral ones such as time or place) that play a role in and

characterize the frame. Since Frame Semantics assumes that there is a direct relation

between conceptual and linguistic structures, a complete description of a frame also

includes information about how these FEs are realized in grammar. That is, it should be

specified whether the expression of the FE is obligatory or optional, what grammatical

form it takes, and optionally which preposition it goes with. For example, in active

sentences with buy like the one above, the buyer and goods are selected respectively

as the obligatory subject and object, whereas the seller may be realized as an oblique

from-phrase.

2.1.2 From Frame Semantics to FrameNet

At some point, Fillmore became interested in combining the notions from Frame Seman-

tics with corpus linguistics and lexicography. In a collaboration with Beryl T. Atkins he

worked on a large-scale study of the English word risk (Fillmore and Atkins, 1992, 1994)

in order to demonstrate the applicability of Frame Semantics to lexicographic practice.
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The word risk, together with all those words whose semantic descriptions share some ref-

erence to ‘the possibility of an unwelcome outcome’ (e.g. danger, gamble, venture, etc.),

was described to fit into the Risk frame, which was characterized with two sub-frames,

Chance and Harm. Fillmore and Atkins gave a description of the categories relevant for

describing the word’s valence (e.g. victim, goal, valued_object) and specified the

lexico-syntactic patterns in which it occurs, along with its polysemy system. They ar-

gued that a traditional print dictionary would not be able to capture all this information

in an entry for risk and imagined it to be represented in an online ‘frame-based’ lexical

resource.

In 1993, Fillmore consulted in the DELIS project (Descriptive Linguistic Specifications),

an initiative of Ulrich Heid, Atkins and an international group of computational linguists,

which aimed to produce a contrastive lexicon for English, Dutch, French, Italian and

Danish verbs of communication and perception with frame element configurations serv-

ing as an interlingua (Heid and Krüger, 1996). As such, DELIS was the first project

to begin developing a corpus-computational lexical resource based on Frame Semantics.

With the experience gained in this project, Fillmore, Atkins, Heid and John B. Lowe

wrote a proposal for a new project on the development of a frame-based lexicon that

would cover the general vocabulary of English. The project was funded in 1997 and re-

sulted in FrameNet, housed at the International Computer Science Institute in Berkeley,

California. FrameNet is described in more detail in the following section.

2.2 FrameNet

The Berkeley FrameNet project1 (Baker et al., 1998, Johnson et al., 2001, Ruppenhofer

et al., 2010a) is an ongoing lexicographic research project building an online lexical

resource of English that is both human- and machine-readable. Its main focus is to

provide valency descriptions of each word in each of its senses in both syntactic and

semantic terms by exploring the correlation between lexical semantics and syntactic

argument realization in a large digital corpus (Fillmore, 2007, p. 129). Following the

theory of Frame Semantics, FrameNet is based on the idea that word meanings are
1http://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/
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organized around schematic conceptual scenarios including specific kinds of entities that

can participate. These conceptual scenarios, called semantic frames, form the basis

of representation in FrameNet.

The FrameNet database acts both as a dictionary and a thesaurus. Like a dictionary, it

provides a definition for each lexical unit (form-meaning pairing), along with a valence

description and annotated examples from a corpus that illustrate all of the combinatorial

possibilities of the lexical unit. Like a thesaurus, it groups together semantically similar

words through the semantic frames they are linked to, which in turn are connected to

other frames through various frame-to-frame relations. It is available online and has gone

through four official data releases. FrameNet 1.6, its most recent release that was made

available very recently (7 July 2015), can be downloaded in XML format and contains

1,206 frames, more than 13,000 lexical units and almost 173,000 annotated example

sentences. FrameNet 1.5, the version used in this study, contains 1,019 semantic frames,

almost 12,000 lexical units and more than 170,000 annotated example sentences.

2.2.1 Frame descriptions

Each individual frame in FrameNet is characterized by the following information: the

name of the frame, an informal definition that describes the prototypical situation that

the frame is supposed to represent, a set of frame elements (FEs) associated with the

frame, and a set of lexical units (LUs) that evoke the frame. Table 2.2 shows part of

the description of the frame Talk_into.

Frame elements are classified in terms of how central they are to a particular frame (Rup-

penhofer et al., 2010a, p. 19-21). Core FEs are considered to be conceptually necessary

to the frame; that is, we cannot possibly imagine a situation without them. As applied

to the Talk_into frame, we simply cannot imagine this frame without a speaker, an

addressee and content. Often, but not always, core FEs are syntactically obligatory.

They make the frame unique and different from other frames.

Non-core FEs, which do not uniquely characterize the frame, are subdivided into pe-

ripheral FEs and extra-thematic FEs. Although the complements of a predicate are
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TALK_INTO

Definition
A Speaker expresses through language his wish to get the Addressee to act.
The Addressee forms an intention to act and does so.
You think I talked Peter into giving me those earrings, don’t you?

Frame Elements (Core):
Addressee The person that the Speaker seeks to influence to act
Content The wish for action on the Addressee’s part that the Speaker expresses.
Speaker The Speaker intends through the use of language to get another person to

act.

Frame Elements (Non-core):
Goods An entity that the Speaker gets the Addressee to give to them.
Instrument An entity that the Speaker manipulates to get the Addressee to perform

the Content.
Means Act of the Speaker that enables them to persuade the Addressee.
Place The location where the Speaker talks the Addressee into performing the

Content.
Purpose The state of affairs that the Speaker hopes to bring about.

Lexical Units
incite.v, induce.v, influence.v, inspire.v, lead.v, talk.v

Table 2.2: Partial description of Talk_into in FrameNet

explicitly not divided according to their grammatical functions, peripheral FEs cor-

respond to what is usually referred to as adjuncts. They mark notions as time, place,

manner and degree, are not syntactically obligatory nor are they specific to a frame.

Extra-thematic FEs are different from standard adjuncts; they are considered to be

frame elements that introduce another, abstract frame by situating the event in the

context of another event that either is of the same type or can be understood as the

broader context. For example, it can be said that there are three events expressed in

Sentence 2.2. The first is John scoring a point, expressed by the predicate scored. The

second event is that of John scoring his second point, which is expressed by twice as

the iteration FE of the first frame. Finally, in a 2-0 win refers to the sports game

as a whole in which the scoring events take place; it is the abstract frame of contain-

ing_event that functions as another extra-thematic FE.

2.2. John scored [twice iteration] [in a 2-0 win containing_event].
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Finally, both core and non-core FEs are sometimes further characterized by semantic

types. For example, the adressee and speaker in the Talk_into frame, as well

as the cook in the Cooking_creation frame, are characterized by the semantic type

Sentient. This basic typing of fillers of FEs is primarily designed to aid frame parsing

and automatic FE recognition.

2.2.2 Type of frames

The vast majority of the frames in FrameNet describe an event or state of affairs, like the

Talk_into frame in Table 2.2. However, artefact and natural kind nouns are also consid-

ered to constitute their own minimal frame structure (Ruppenhofer et al., 2010a, p. 5).

Examples of frames for artefacts and natural kinds defined in FrameNet are Animals,

Clothing, Color and Shape. As for any other frame, the definition, FEs and LUs are

defined. For example, the People frame as illustrated in Sentence 2.3 contains general

words for human individuals (e.g. man, lady, person) that denote the core FE person.

Non-core FEs associated with this frame are typical expressions that further characterize

a person such as age, origin, descriptor (i.e. a temporary condition of the person),

persistent_characteristic (i.e. a psychological characteristic or personality trait),

context_of_acquaintance and ethnicity.

2.3. (She is dating) that [tall pers_char] [Dutch ethnicity] [guy person] [from work coa].

Furthermore, the People frame is inherited by other frames (see Section 2.2.4 about

frame-to-frame relations) that reflect a variety of ways in which (groups of) people can

be classified, such as People_by_origin (e.g. Frenchman), People_by_age (e.g. ado-

lescent) and People_along_political_spectrum (e.g. leftist). However, Ruppenhofer

et al. (2010a, p. 6) note that these kind of frames are seldom selected as targets of an-

notations because they rarely dominate the clauses in which they occur and annotation

is done relative to only one lexical unit per sentence (see next section).
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2.2.3 Annotation database

Aiming at an empirically grounded theory of the syntax-semantic interface, the frames

in FrameNet are developed on a bottom-up account (Fillmore et al., 2003). That is,

FrameNet uses computer-assisted annotation of large electronic text corpora to record

the full range of semantic and syntactic valences of each word in each of its senses.

The work flow is as follows: once an initial informal characterization of a new semantic

frame with its FEs and a list of words that appear to belong to the frame is established,

sentences are automatically extracted from different texts of a corpus (mainly from the

British National Corpus2) containing the predetermined target LU. Human annotators

choose representative instances of that LU and add frame relevant labels to the whole

constituents in the sentence, including the name (or identity) of the frame element (FE),

its grammatical function (GF) and its phrase type (PT). The combination of these three

layers representing the FE realization form an annotation set. FrameNet 1.5 provides

almost 170,000 lexicographic annotations sets.

In addition to these lexicographic annotations, FrameNet has annotated some continuous

texts, mainly as a demonstration of how Frame Semantics can contribute to text un-

derstanding. These texts are taken from different sources, including PropBank (Palmer

et al., 2005), the American National Corpus (Ide, 2008) and WikiNews.3 Whereas in

the lexicographic annotation mode only one target per sentence is annotated, in the full-

text annotation task annotators can declare each contentful lexical unit in the sentence

a target. For these targets they select an appropriate frame and are then presented with

a new set of annotation layers from which they select the appropriate FE, GF and PT.

More than 28,000 full-text annotation sets are annotated in FrameNet 1.5.

2.2.4 Frame and FE relations

An important part of the FrameNet project has been to work out a system of relations

between frames and between frame elements in order to situate them in semantic space.
2The British National Corpus, version 3 (BNC XML Edition). 2007. Distributed by Oxford University

Computing Services on behalf of the BNC Consortium. http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/
3Free-content online news source where any site visitor can add or edit stories.

https://en.wikinews.org
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FrameNet employs eight different types of relations, seven of which fall into three groups

(Fillmore and Baker, 2010, p. 329-331): Generalization (Inheritance, Perspective on,

Using), Event structure (Subframe, Precedes) and Systematic (Causative, Inchoative).

An additional relation, called See_also, is used for cross-referencing purposes. Each

frame relation is a directed (asymmetric) relation between a Super_frame (the less

dependent, or more abstract one) and a Sub_frame (the more dependent, or less abstract

one).

GENERALIZATION RELATIONS:

Inheritance: This relation corresponds to the IS-A relation in many ontologies. The

Childsub frame is a more specific version of the Parentsuper frame.

Example: Succes_or_failure (Parent) ⇐⇒ Hit_or_miss (Child)

Perspective on: This relation indicates the presence of at least two different points-

of-view. The Neutralsuper frame is connected to the Perspectivizedsub frame that

describes a specific perspective of the same scenario.

Example: Transfer (Neutral) ⇐⇒ Giving (Perspectivized)

Using: The Using relation is used in cases where a Childsub frame makes reference in

a general way to a more abstract, schematic Parentsuper frame.

Example: Text_creation (Parent) ⇐⇒ Text (Child)

EVENT STRUCTURE RELATIONS:

Subframe: Some frames can refer to sequences of states and transitions. This Complexsuper

frame consists of several individual Componentsub frames, which are states or

events that also have a independent status and can be separately described as a

frame.

Example: Sleep_wake_cycle (Complex) ⇐⇒ Fall_asleep (Component)

Precedes: In case of a Complex frame, there is often a clear temporal order of the

Components Frames, which is described by this relation. The Earliersuper frame

precedes the Latersub frame.

Example: Fall_asleep (Earlier) ⇐⇒ Sleep (Later)
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SYSTEMATIC RELATIONS:

Inchoative_of: This relation describes the fairly systematic relationship between sta-

tive descriptions and inchoative descriptions. The Statesuper frame directly follows

or starts with the Inchoativesub frame.

Example: Being_attached (State) ⇐⇒ Becoming_attached (Inchoative)

Causative_of: This relation describes the fairly systematic relationship between sta-

tive descriptions and causative descriptions. The Inchoative/Statesuper frame is

directly caused by the Causativesub frame.

Example: Being_awake (Inchoative/State) ⇐⇒ Cause_to_wake (Causative)

OTHER:

See Also: This relation is used to indicate that there are other frames which are similar

and should be carefully differentiated, compared, and contrasted.

Example: Succesful_action ⇐⇒ Personal_success

Figure 2.1 illustrates the relations between frames that are related to employment. The

Employment_scenario is the highest-level, most abstract frame which can be seen as

the background frame for the other ones. It does have three core FEs (employee,

employer and task), but it is defined as a so-called non-lexical frame, which means

that it is not directly evoked by LUs but via one of its perspective-taking frames: the

Employer_scenario and the Employee_scenario. From the point of view of the em-

ployer, an employment scenario subsequently consists of Hiring, Employing and Firing

the employee, which are connected to the Employer_scenario via Subframe relations.

From the point of view of the employee, it consists of Getting_a_job, Being_employed

and Quitting. For each of these phases of the process, both perspectival frames

(e.g. Hiring and Get_a_job) are connected via Perspective_on or Inheritance re-

lations4 to more abstract frames (e.g. Employment_start), which in turn are sub-

frames of Employment_scenario. Finally, there are Using relations defined between

Employment_scenario, Fields, People and Craft.
4It is not exactly clear why Employment_end is connected to Firing and Quitting via Inheritance

relations instead of Perspective_on relations, as with the Employment_start and Employment_continue
relations. This might be another example of inconsistencies in the frame hierarchy; see Section 2.2.6.
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Figure 2.1: Frame relations of Employment_scenario in FrameNet (visualized with
FrameNet’s FrameGrapher5)

All of these frame-to-frame relations have accompanying FE-to-FE relations. For exam-

ple, the FEs employee, task and position from Employment_scenario are related to

respectively the FEs practitioner, activity and work from Fields.

2.2.5 FrameNet in other languages

Since frames are mainly developed on semantic grounds, the makers of FrameNet claimed

that although some frames are quite culture-specific (e.g. frames related to criminal pro-

cesses), most of them will be comparable across languages (Fillmore and Baker, 2010,

p. 337-338). Many researchers have acknowledged this potential of the theory to be

transferred to other languages. Boas (2005), for example, proposed using the frames

in the English FrameNet as interlingual meaning representations for developing mul-

tilingual lexical databases (MLLDs) and conducting cross-linguistic research. Other

researchers have adopted the annotation framework in (manual) semantic annotation

projects for other languages, which has resulted in FrameNet-like resources for Ger-

man (Burchardt et al., 2006), Japanese (Ohara, 2008), Spanish (Subirats and Petruck,

2003), Chinese (You and Liu, 2007), Brazilian Portugese (Torrent et al., 2013), Ital-

ian (Lenci et al., 2010), Bulgarian (Koeva, 2010), and Swedish (Friberg Heppin and

Toporowska Gronostaj, 2012).

Usually these resources are created by manually or (semi-)automatically translating the

English frames and FEs to the target language. However, the first question to ask

here is to what degree the semantic frames and FEs are indeed meaningful in both

languages. This question has been addressed by Padó (2007) for English-German and

English-French. He used the English FrameNet to automatically induce frame-semantic
5https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/FrameGrapher
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annotations for German and French by employing annotation projection, a framework

that uses parallel corpora to automatically obtain word alignments to transfer linguistic

annotations from a source to a target language. The induction was divided into two

main components: the cross-lingual induction of semantic classes (the frames), and the

cross-lingual induction of semantic roles (the FEs).

Padó (2007, p. 31-50) argues that a prerequisite for annotation projection is a certain

degree of cross-lingual parallelism of linguistic analyses. He distinguishes two levels of

parallelism. The first is parallelism at the concept-level, which concerns the language

independence of a linguistic theory and its conceptual inventory. Padó argues that the

fact that the English FrameNet has successfully been used for the annotation of corpora

in other languages shows that the theory of Frame Semantics exhibits a high degree

of concept-level parallelism. The second is parallelism at the instance-level, which is

concerned with the analysis of concrete utterances; it holds if the analysis according

to the framework is identical for all pairs of translationally equivalent linguistic units

in a bilingual (or multilingual) corpus. In the case of FrameNet analysis, then, frame

instance parallelism holds when both predicates evoke the same FrameNet frame, and

role instance parallelism holds when the roles that are realized for two parallel frames

are identical as well. An example of an English bi-sentence that receives a complete

parallel frame-semantic analysis is represented in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: English-German bi-sentence with complete parallel frame-semantic
analysis (example taken from Padó, 2007, p. 38)
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In order to assess the degree of instance-level parallelism for Frame Semantics empiri-

cally, Padó (2007, p. 43-50) conducted an annotation study on the EUROPARL corpus6

(Koehn, 2005) for the three languages. Frame (instance) parallelism was computed by

comparing the frames annotated in the target language (French or German) with those

annotated in the source language (English) for a parallel predicate pair. When there

was a match in frame annotations, role (instance) parallelism was computed by check-

ing whether there was a match in annotated FEs regardless of their spans. For both

language pairs (English-French and English-German) he found a degree of cross-lingual

instance-level parallelism of around 70% for frames, and around 90% for roles. He adds

that the interpretation of these numbers should also take inter-annotator agreement into

account; the variance due to disagreements among coders, which naturally arise in any

annotation study, is the cause of at least part of the differences in annotation between

the languages. Taking the monolingual IAA-score of 90% achieved in his study for frame

annotations as a more realistic upper bound than 100%, he argues that the degree of

frame parallelism should therefore be estimated as 15-20% below the upper bound, in-

stead of 30%. For role parallelism, the agreement on the cross-lingual datasets for both

languages was only marginally lower than the agreement on the monolingual dataset.

Based on these scores, he concludes that the semantic generalizations made by Frame

Semantics indeed carry over to a considerable degree from English to other languages.

Padó’s study, as well as those mentioned earlier in this section, support the hypothesis

that the English frames and roles in most cases can be transferred to Dutch as well.

2.2.6 Criticism

Although the FrameNet project is usually regarded as an important contribution to

lexical semantics and (automatic) text understanding, it does have some weaknesses and

shortcomings, partly due to the fact that the current version is an intermediary release

of an ongoing large-scale project. The most common criticism regarding FrameNet is

that it does not have sufficient coverage, which is particularly problematic for training

automated systems on frame-semantic parsing and semantic role labelling. In order
6http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
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to better understand the precise nature of this coverage problem and its impact on

performance of supervised SRL systems, Palmer and Sporleder (2010) analyzed the type

of coverage gaps in FrameNet Release 1.3. In their paper they focus on the coverage

problems that relate to the identification of the correct frame for a given lemma and

context, because the most severe problems typically arise with this first subtask of

FrameNet-style SRL. Moreover, since the choice of the correct frame determines which

FEs are available to choose from, coverage problems related to frame identification have

a knock-on effect on the second subtask of FrameNet-style SRL, the identification and

labelling of FEs.

Palmer and Sporleder (2010, p. 932-933) define two main types of coverage gaps: NOTR

gaps and UNDEF gaps. The NOTR gaps relate to the lack of training data for the LUs

defined in FrameNet and are further divided into NOTR-LU gaps and NOTR-TGT

gaps. NOTR-LU gaps refer to lexical units with no training data. That is, a target

lemma is defined in multiple LUs, but for one or some of them training material is not

available. For example, the noun ringer is listed in the frames Cause_to_make_noise

and Similarity as two different LUs, but FrameNet provides training material only

for the Similarity frame. NOTR-TGT gaps refer to targets with no training data:

these lemmas are defined as participating in one or more LUs, but have no training data

available for any of them.

UNDEF gaps arise when a text contains elements that are ‘undefined’, that is, not con-

tained in FrameNet. They are subdivided into UNDEF-LU, UNDEF-TGT and UNDEF-

FR gaps, respectively referring to undefined lexical units, undefined target lemmas, and

undefined frames. UNDEF-LU gaps occur when the frame inventory for a given lemma

is not complete; for example, one of the senses of the noun installation is that of an art

installation, which would be an instance of the frame Physical_artworks. However,

installation only occurs as LUs in the frames Locale_by_use and Installing. UNDEF-

TGT gaps occur when all LUs for a target lemma are missing, and UNDEF-FR gaps

when there is no definition in FrameNet at all for the correct frame given in the context.

By analyzing the errors made by Shalmeneser, a supervised SRL system developed by

Erk and Padó (2006), on FrameNet Full Texts and SemEval-2010 Task-10 Full Texts,
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Palmer and Sporleder show that, on average, 46.8% of the errors are caused by one of

these coverage gaps. Of course, these results should be interpreted in the context of an

older version of FrameNet; it is not exactly sure how much of the errors would be caused

by a system that is built on Release 1.5, the one used in this study, or the even more

recent release FrameNet 1.6.

Palmer and Sporleder (2010, p. 931) furthermore point out that a large part of the

annotations in FrameNet are not statistically representative in any way. Recall from

Section 2.2.3 that there are two types of annotated sentences: lexicographic and full-text

annotations. Since the lexicographic annotations were meant to illustrate particular us-

ages of the LU, sentences were carefully selected on the basis of lexicographic constraints.

Ideally, they would be easy to understand and not too long or complex. Because of this

selective annotation procedure, this part of the corpus is not a representative sample of

language, which is problematic for using it as training data for supervised SRL systems

as well (Màrquez et al., 2008, p. 149). However, FrameNet is continuously expanding

its corpus of full-text annotations.

Another target of criticism put forward by Osswald and Van Valin (2014) concerns

FrameNet’s frame structure. They argue that the expectation that a system of frames

can be developed on a data-driven, purely bottom-up account causes a certain lack of sys-

tematicity in the definition of frames and frame relations. That is, FrameNet focuses on

generating definitions of narrow-domain frames based on grouping semantically related

words, but there is no explicated framework of semantic analysis for the specification of

more abstract frames and frame-to-frame relations. As a consequence, FrameNet shows

many gaps and inconsistencies that may hinder the derivation of linking generalization.

Osswald and Van Valin illustrate this with a number of examples, one of which relates

to the causatives and inchoatives in the FrameNet hierarchy (Osswald and Van Valin,

2014, p. 14-16). About 30 frames in FrameNet 1.5 start with ‘Cause’, as in Cause_change

and Cause_to_amalgamate. Many of these frames are linked to other frames with the

Causative_of relation, such as the Cause_change and Undergo_change frames, but there

are also many where this is not the case, even if there are clear candidates available.

For example, there is no relation between Cause_to_wake and Waking_up. Osswald and
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Van Valin also point out that there is no Inheritance relation (or any relation) between

a frame like Cause_change and more specific frames like Cause_change_of_phase and

Change_of_phase. This criticism is put forward in the context of lexical semantics

(solving these problems would pave the way to a better empirically grounded theory of

the syntax-semantic interface). However, in the context of frame-semantic parsing it also

poses (or could pose) a problem for systems that use these relations for generalizing over

frames or FEs (e.g. Matsubayashi et al., 2009), for evaluations that give partial credits

to related frames or FEs (Baker et al., 2007), and for efforts to map frames and FEs

to the predicates and role sets in VerbNet and PropBank (Bonial et al., 2013, Lopez de

Lacalle et al., 2014a,b).

Osswald and Van Valin admit that these gaps and inconsistencies are partly due to the

fact that FrameNet is an ongoing large-scale project and that they may partly be solved

by a thorough revision and extension of the frame-to-frame relations. However, they

argue that for the best results, this should be accompanied by a top-down systematic

decompositional analysis of event frames, making explicit the semantic factors that play

a role in argument realization, including causal factors. In this line of argumentation,

they suggest to reflect the internal structure of an event or state of affairs within the

frame representation itself. See Osswald and Van Valin (2014) for more details about

their suggested solutions.

2.3 Other resources

Besides FrameNet, there have been other projects that aimed at capturing semantic

knowledge at the predicate-argument level, including VerbNet, PropBank and Nom-

Bank. As will be explained in more detail in Chapter 3, these resources play a role in

the current study because it aims at exploiting mappings between them and FrameNet

for automatic frame-semantic analysis in Dutch. Therefore, the following sections are

devoted to the description of each of these resources. Section 2.3.4 discusses a resource

that does not capture information on semantic roles, but nevertheless is relevant in the

context of this study. This resource is WordNet, which provides a way to link Dutch
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predicates to their English equivalents by using the alignments with Cornetto, the Dutch

version of WordNet.

2.3.1 VerbNet

VerbNet7 (Kipper et al., 2008, Kipper Schuler, 2005) is a lexicon of verbs which are

hierarchically arranged and grouped into verb classes according to shared syntactic be-

haviour. The verb classes are inspired by and extended from Beth Levin’s verb classes

(Levin, 1993). Levin explains the varied expression of verb arguments within syntac-

tic positions as direct reflections of the underlying semantics. In other words, a verb’s

meaning influences its syntactic behaviour in the sense that its semantic components

constrains which arguments are allowed. On this principle, Levin shows how the regu-

larity that is exhibited by the patterns of syntactic alternations of verbs can be used to

distinguish semantically coherent verb classes.

The classes in VerbNet (currently 274 in total) are hierarchically arranged and are each

characterized by a set of verbs, a list of thematic roles, selectional restrictions on the

arguments, and a set of syntactic frames that describe the possible surface realizations

of the argument structure. In order to facilitate generalizations, VerbNet makes use of

a relatively small hierarchical role set; there are 23 thematic roles in total, including

for example agent, instrument, and beneficiary. Each of the roles listed in a class

may be further characterized by certain selectional restrictions that are expressed using

binary predicates (e.g. +animate, +organization).

The syntactic frames of a class map its thematic roles to the syntactic arguments for

each construction in which they may occur, such as transitive, intransitive, prepositional

phrases, resultatives and a large set of diathesis alternations. Each frame consists of the

thematic roles, the verb, and other lexical items which may be required for a particular

construction or alternation, such as prepositions. The key components of the meaning

of the class are expressed in terms of semantic predicates, which denote the relations

between participants and events. This level of semantic information is expressed as a

conjunction of boolean semantic predicates, such as motion, contact or cause, which
7http://verbs.colorado.edu/ mpalmer/projects/verbnet.html
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Hit-18.1

Class hierarchy:
Hit-18.1

Hit-18.1.1

Members:
bang, bash, click, dash, smite, squash, tamp, thump, thwack, whack

Roles:
Agent [+int_control]
Patient [+concrete]
Instrument [+concrete]
Result [+concrete]

Frames:
NP V NP PP.Instrument
Example “Paula hit the ball with a stick.”
Syntax Agent V Patient {with} Instrument
Semantics CAUSE(Agent, E) MANNER(during(E), directedmotion, Instrument)

NOT(contact(during(E), Instrument, Patient)) MANNER(end(E), forceful,
Instrument) CONTACT(end(E), Instrument, Patient) USE(during(E), Agent,
Instrument)

NP V NP PP.Result
Example “The hammer hit the window to pieces.”
Syntax Instrument V Patient {to into} Result [+state]
Semantics MANNER(during(E), directedmotion, Instrument) NOT(contact(during(E),

Instrument, Patient)) MANNER(end(E), forceful, Instrument) CON-
TACT(end(E), Instrument, Patient) PRED(result(E), Patient)

Table 2.3: Partial description of VerbNet class Hit-17.1

are associated with an event variable E that allows predicates to specify when in the

event the predicate is true (start(E) for preparatory stage, during(E) for the culmination

stage, and end(E) for the consequent stage). Finally, the syntactic frames are illustrated

with example sentences. Figure 2.3 shows an example of an entry in VerbNet (the

Hit-18.1 class).

2.3.2 PropBank

Whereas FrameNet and VerbNet are primarily lexicographic projects, the creation of

PropBank,8 short for Proposition Bank (Bonial et al., 2012, Palmer et al., 2005), was

motivated by the need for a large corpus annotated with semantic roles to support the
8http://verbs.colorado.edu/ mpalmer/projects/ace.html
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development of supervised machine learning systems. The project has added a layer of

predicate-argument information on top of the syntactic annotations in the Wall Street

Journal portion (about one million words) of the Penn English Treebank II (Marcus

et al., 1993). The primary goal was to supply consistent, simple, general purpose la-

belling of semantic roles in such a way that the data can easily be used as training data

for automatic semantic role labellers. For this reason, PropBank has taken a purely

practical approach to semantic representation and has used a small set of semantic role

labels that is quite generic and theory-neutral. The semantic roles are numbered from

Arg0 to Arg4, and although in general they correspond to the semantic roles as repre-

sented in Table 2.4, they should always be interpreted in relation to the verb. In other

words, the semantic roles in PropBank are defined to have verb-specific meanings. In

addition to the annotation of the numbered arguments, which reflect the arguments

that are required for the valency of the predicate or that occur with high-frequency in

actual usage, the annotators assigned a functional tag to all modifiers of the verb, such

as Comitative (COM), Locative (LOC) or Cause (CAU) (Bonial et al., 2012, p. 9-21).

Arg0 agent
Arg1 patient
Arg2 instrument, benefactive, attribute
Arg3 starting point, benefactive, attribute
Arg4 ending point
ArgM modifier

Table 2.4: The semantic role labels in PropBank (Bonial et al., 2012, p. 3)

In contrast with FrameNet and VerbNet, PropBank’s initial intention was not to cre-

ate a lexical resource describing the full variety of general natural language structures.

However, a PropBank lexicon was created in the beginning of the project to facilitate

annotation, which later evolved into a resource on its own. This lexicon consists of

‘frames files’ for each verb, that is, the collection of ‘frame sets’ (Palmer et al., 2005,

p. 84) for each its senses. These frame sets contain all possible arguments for the sense of

the verb and their labels, as well as all possible syntactic realizations. They are created

following a bottom-up strategy: starting from an examination of a sample of sentences

containing the verb, the instances are grouped into one or more major senses, each of

which is turned into a single frame set. The senses are intended to be coarse-grained:
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PREDICATE: TREAT

Roleset id: treat.01, assume that something has a particular attribute

Roles:
Arg0-PAG assumer of attribute
Arg1-PPT thing
Arg2-PRD attribute

Example (active):
Mary treats John like an idiot, which he is.
Arg0 Mary
Rel treats
Arg1 John
Arg2 like an idiot, which he is

Roleset id: treat.02, buy for someone

Roles:
Arg0-PAG buyer, treater
Arg1-PPT treat
Arg2-PRD benefactive

Example:
Mary treated John to lunch.
Arg0 Mary
Rel treated
Arg2 John
Arg1 to lunch

Table 2.5: Partial frame file of treat.v in PropBank

two senses are only considered different if their argument labels are different, as in Mary

left the room versus Mary left her daughter-in-law her pearls in her will (Bonial et al.,

2012, p. 5). Table 2.5 shows part of the frame file of the verb treat.

2.3.3 NomBank

NomBank9 (Meyers, 2007, Meyers et al., 2004) can be considered part of the larger

PropBank effort; it has provided nominal argument structures in the Penn Treebank

II corpus in the same way as PropBank has recorded such information for verbs. The

nouns in the corpus are classified into verbal nominalizations (e.g. destruction, believer,

knowledge), adjectival nominalizations (e.g. ability, bitterness), and 16 other classes such

as relational (e.g. father, president) and partitive nouns (e.g. set, variety). Again, frame
9http://nlp.cs.nyu.edu/meyers/NomBank.html
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files are created as a side effect of the annotation process; annotators were asked to revise

lexical entries based on what is found in the corpus. In order to make role definitions

as consistent as possible across parts of speech, attempts were made to find previously

marked verbs in PropBank that take similar argument as the nouns under analysis and

to link them. As such, nouns like appointment and appointee form an equivalence class

with the verb forms of appoint. Taking a broad view of the definition of nominalizations,

this principle is even applied when there is no morphological connection between the two;

therefore, verbs like photograph or draw are also taken as the basis of the entry for picture

(as in Mary’s picture of John).

2.3.4 WordNet/Cornetto

Finally, a lexical resource that does not record information on semantic roles but nev-

ertheless is relevant in the context of this thesis is WordNet, because it provides a way

to link Dutch predicates to their English equivalents. The Princeton WordNet10 (Fell-

baum, 1998) is a large lexical database that groups English words into sets of synonyms

called synsets, which all represent one underlying lexical concept. As such, word forms

with several distinct meanings are represented in different synsets. For example, the

verb fall occurs in multiple synsets, including <descend; fall; go down; come down>

(“move downward and lower, but not necessarily all the way”) and <decrease; diminish;

lessen; fall> (“decrease in size, extent, or range”). Each synset contains a brief defi-

nition and one or more example sentences illustrating the use of the synset members,

and it is linked to other synsets by means of conceptual relations such as antonomy and

hyponymy. Following the English WordNet, similar resources have been developed in

many other languages and in many cases are aligned with the English one.

The Cornetto database11 (Vossen et al., 2013) is a Dutch lexical resource that combines

the information stored in the Referentiebestand Nederlands (RBN) (Maks et al., 1999)

and the Dutch WordNet (DWN) (Vossen, 1998). As such, the database contains both
10https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
11http://www.cltl.nl/projects/previous-projects/cornetto/. Cornetto is currently being converted into

the Open Source Dutch WordNet (http://wordpress.let.vupr.nl/odwn/), where proprietary content is
replaced with open source content (Postma and Vossen, 2014), but this thesis uses the information stored
in Cornetto.
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a collection of form-meaning pairs (lexical units), mainly derived from the RBN, and a

collection of synsets, derived from the DWN. The synsets in Cornetto contain one or

more synonyms, each of which consists of a pointed to a LU, and are aligned with the

synsets in the Princeton WordNet.

In this thesis, I use a set of mappings between Cornetto and WordNet that was obtained

to create a Dutch version of the Predicate Matrix in the NewsReader project (Agerri

et al., 2015b, p. 19-20; see Chapter 3). For this resource, English WordNet synsets

were directly translated to Dutch synsets, and from the Dutch synsets to each of the

lexical units or synonyms in the synsets. This way, the predicate information in the

Predicate Matrix could be linked to the lexical units in Cornetto. Different equivalence

relations were used to obtain the mappings between the Dutch and English synsets.

First, there are direct mappings between synsets that are manually confirmed. If synsets

have no mapping, the hierarchy in the DWN was used to find the most specific hypernym

with a mapping. Taken into account were the hypernym relations within one part-of-

speech, cross-part-of-speech hypernym relations, and near-synonym relations. In total,

this resulted in 66,376 lexical unit mappings, comprising about 2/3rd of the complete

Cornetto database.

2.4 Mappings between resources

The resources described in the previous sections, except for WordNet, all present se-

mantic knowledge at the predicate-argument level and have served as a basis for SRL.

As Palmer et al. (2014, p. 13-14) correctly point out: even though these resources were

created independently with somewhat different goals and vary in the level and nature of

semantic detail represented, they “can be seen as complementary rather than conflicting,

and together comprise a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts.” PropBank pro-

vides the best coverage and largest corpus for training supervised SRL-systems; VerbNet

provides the clearest links between syntax and semantics; and finally, FrameNet pro-

vides the richest semantics (Palmer, 2009, p. 31). For this reason, several attempts have

been made to create mappings between the predicates and their role sets defined in each
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of these resources. These mappings enable research on both the independent and the

shared value of the different role sets and can be used to enhance SRL-system by pro-

viding greater coverage, greater richness, increased training data over more genres, and

opportunities for generalizations (Palmer, 2009, p. 52). Moreover, they provide the pos-

sibility for automatic frame-semantic analysis in Dutch (and possibly other languages),

which is explored in this thesis.

2.4.1 SemLink

SemLink12 (Bonial et al., 2013, Loper et al., 2007, Palmer, 2009, Palmer et al., 2014)

is an ongoing effort to combine the information from complementary lexical resources

via mappings between them. Currently, links between VerbNet, PropBank, FrameNet,

WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) and OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006) can be browsed online

in the Unified Verb Index.13 Version 1.2.2, its most recent downloadable release used

in the current study, provides lexical mappings, formatted in XML, at different levels

between VerbNet and PropBank, and between VerbNet and FrameNet. First, it includes

type-to-type mappings between the lexical units for each framework, that is, the role

sets of PropBank for each lemma, the VerbNet classes (and its members), and FrameNet

frames (and its lexical units). These primarily differ in their levels of granularity. For

example, for the verb hear PropBank defines only one role set:

Arg0: hearer

Arg1: utterance, sound

Arg2: speaker, source of sound

In VerbNet, this sense corresponds to both the Discover and See classes, and in FrameNet

to the Perception_experience and Hear frames (Bonial et al., 2013, p. 10). Whereas

the mappings can be many-to-many, in general the mappings from PropBank to VerbNet

or FrameNet therefore tend to be one-to-many, while the mappings between VerbNet

and FrameNet are more likely to be one-to-one. Figure 2.3 gives an example of a couple

of mappings between VerbNet classes and FrameNet frames.
12http://verbs.colorado.edu/semlink/
13http://verbs.colorado.edu/verb-index/
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<vncls class="13.2" vnmember="gift" fnframe="Giving" fnlexent="" versionID="vn3.2"/>
<vncls class="13.2-1" vnmember="distribute" fnframe="Dispersal" fnlexent=""

versionID="vn3.2" />
<vncls class="13.2-1-1" vnmember="donate" fnframe="Giving" fnlexent="5344"

versionID="vn3.2" />
<vncls class="13.2-1-1" vnmember="submit" fnframe="Compliance" fnlexent=""

versionID="vn3.2" />
<vncls class="13.2-1-1" vnmember="submit" fnframe="Submitting_documents" fnlexent=""

versionID="vn3.2" />
<vncls class="13.2-2" vnmember="disburse" fnframe="Commerce_pay" fnlexent="8743"

versionID="vn3.2" />

Figure 2.3: Mappings between VerbNet classes and FrameNet frames in SemLink
1.2.2

Additionally, for each lexical unit SemLink provides mappings between the semantic roles

of VerbNet and PropBank, and between those of VerbNet and FrameNet. These roles

also primarily differ in the granularity or level of semantic specificity. Recall from the

previous sections that PropBank uses the generic labels Arg0-Arg4 for core verb specific

roles and the label ArgM for adjuncts (with function tag labels such as Temporal);

VerbNet uses a set of 23 thematic roles such as Agent and Theme and assumes that

adjuncts will be supplied by PropBank-based SRL systems; finally, FrameNet defines

for each frame core and peripheral FEs that are specific for that frame, resulting in over

2,000 individual FE types. Figure 2.4 illustrates how the mappings between VerbNet

roles and FrameNet FEs are represented in SemLink.

<vncls class="13.2" fnframe="Commerce_pay">
<roles>

<role fnrole="Seller" vnrole="Agent"/>
<role fnrole="Reason" vnrole="Agent"/>
<role fnrole="Buyer" vnrole="Recipient"/>
<role fnrole="Goods" vnrole="Theme"/>

</roles>
</vncls>

Figure 2.4: Mappings between VerbNet thematic roles and FrameNet FEs in SemLink
1.2.2

Whereas the mappings between VerbNet and FrameNet are provided in separate files,

one for the verb classes and frames and one for the roles, all mappings between VerbNet

and PropBank are provided in one file. An example is given in Figure 2.5.

In addition to these lexical mappings, which specify the potential mappings between the

resources for each word, Semlink provides an annotated corpus in which those mappings

that apply to a given occurrence of a word are specified. This corpus consists of a set
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<predicate lemma="talk">
<argmap pb_roleset="talk.01" vn_class="37.11-1">

<role pb_arg="0" vn_theta="Agent" />
<role pb_arg="1" vn_theta="Topic" />
<role pb_arg="2" vn_theta="Recipient" />

</argmap>
<argmap pb_roleset="talk.01" vn_class="37.5">

<role pb_arg="0" vn_theta="Agent" />
<role pb_arg="1" vn_theta="Topic" />
<role pb_arg="2" vn_theta="Co-Agent" />

</argmap>
<argmap pb_roleset="talk.02" vn_class="59-1">

<role pb_arg="0" vn_theta="Agent" />
<role pb_arg="1" vn_theta="Patient" />
<role pb_arg="2" vn_theta="Result" />

</argmap>
</predicate>

Figure 2.5: Mappings between VerbNet and PropBank in SemLink 1.2.2

of PropBank instances from the Wall Street Journal data with mappings to VerbNet

classes and thematic roles, and to FrameNet frames and FEs. The latter have been

partly manually annotated and partly automatically where this was possible because

the existing mapping in SemLink was one-to-one.

2.4.2 Predicate Matrix

The Predicate Matrix14 (Lopez de Lacalle et al., 2014a,b) is an extension of SemLink.

Lopez de Lacalle et al. (2014a) pointed out that the mapping coverage of SemLink

presented significant gaps and applied a variety of automatic methods to extend it,

resulting in the first version of the Predicate Matrix. For the current version, PM v.1.1,

the mappings were even further extended (Lopez de Lacalle et al., 2014b). An important

difference between SemLink and the Predicate Matrix is that whereas the former takes

VerbNet as the central resource, the latter relates all predicate information to WordNet

senses and present all the mappings between each resource in one matrix.

Lopez de Lacalle et al. (2014b, p. 904) extended the coverage of SemLink in three steps.

The first step consisted of completing the mappings between the lexicons of WordNet,

VerbNet and FrameNet by applying knowledge-based word sense disambiguation algo-

rithms that use a large-scale graph of concepts derived from WordNet to disambiguate

the verbs from VerbNet and FrameNet, which provides new links between those verbs
14http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/PredicateMatrix
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LEXICON ROLES
vn-fn vn-wn fn-wn vn-wn-fn

SemLink 3,285 7,620 4,342 5,168 6,201

PM
disambiguation 4,712 8,504 6,338 6,745 6,201
role alignments 4,712 8,504 6,338 6,745 15,168
synonyms 9,952 14,900 11,391 12,267 31,889

Table 2.6: Number of new lexicon and role alignments of the Predicate Matrix com-
pared to Semlink after each step (Lopez de Lacalle et al., 2014b, p. 905-906).

and the WordNet senses.15 The second steps involved obtaining the missing correspon-

dences between the semantic roles from VerbNet and FrameNet using three different

methods (for detailed explanation of these methods, see Lopez de Lacalle et al., 2014b,

p. 905-906). Finally, the mappings were extended via WordNet synonyms. Table 2.6

shows how each of these steps resulted in improvement on the coverage compared to

SemLink.

Finally, the integration of the new mappings between VerbNet and FrameNet roles had as

a side-effect that connections between PropBank and FrameNet could also be extended.

Whereas SemLink provided 2,461 and 1,460 mappings respectively for the lexicon and

the roles between PropBank and FrameNet, the Predicate Matrix provides 2,741 and

1,841 mappings. These mappings are especially relevant for this thesis, since the starting

point for frame-semantic analysis in Dutch are the PropBank structures generated by

the SSRL.

Table 2.7 presents a simplified example of the mappings presented in the Predicate

Matrix (with the rows being converted to columns for presentation purposes). Each row

represents the mapping of a role over the different resources and includes all the aligned

knowledge about its corresponding verb sense, which in the Predicate Matrix is primarily

defined by a particular WordNet sense. Lopez de Lacalle et al. (2014b, p. 904) note that

by linking all information to WordNet senses, the predicate information can also be

extended to languages other than English by exploiting the local wordnets aligned to

the English WordNet, as is experimented with in the current study.
15For FrameNet, also nouns, adjectives and adverbs corresponding to the FrameNet LUs were disam-

biguated and linked to the WordNet/VerbNet word senses.
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row (1) row (2) row (3)
WN_SENSE accept%2:31:00 accept%2:31:00 admonish%2:32:00
VN_CLASS accept-77 accept-77 advise-37.9
VN_SUBCLASS NULL NULL advise-37.9-1
VN_LEMMA empathise empathise admonish
VN_ROLE Agent Theme Agent
FN_FRAME Awareness Awareness Attempt_suasion
FN_LE understand.v understand.v admonish.v
FN_ROLE Cognizer Content Content
PB_ROLESET understand.01 understand.01 admonish.01
PB_ROLE 0 1 2

Table 2.7: Simplified example of mappings in the Predicate Matrix

2.4.3 Cross-annotations

The last resource providing mappings between that will be discussed here is the corpus

of cross-annotations developed by Laparra Martín (2014). He proposed exploiting the

semantic relations between predicates and between semantic roles described in FrameNet

(see Section 2.2.4) for Implicit Semantic Role Labelling (ISRL) by transferring them to

PropBank/NomBank. He argued that existing resources providing these mappings, such

as SemLink and the Predicate Matrix, still did not provide a complete mapping between

FrameNet and PropBank/NomBank. Their coverage was considered to be too limited,

they are too much focused on the mappings between the lexicons instead of the roles, and

moreover, nominal predicates were not taken into account at all (although the current

version of the Predicate Matrix does include some nominal predicates) (Laparra Martín,

2014, p. 123-125).

Therefore, Laparra Martín (2014, p. 125-127) applied another method to automatically

obtain reliable sets of mappings between PropBank/NomBank and FrameNet, which he

refers to as a cross-annotation strategy. First, he took the FrameNet corpus consisting

of both lexicographic and full-text annotations and automatically annotated the data

with PropBank roles by using the MATE-tools (Björkelund et al., 2009), a complete

multilingual NLP pipeline that includes a high accuracy PropBank-based SRL module

obtaining 85.63% F1- performance. Similarly, a subset of the PropBank/NomBank cor-

pus comprising 500 different documents was automatically annotated with SEMAFOR

(Chen et al., 2010), which carries out both frame and FE identification with an overall
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performance of 62.76% precision and 41.89% recall. This way, the corresponding coun-

terparts of both corpora were automatically obtained, generating mappings between

both the predicates and the roles.

PropBank NomBank
Predicates Roles Predicates Roles

SemLink 1,722 4,394 0 0
PM 2,900 7,493 0 0
T=0 3,446 12,858 3,546 8,722
T=1 2,688 8,232 2,594 5,537
T=4 2,002 4,745 1,718 3,036
T=7 1,651 3,383 1,313 2,133

Table 2.8: Number of mappings between PropBank/NomBank and FrameNet ob-
tained using the cross-annotation strategy (with different values of T) compared to
SemLink and the first version of the Predicate Matrix (Laparra Martín, 2014, p. 127)

For the purpose of his research, Laparra Martín filtered those cases out that were con-

sidered too infrequent by setting a threshold of more than T cases per pair <PB/NB-

argument, FN-FE>. Different values of T were applied, resulting in different sets of

mappings. Table 2.8 shows the number of mappings obtained using this cross-annotation

strategy for different values of T, compared to the number of mappings in SemLink (ver-

sion 1.1) and the first version of the Predicate Matrix.

2.5 Frame-semantic parsing and SRL

The availability of FrameNet enabled Gildea and Jurafsky (2002) to develop the first

statistical machine learning approach to SRL. In their study, they did not yet address

the problem of disambiguating the predicate to the semantic frame, but instead divided

the problem into two parts: given the target predicate and its corresponding frame, find

the relevant constituents in a sentence, and label them with the correct FE name. In

addition, they performed experiments using a set of 18 thematic roles instead of FEs,

which were described as more abstract, general roles such as agent, patient and goal.

Their system was trained on an early version of FrameNet containing roughly 50,000

annotated example sentences, which were parsed into a syntactic tree using a statistical

parser trained on examples from the Penn TreeBank (Marcus et al., 1993). Various

lexical and syntactic features were used, such as the phrase type of the constituent, its
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grammatical function, and position in the sentence. The results were comparable for the

two types of semantic roles: their system achieved 80% accuracy in identifying the correct

FE of pre-segmented constituents, compared to 82% for thematic roles. They also report

precision and recall for ‘the harder task of simultaneously segmenting constituents and

identifying their semantic role’. For this task, using FEs as roles, the system achieved a

precision of 65% and a recall of 61%. For thematic roles, it achieved a precision of 72%

and a recall of 64%.

2.5.1 Shared tasks

The pioneering work of Gildea and Jurafsky (2002) triggered a wave of research on

statistical SRL in the last decade. In 2004 the first shared task on the automatic

labelling of semantic roles was organized in Senseval-3 (Litkowski, 2004), with the

goal of replicating the study of Gildea and Jurafsky and improving on them. Given a

sentence, a target word and its frame, the participants were asked to identify the FEs

within that sentence and tag them with the appropriate FE name. In addition to this

‘restricted’ task, they could perform an ‘unrestricted’ task, where the FE boundaries

were given and only the applicable FE name had to be identified.

The next shared task that concentrated on FrameNet-style SRL was SemEval-2007

(Baker et al., 2007). The organizers of this task describe it as ‘a more advanced and

realistic version of Senseval-3’ (Baker et al., 2007, p. 104), since in this task, the goal

was to perform complete analysis of semantic roles on unseen texts, which involved

both the identification of the appropriate FrameNet frame for a given predicate and the

identification and labelling of its arguments. In the course of creating the gold standard,

however, the FrameNet team created almost 40 new frames for LUs that did not fit into

any of the existing frames, and the task appeared to be especially challenging with regard

to these new frames. Even though the systems were given partial credits for frames that

were related to the gold frame in terms of frame-to-frame relations, this resulted in

low recall scores for the full task (between 25 and 50%). The participants performed

better in terms of precision, with an average score of 63%. For the more limited task of

frame recognition, participants achieved F1-scores between 53% and 75%. To this date,
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the data and evaluation of SemEval-2007 are used as the main reference in research on

frame-semantic parsing. At the time, Johansson and Nugues (2007) presented the best

performing system at SemEval-2007; performance was improved by Das et al. (2010),

who later set the current state of the art on the task (Das et al., 2014).

Finally, SemEval-2010 (Ruppenhofer et al., 2010b) was intended for both PropBank-

and FrameNet-oriented users; however, in the end all participants chose to work on

FrameNet-style annotations. The goal of this task was to extend the classical SRL task

by taking it beyond the domain of individual sentences and link locally uninstantiated

roles to their coreferents in the wider discourse context. A corpus of crime fiction texts

had been annotated with semantic argument structure, coreference chains and Null In-

stantiations (NIs), which are omissions of FEs in a sentence (e.g. omission of the agent

in the passive sentence “Mistakes were made.”). Participants could choose between three

tasks: the NI-only task (recognize definite NIs and linking them to antecedents), the

SRL-only task (role recognition and labelling), and the full task (role recognition/la-

belling and NI linking). Two groups submitted results for the NI only tasks, and two

groups for the SRL only task, which already appeared to be quite challenging. Not only

were the systems tested against unseen data, as in SemEval-2007, the data also came

from a new genre and domain, which even further increased the difficulty of the task.

The participating systems both achieved precision scores around 65%, and recall scores

between only 11 and 46% on the SRL-only task.

Several shared tasks have also been organized that used PropBank as a basis for SRL, in

particular in the context of CoNLL. CoNLL-2004 (Carreras and Màrquez, 2004) and

CoNLL-2005 (Carreras and Màrquez, 2005) were dedicated to PropBank-based SRL

in a monolingual setting (English). In CoNLL-2008 (Surdeanu et al., 2008) the task of

syntactic dependency parsing was merged with that of identifying semantic arguments

and labelling them with semantic roles; finally, CoNLL-2009 (Hajic̆ et al., 2009) built

upon this task by providing data for six more languages (Catalan, Chineze, Czech,

German, Japanese and Spanish).
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2.5.2 Dutch and other languages

The popularity of automatic frame-semantic parsing and SRL is spreading to languages

other than English, where the necessary linguistic resources are being built or have

already been built to support the development of systems relying on supervised-learning

techniques. As previously discussed in Section 2.2.5, efforts have been made to create

FrameNet-like resources for languages other than English, such as German (Burchardt

et al., 2006) and Spanish (Subirats and Petruck, 2003). A number of resources have also

been created that use PropBank-style representations, such as the Chinese PropBank

(Xue and Palmer, 2009) and AnCora for Catalan and Spanish (Taulé and Recasens,

2008).

However, creating these resources require substantial time and financial investments;

therefore, alternative approaches have been developed to circumvent this data bottleneck

in SRL research. The most important ones are that of semantic role projection, which

takes the advantage of the availability of parallel data to project semantic role annotation

from a resource-rich language to a resource-poor language (Palmer et al., 2010, p. 56-59).

Of course, this requires the parallel corpus to be (manually or automatically) annotated

with semantic roles on the source language. This was, for example, done for German

and French by Padó (2007) in a study previously discussed in Section 2.2.5.

At the moment of writing, there has -to the best of my knowledge- no research been

conducted on frame-semantic parsing in Dutch. Probably, this is mainly because there is

no FrameNet-like resource available for Dutch, but I also do not know of any study that

has applied annotation projection for FrameNet-style representations. There have been

suggestions made to merge the annotation schemes of PropBank and FrameNet for the

annotation of semantic roles in a Dutch corpus within the D-coi project (Monachesi and

Trapman, 2006), but in the end it was decided to adopt the PropBank approach because

of the promising results on automatic SRL of systems that use these representations in

English (De Clercq et al., 2012). This resulted in the annotations of PropBank-style

semantic roles in a 500K subcorpus of SoNaR (Oostdijk et al., 2008). The annotation

guidelines were developed by Monachesi et al. (2007) and are based on the guidelines

developed for the English PropBank (Babko-Malaya, 2005); instead of defining new
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Dutch frame files, which is a very time-consuming process, predicates were mapped

onto the English PropBank frame files and annotated with the corresponding argument

structure.

The 500K manually verified annotations were used to train the SoNaR Semantic Role La-

beler (SSRL) (De Clercq and Monachesi, 2012), which in turn was used to automatically

annotate another 500K of the SoNaR corpus, resulting in a corpus of 1 million words

annotated with PropBank-style semantic roles. The SSRL uses a Memory Based Learn-

ing (MBL) approach as implemented in the Tilburg Memory Based Learner (TiMBL)

(Daelemans et al., 2004) and is based on lexical and grammatical features describing

the predicate and the argument (e.g. the stem and voice of the predicate, grammatical

category of the argument, etc.). It is reported to perform with an F-score of 79.18%.

Instead of creating a corpus annotated with frame-semantic structures, either manually

or by performing annotation projection, this thesis explores another approach to au-

tomatic frame-semantic analysis in Dutch. By exploiting existing alignments between

the English and Dutch WordNets as well as the resources providing mappings between

PropBank and FrameNet as discussed in Section 2.4, this research aims to project frame-

semantic information on top of the PropBank-structures generated by the SSRL. The

next chapter explains this approach in more detail.
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Data and Methods

This chapter provides information on the data and methods used to explore the potential

of the resources described in the previous chapter for automatic frame-semantic analysis

in Dutch. For the purpose of testing and evaluating, a small corpus was annotated with

frame-semantic information. In order to determine the reliability of these annotations,

I calculated the inter-annotator agreement and conducted a disagreement study. The

collection, annotation, and validation of the data are discussed in Section 3.1. The next

step involved pre-processing the data using a pipeline of Natural Language Processing

modules developed in project NewsReader, which is explained in Section 3.2. Finally,

Section 3.3 elaborates on the experiments conducted in this study. The results of each

of these experiments are presented in the next chapter.

3.1 Data collection and annotation

The data used in this study is divided into a test set and a development set in order

to avoid a bias in performance estimation. The test set, which is used to test the final

performance of the system, consists of 600 sentences from 120 Dutch news articles in the

financial-economic domain collected in the NewsReader project (Vossen et al., 2014).

The original English texts were taken from the English WikiNews,1 which is a collection

of multilingual online news articles written collaboratively in a wiki-like manner, and
1https://en.wikinews.org

42
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were translated by professional translators to Spanish, Italian and Dutch in order to

facilitate cross-lingual benchmarking (van Erp et al., 2015). The texts are equally divided

over 4 topics: Apple, Airbus-Boeing, GM-Chrysler-Ford and Stock Market. Because

these texts (the first 5 sentences of each) had already been annotated with PropBank

roles, which was part of a larger annotation task in NewsReader, it provided a good

starting point for the current study in terms of reduced annotation effort; instead of

annotating new texts with predicate-argument structures, PropBank roles and FrameNet

roles, the only task left was the annotation of FrameNet frames and roles on top of the

existing predicate-argument structures annotated with PropBank roles.

The development set is used to explore the performance of the different resources and

different methods (see Section 3.3). It consists of 127 sentences from 10 news articles

about Apple from different online Dutch news sources (such as BN/De Stem, Alge-

meen Dagblad, Telegraaf, Nu.nl). Some further statistics of the datasets are shown in

Table 3.1.

Documents Sentences Relations
Development set Apple 10 127 371

Test set

Apple 30 150 428
Airbus-Boeing 30 150 471
GM-Chrysler-Ford 30 150 438
Stock Market 30 150 372
All topics 120 600 1709

Full set Total 130 727 2080

Table 3.1: Number of documents, sentences and predicate-argument relations in the
development and test sets

The frame-semantic annotations are added on top of the predicate-argument relations

annotated in the NewsReader project. It is important to note that the annotations

in NewsReader somewhat differ from more traditional predicate-argument annotations.

More specifically, in NewsReader only entities and numerical expressions are annotated

as arguments of a predicate; all arguments that express another type of participant or

property are annotated in one of the other annotation layers (without being labelled

with PropBank roles) or not annotated at all.
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3.1.1 NewsReader annotations

NewsReader2 (Vossen et al., 2014) is a running European project that is developing

technology to process daily news streams in English, Dutch, Spanish and Italian, ex-

tracting what happened, when, where and who was involved. It represents the events

and their relations using formal semantic structures in a compact and compressed form

by eliminating duplication and repetition, detecting event identity, completing incom-

plete descriptions, and chaining and relating events into plots. The resulting long-term

history is stored in a KnowledgeStore that cumulates information over time, producing

an extremely large knowledge graph that is visualized using new techniques to provide

more comprehensive access. Professional decision-makers can use the information in

the KnowledgeStore to make well-informed decisions based on accurate, up-to-date and

comprehensive information. The system is being tested on economic-financial news and

on events relevant for political and financial decision-makers.

The annotation of PropBank roles has been part of a larger annotation task in News-

Reader (Schoen et al., 2014, Tonelli et al., 2014), which is centered around the annota-

tion of markables (i.e. entities, events, temporal expressions, numerical expressions and

various kind of signals) and relations between markables (i.e. coreference, participant

roles, causal, temporal, subordinating and grammatical links). An UML diagram of the

full annotation scheme as used in NewsReader is presented in Figure 3.1. The relevant

markables in the context of this thesis are Events and Entities, because these represent

predicates and their arguments respectively. The relation between them is annotated as

a Has_participant relation; this is also where the PropBank role labels are attached

to.

Events and Entities

For the annotation of Event and Entity markables, a distinction was made between

mentions and instances in order to handle both the annotation of single mentions and

of the coreference chains that link several mentions to the same Entity or Event (the

instance) in a text. Entities (Tonelli et al., 2014, p. 6-28) are defined as objects or sets

of objects in the world (or the mental representations of objects) and are classified into
2http://www.newsreader-project.eu/
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Figure 3.1: UML diagram of the annotation scheme used in NewsReader (Tonelli
et al., 2014, p. 93)

five semantic types: person, location, organization, product, financial and

mixed. Events (Tonelli et al., 2014, p. 29-49) are defined as the mental representations

of events to which various types of linguistic elements (e.g. nouns, verbs, pronouns) refer

within a text and are classified into four classes: speech cognitive (speech acts and

cognitive events, e.g. report, prefer, think), grammatical (events that are semantically

dependent on a content verb/noun or another event, e.g. light verbs and aspectual verbs

or nouns), other and mixed. For example, in Sentence 3.1 there are three entity men-

tions annotated: United States automobile company General Motors (organization),

it (organization), and revenues (financial). There are also three event mentions:
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announced (speech cognitive), lost (other), and declines (other). Other markables

that are annotated in this sentence include a Numerical_expression (US$ 6 billion), a

Temporal_expression (the first quarter of 2009) and a Temporal_signal (in).

3.1. United States automobile company General Motors announced it has lost US$ 6

billion in the first quarter of 2009, amids heavy declines in revenues.

Has_participant relations

Semantic roles, then, are annotated as Has_participant relations that link an Event_mention

to an Entity_mention (or to a Numerical_expression) which plays a role in the Event

(the participant). PropBank has been used as the framework for the assignment of se-

mantic role labels, resulting in seven possible values for the five numbered arguments

(Arg0-Arg4), locative modifiers (ArgM-LOC) and all other modifiers (ArgM-OTHER).

In Sentence 3.1 this would result in the following Has_participant relations:

announced > United States automobile company General Motors (Arg0)

lost > it (Arg0)

lost > US$ 6 billion (Arg1)

declines > revenues (Arg1)

Because of this rather specific annotation scheme, Has_participant annotations in

NewsReader cover less arguments than more traditional semantic role annotations do.

In this scheme, the annotators are only required to annotate the relations in which an

Entity_mention or Numerical_expression (VALUE in Figure 3.1) is involved; other

arguments, such as clauses or eventive noun phrases, are ignored or might be annotated

as TLINKS, CLINKS, GLINKS, or SLINKS, which are respectively temporal relations between

two Events or between an Event and a Temporal_expression, causal relations between

two Events, relations between grammatical Events and other Events, and relations

between speech-cognitive Events and other Events. These relations are not annotated
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with PropBank labels. For example, in a traditional predicate-argument annotation

scheme the whole clause it has lost US$ 6 billion in the first quarter of 2009 would

be annotated as an argument of the predicate announced in Sentence 3.1. Instead, in

NewsReader there is a SLINK annotated between the speech-cognitive Event announced

and the contextual Event lost, and a TLINK is annotated between the Event lost and

the Temporal_expression in the first quarter of 2009.

Content Annotation Tool (CAT)

In NewsReader, the annotations are done using the Content Annotation Tool3 (Lenzi

et al., 2012, Moretti and Sprugnoli, 2014), hereafter mentioned with the acronym CAT,

which is a general-purpose web-based text annotation tool created by the Center for the

Evaluation of Language and Communication Technologies (CELCT). The basic elements

in CAT are markables, relations and attributes:

Markables are identified by a label and can be anchored to the text or not. For

example, in NewsReader the markable Entity_mention is defined to be anchored

to a mention in the text, whereas the markable Entity, which refers to an instance

of an entity, is annotated as an empty tag.

Relations are elements that bridge two or more markables and are always defined

with respect to their directionality (if the relation holds in only one direction),

cardinality (one-to-one, many-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-many) and whether

they are typified (if the relation always involves a certain kind of markable). For

example, in NewsReader the Has_participant relation links an Event_mention to

an Entity_mention or a TIME3X markable and is a directional, one-to-one relation

(see Figure 3.2).

Attributes are simple key-value pairs that can be assigned to both markables and re-

lations. They can be visualized by different types of controls, namely: text box

element, radio button element, check box element, dropdown/combobox menu ele-

ment, reference link element. For example, the attributes for the Has_participant

relation (see Figure 3.2) are sem_role_framework (dropdown; PropBank or

FrameNet), sem_role (dropdown; the PropBank labels) and comment (textbox).
3https://dh.fbk.eu/resources/cat-content-annotation-tool
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Figure 3.2: Screenshot of Has_participant relation in CAT4

3.1.2 Frame-semantic annotations

Although the original plan was to annotate FrameNet frames and FEs in CAT as well,

it soon became clear that this is not a convenient tool for frame-semantic annotation.

In contrast to the small set of PropBank labels, the set of different frames and FEs is

simply too large to add as a pre-defined list where the annotator can choose from in the

CAT interface. Instead, the only option was to create a text field, and the annotator

had to consult the FrameNet website, search for frames through the Lexical Unit Index,5

click on the names of the frames to be redirected to the Frame Index6 in order to see

their definition and the FEs, and finally manually type them in the text fields in CAT.

Manually searching for and typing frames and FEs did not only appear to be a very

time-consuming task, it is also prone to mistakes. Therefore, I decided to develop an

alternative annotation tool for the frame-semantic annotations. This tool is written in

Python and can be used from the command line to quickly search for and annotate

frames and FEs through a simple look-up system. It takes CAT XML files annotated

with Has_participant relations as defined in NewsReader as input. Annotators are

presented with the sentence and the target predicate-argument relation and can either
4 This example is taken from English-Dutch cross-lingual annotations, where language is an extra

attribute.
5https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/index.php?q=luIndex
6https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/index.php?q=frameIndex
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directly enter the correct frame or can enter the Dutch lemma, its English translation

or a Dutch/English synonym to search for frames (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3: The frame-semantic annotation tool

The program searches for the entered frames or the ones that are associated with the

entered lemmas in FrameNet 1.5 or in the Predicate Matrix (Lopez de Lacalle et al.,

2014a,b). The FrameNet annotations are written as <frame> and <frame_element>

attributes to the <HAS_PARTICIPANT> elements in the CAT XML file (Figure 3.4). The

annotation tool can be downloaded from this Github repository.7

<Relations>
<HAS_PARTICIPANT r_id="251552" frame="Frequency" sem_role_framework="PROPBANK"
sem_role="Arg1" comment="" frame_element="Salient_entity">

<source m_id="1"/>
<target m_id="30"/>

</HAS_PARTICIPANT>
<HAS_PARTICIPANT r_id="251553" frame="Undergo_change" sem_role_framework="PROPBANK"
sem_role="Arg1" comment="" frame_element="Entity">

<source m_id="2"/>
<target m_id="31"/>

</HAS_PARTICIPANT>
<HAS_PARTICIPANT r_id="251554" frame="Statement" sem_role_framework="PROPBANK"
sem_role="Arg0" comment="" frame_element="Speaker">

<source m_id="4"/>
<target m_id="32"/>

</HAS_PARTICIPANT>

Figure 3.4: Snippet of CAT XML annotated with frames and FEs

Using this annotation tool, both the development and the test set have been dual-

annotated with frames and FEs by two linguistically-trained undergraduate students

and native speakers of Dutch. One of them already had some previous experience with

FrameNet annotations. The annotators were provided with literature about FrameNet

and with the Annotation Guidelines (Appendix B) and after two introductory meetings,

in which they got further instructions and practiced with the tool by doing some anno-

tations together, they were asked to annotate the development set first. On the basis of
7https://github.com/ChantalvanSon/FrameNet-annotation
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Frames (%) FEs (%)
Development set Apple 44.5 89.7

Test set

Apple 47.4 87.6
Airbus-Boeing 53.5 87.7
GM-Chrysler-Ford 55.3 93.4
Stock Market 47.6 93.8
All topics 51.4 90.7

Full set All topics 50.1 90.5

Table 3.2: Inter-annotator agreement on the annotation of frames and FEs

these annotations they received feedback before moving on to the annotation of the test

set. Since there was no time left for adjudication of divergent annotations, performance

of the system is measured by averaging the results on both gold sets (see Section 4.1).

3.1.3 Inter-annotator agreement

In order to obtain more insight into the reliability of the annotation of frames and

FEs, inter-annotator agreement (IAA) has been calculated as the observed agreement

(the percentage of predicate-argument relations on which the annotators agreed over

the total number of relations) on the complete set (development and test sets) as well

as on all subsets (each topic). With regard to the IAA on the annotations of FEs,

only the predicate-argument relations that were annotated with the same frame by both

annotators are taken into account. The resulting IAA-scores are presented in Table 3.2.

As can be seen from Table 3.2, the IAA-scores over the full dataset (2,080 predicate-

argument relations) on frame and FE labelling are respectively 51.4% and 90.5%. These

scores show that selecting the appropriate frame was the most difficult part of the task;

once a frame had been established, selecting the right FE seems to be quite straight-

forward. Unfortunately, published agreement figures for the original English FrameNet

annotation are not available for comparison. Other FrameNet annotation tasks seemed

to be a bit easier than the one presented here. For example, in a recent study of (Søgaard

et al., 2015), in which English Twitter data was annotated with frames and FEs from

FrameNet 1.5, IAA-scores of 85% and 78% are reported on frame and argument identifi-

cation respectively. However, whereas in their task the annotators were presented with

a list of possible frames associated with the English target predicate in FrameNet, the
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annotators of the present study had to search for frames by entering the Dutch lemma,

its English translation(s) or Dutch/English synonyms. This makes the task significantly

more difficult, since the annotators were expected to be creative in finding an appropri-

ate frame from the complete set of 1,019 frames in FrameNet 1.5, instead of the small

set of frames that are listed to be possibly evoked by the predicate.

A more similar task is the one reported by Benešová et al. (2008) in a study on assign-

ing semantic information from FrameNet to a Czech valency lexicon of communication

verbs, where the annotators used English LUs translated from Czech to search for an

appropriate frame. They were allowed to assign either one frame (unambiguous anno-

tations) or multiple frames (ambiguous annotations). The authors report IAA-scores of

69% and 85% on unambiguous frame and FE annotations respectively. The IAA-score

on FE annotations is similar to the one reported here, but the IAA-score on frame an-

notations is still considerably higher. In their case, however, the type of verbs to be

annotated -and consequently the frames to choose from- were limited to those related

to communication.

Finally, an annotation study that is most similar to the one described here is the one

conducted by Padó (2007), also discussed in Section 2.2.5. In this project, bi-sentences of

English-German bitexts and of English-French bitexts were annotated with frames and

FEs (no annotator saw both parts of any bi-sentence to guarantee independent annota-

tion of the two halves of each bi-sentence). For German, the annotators were provided

with the FrameNet and SALSA resources for English and German; for French, they

were provided with the English FrameNet only (since there was no manually produced

frame-semantic resource for French). Padó (2007, p. 45-47) reports 87% IAA on frame

annotations for both German and French, 95% IAA on role annotations for German, and

89% on role annotations for French. The results for the German annotations are com-

parable to the German FrameNet annotation in the SALSA project (Burchardt et al.,

2006), where IAA-scores of 85% and 86% are reported on frame and FE annotations

respectively. Again, these scores are much higher for frame identification.

It is not certain why these differences are this large, especially considering the fact that

most of the disagreements (see next section) are quite understandable. It might be
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attributed to a difference in intensity of the training, or to the fact that the annotators

in this study were not provided with example sentences of FrameNet in the annotation

tool. The reason for this was that it would make the annotation task more efficient

by giving only the strictly necessary information, and of course the annotators could

consult the FrameNet website for more information if the frame was not entirely clear.

However, this might have to be reconsidered for possible future annotations.

3.1.4 Disagreement study

Given the fact that FrameNet is a very fine-grained resource, it might already be ex-

pected that a large part of the disagreements on frame annotations may be attributed

to the minimal semantic distinctions between the frames. Padó (2007, p. 45) reports

that the disagreements in his study were indeed mainly due to difficult distinctions be-

tween closely related frames (e.g., between Awareness and Certainty). If this is also

the case in the present annotation study, this should at least partly be exposed by the

distance between the frames in the frame hierarchy. Indeed, in more than 14% of all

disagreements the frames were directly related in the frame hierarchy (distance = 1).

For example, there were 22 instances, one of them shown in Sentence 3.1, where A1

annotated Receiving whereas A2 annotated its Inheritance parent Getting. The only

difference between the two is that Receiving specifies the way in which the recipient

comes into the possession of the theme (result of a joint action of the donor and the

recipient), whereas Getting does not. Therefore, although in Sentence 3.1 Receiving

seems to be the most accurate, Getting is not necessarily wrong, as would be the case

for any Parent in an Inheritance relation.

3.1. Technologieblog Gizmodo kreeg in april een prototype van de nieuwe telefoon en

publiceerde gedetailleerde informatie online.

“In April, technology blog Gizmodo got a prototype of the new phone and published

detailed information online.”

In addition, in 18% of all disagreements the distance between the frames was 2 to 4

(e.g. Attempt_suasion–Request, Membership–Becoming), and in 20% the distance was
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Appointing vs. Employing
Awareness vs. Familiarity
Cause_to_make_progress vs. Cause_change
Control vs. Operating_a_system
Delivery vs. Supply
Desirability vs. Popularity
Earnings_and_losses vs. Losing
Evaluative_comparison vs. Similarity
Inclusion vs. Have_associated
Intentionally_act vs. Make_possible_to_do
Membership vs. Inclusion
Rejuvenation vs. Resurrection
Surpassing vs. Take_place_of
Take_place_of vs. Change_of_leadership
Undergo_change vs. Reshaping

Table 3.3: Selection of frames that were disagreed on and have no relation in the
frame hierarchy

5 to 9 (e.g. Intentionally_create–Launch_process, Assistance–Offering). In an-

other 18% both annotators assigned different frames that were not connected at all in

the frame hierarchy. In some of these cases there was indeed no clear relation between

the frames, and the disagreement seemed to be caused by different interpretations of

the sentence or different views on which semantic aspect of the predicate was the most

salient. For example, while searching for a frame that represented the scenario expressed

by storten in Sentence 3.2, A1 presumably thought that Apple’s judgement of impor-

tance towards mobiele betalingsmarkt was the most salient and therefore chose the frame

Place_weight_on, whereas A2 chose the frame Activity_start presumably because

she mainly interpreted it as the beginning of a new and ongoing activity.

3.2. Apple stort zich op mobiele betalingsmarkt.

“Apple leaps upon mobile payment market.”

However, in most of the cases it is surprising that there is no connection between the

two frames in the frame hierarchy, since they do seem closely related. Again, this shows

that the frame hierarchy is far from complete (see Section 2.2.6). Table 3.3 shows a

selection of these annotated frames.

In the remaining 30% one of the annotators thought that there was no appropriate frame

available, whereas the other did. In most cases the annotator who annotated no frame

probably just couldn’t find one, or thought that a frame was close but did not exactly
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match the situation described in the sentence. In some cases, the annotators assigned a

frame where they should not have, which possibly could have been prevented by clearer

instructions. For example, in the official FrameNet instructions copular verbs are never

annotated as target predicates. Instead, they are marked as a special kind of support

verb in so-called equational sentences where what’s to the right of the copular verb

expresses an FE of the frame evoked by the predicating noun on the left of the copular

verb (Johnson et al., 2003, Ruppenhofer et al., 2010a), as illustrated in Sentence 3.3.

In specifying or existential sentences, as in Sentence 3.4, the copula is tagged with

the label exist. Whereas the former category was not annotated in NewsReader as

Has_participant relations, the latter was; these 28 instances should not have been

annotated with frames. However, one of the annotators annotated them with the frame

State_of_entity (with the FEs state and entity), which caused almost 3% of all

disagreements.

3.3. His [decision deciding] [is copula] [to leave the company decision].

(Ruppenhofer et al., 2010a, p. 23)

3.4. Senator McCain [was exist] de grootste criticus van de deal.

“Senator McCain was the greatest critic of the deal.”

With regard to the disagreements on FEs, which comprised 31 instances in total (see

Table 3.4), there were some clear difficult FEs that caused confusion. For example,

in the Statement frame there was confusion between the FEs topic and message

in sentences like 3.5. Other FEs that appeared hard to distinguish included item in

the Change_position_on_a_scale frame, which was confused for either attribute,

final_value or circumstances, and ground and phenomenon in the Scrutiny

frame.

3.5. Deze maatregel volgt op [bestaande reorganisatieplannen] die in januari werden

aangekondigd.

“The measure comes on top of [existing turnaround plans] announced in Jan-

uary.”
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Frame FE1 FE2 Disagreements (n)
Statement Topic Message 5
Change_position_on_a_scale Item Attribute 5
Change_position_on_a_scale Item Final_value 1
Change_position_on_a_scale Item Circumstances 1
Scrutiny Ground Phenomenon 3
Make_agreement_on_action Parties Party_1 2
Cause_expansion Means Size_change 1
Cause_to_amalgamate Part_2 Whole 1
Choosing Possibilities Chosen 1
Cogitation Topic Cognizer 1
Commerce_buy Unit Goods 1
Commerce_sell Seller Goods 1
Complaining Place Medium 1
Earnings_and_losses Earner Buyer 1
Exchange Theme_1 Theme_2 1
Getting Theme Recipient 1
Judgment_communication Evaluee Addressee 1
Offering Reason Circumstances 1
Offering Reason Theme 1
Text_creation Place Means 1

Table 3.4: The FEs that were disagreed on

3.2 Pre-processing of the data

For the experiments conducted in this thesis, the data described in the previous sections

have first been processed by the Dutch version of the NewsReader pipeline (Agerri et al.,

2015a), which has been set up by the Computational Lexicology and Terminology Lab

(CLTL). The linguistic annotations that result from these modules are represented in

the NLP Annotation Format (NAF) (Fokkens et al., 2014b) and are used as input for

the frame-semantic parsing system. The next section will first give a description of NAF

in general and the representation of those annotations that are relevant for this thesis;

Section 3.2.2 will describe the relevant modules of the pipeline in more detail.

3.2.1 NLP Annotation Format (NAF)

The NLP Annotation Format (NAF) (Fokkens et al., 2014b) is a stand-off, multi-layered

annotation format, building upon the Kyoto Annotation Framework (KAF) (Bosma

et al., 2009) and compliant to the Linguistic Annotation Format (LAF) (Ide et al., 2003).

It has been designed in the context of NewsReader and BiographyNet8 (Fokkens et al.,

2014a) to represent linguistic annotations in complex NLP architectures. Furthermore,
8http://www.biographynet.nl/
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it is built in such a way that it facilitates communication between the output of NLP

tools and data represented in the Resource Description Framework (RDF) (Manola and

Miller, 2004).

The two most basic levels of NAF are the <text> layer and the <terms> layer. After a

text has been tokenized, the <text> layer represents the tokens of the text and assigns

them an identifier. Optionally, the offset, length of the token, sentence and paragraph

are indicated as well. An example is shown in Figure 3.5.

<text>
<wf id="w1" length="11" offset="0" para="1" sent="1">Leverancier</wf>
<wf id="w2" length="7" offset="12" para="1" sent="1">kondigt</wf>
<wf id="w3" length="3" offset="20" para="1" sent="1">ook</wf>
<wf id="w4" length="6" offset="24" para="1" sent="1">iPhone</wf>
<wf id="w5" length="1" offset="31" para="1" sent="1">6</wf>
<wf id="w6" length="2" offset="33" para="1" sent="1">en</wf>
<wf id="w7" length="5" offset="36" para="1" sent="1">Apple</wf>
<wf id="w8" length="5" offset="42" para="1" sent="1">Watch</wf>
<wf id="w9" length="3" offset="48" para="1" sent="1">aan</wf>
<wf id="w10" length="1" offset="51" para="1" sent="1">.</wf>

</text>

Figure 3.5: Example of <text> layer in NAF

The <terms> layer (Figure 3.6) represents the lexical units which refer to word forms

and groups multi-word forms. Each term has an unique identifier and is optionally char-

acterized by its type (open or closed), lemma, part-of-speech, and its morpho-syntactic

features. The sub-element <span> is used to identify the tokens (defined in the <text>

layer) over which the term spans. In addition, terms may include references to exter-

nal resources, represented as <externalReferences>. In the example represented in

Figure 3.6, a WSD-system (see Section 3.2.2) has added senses and confidence scores;

the reference attribute points to the possible interpretation of the term (in this case

the unique sense identifier), and the resource attribute indicates the resource that is

referred to (in this case the Cornetto database). Similarly, another system (the Predi-

cateMatrix tagger, see Section 3.2.2) has tagged each of these senses with semantic labels

from ontologies such as FrameNet (fn) and the Multilingual Central Repository (mcr)

(Gonzalez-Agirre et al., 2012) as they are associated with those senses in the Predicate

Matrix.

Finally, a layer that is particularly relevant in the context of this study is the one that

stores SRL information: the <srl> layer (Figure 3.7). Each annotated predicate is
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<terms>
<term id="t_1" lemma="aan_kondigen" morphofeat="WW(pv,tgw,met-t)" pos="verb"
type="open">

<span>
<!--kondigt aan-->
<target id="w2"/>
<target id="w9"/>

</span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef confidence="0.4069069" reference="r_v-115" resource="Cornetto">
<\externalRef>
<externalRef confidence="0.4214252" reference="d_v-881" resource="Cornetto">

<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">
<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-02608347-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Activity_start" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:begin.v" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:1" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:BeginFn" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Static;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:stative" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:begin%2:42:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Agent#0" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Activity#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Agent#2" resource="fn-pb-role"/>

</externalRef>
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-02608347-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Process_start" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:1" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:BeginFn" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Static;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:stative" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:begin%2:42:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Event#0" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Event#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Depictive#2" resource="fn-pb-role"/>

</externalRef>
</externalRef>

</externalReferences>
</term>

</terms>

Figure 3.6: Example of <terms> layer in NAF

represented by a <predicate> element with a unique identifier and its span of terms.

FrameNet frames are represented as <externalReferences> on the predicate. The

arguments of the predicate are represented as sub-elements. Currently, NewsReader

allows only one role type (PropBank roles) in the attributes of the roles; however, the

<externalReferences> element enables linking the role to other resources, such as

FrameNet, as well. This is where the output of the system developed in this thesis is

represented.

In Appendix C a full example of a NAF document can be found, which includes the

<text>, <terms>, <dependency>, <constituency> and <srl> layers.
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<srl>
<predicate id="pr1">

<!--kondigt aan-->
<span>

<target id="t_1"/>
<target id="t_8"/>

</span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef reference="Statement" resource="FrameNet"/>
<role semRole="Arg0">

<!--Leverancier -->
<externalReferences>

<externalRef reference="Statement#Speaker" resource="FrameNet"/>
</externalReferences>

<span>
<target id="t_0"/>

</span>
</role>
<role semRole="Arg1">

<!--iPhone 6 en Apple Watch-->
<externalReferences>

<externalRef reference="Statement#Message" resource="FrameNet"/>
</externalReferences>
<span>

<target id="t_3"/>
<target id="t_4"/>
<target id="t_5"/>
<target id="t_6"/>
<target id="t_7"/>

</span>
</role>

</predicate>
</srl>

Figure 3.7: Example of <srl> layer in NAF

3.2.2 NewsReader pipeline

At the moment of writing, the NewsReader Dutch pipeline (Agerri et al., 2015a, p. 45-

47) consists of the 12 modules9 represented in Figure 3.8 (where the FrameNet labelling

module is the one that is further developed and studied in this thesis). All modules take

NAF files as input and add new layers to them. I will describe only those modules that

are relevant in the context of this research.

The first step of tokenization (Agerri et al., 2015a, p. 45) is performed by the module

called ixa-pipe-tokenizer, a multilingual rule-based tokenizer and sentence segmenter

that is part of IXA pipes, a set of multilingual NLP tools developed by the IXA NLP

Group at the University of the Basque Country (Agerri et al., 2014). It reads either

plain text or a NAF file containing a <raw> element and produces a NAF file with a

<text> layer as presented in Figure 3.5.
9http://www.newsreader-project.eu/results/software/
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Morphosyntactic parsing is performed by the Alpino parser (Van der Beek et al.,

2002) with a NAF-wrapper developed by the Computational Lexicology and Terminology

Lab (CLTL) at the VU University of Amsterdam (Agerri et al., 2015a, p. 46). It gener-

ates the <terms> layer (Figure 3.6), the <constituency> layer and the <dependency>

layer in NAF.

Figure 3.8: NewsReader Dutch pipeline (Agerri et al., 2015a, p. 106)

The WSD module implements a machine learning word sense disambiguation system

based on Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Agerri et al., 2015a, p. 49-50). It was

developed by the CLTL in project DutchSemCor (Vossen et al., 2012) and adds identifiers

referring to word senses in the Cornetto database (Vossen et al., 2013) and confidence

scores as attributes to the terms in NAF (Figure 3.6). In this study, the senses and their

confidence scores are used to find the equivalent English word sense of the predicate
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through the alignments between Cornetto and the English WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998).

This is further discussed in Section 3.3.

The lemmas and their sense identifiers provided by the WSD-system are used by the

PredicateMatrix tagger (Agerri et al., 2015a, p. 50-51) to search for ontology labels.

More specifically, these include semantic labels from FrameNet and the Multilingual

Central Repository (Gonzalez-Agirre et al., 2012) obtained from the Dutch version of

the Predicate Matrix. This resource, which was created for NewsReader (see Section

2.3.4), provides mappings between lexical units from Cornetto and predicate information

from several ontologies. The semantic labels are added as external references to the

senses in the <terms> layer (Figure 3.6). Section 3.3.1 explains in more detail how this

information is used in the experiments conducted for this thesis.

Finally, the vua-srl module, developed by the CLTL, performs semantic role labelling

using PropBank-style representations (Agerri et al., 2015a, p. 53-54). It is based on

the SoNar Semantic Role Labeler (SSRL) developed by De Clercq et al. (2012) (see

Section 2.5); for this module, only those texts that pertain to newswire or magazines

within the SoNaR corpus were used for training. Taking the terms, constituents and

dependencies in NAF as input, it produces the <srl> layer as represented in Figure 3.7.

3.3 Experiments

The predicate-argument structures labelled with PropBank roles and the conceptual

information on the predicates as generated by the NewsReader pipeline, as explained

in the previous sections, constitute the starting point for the experiments conducted in

this research. From there, the task of automatic frame-semantic analysis can be divided

into two steps: frame identification and frame element (FE) identification. Frame

identification requires the Dutch predicate (provided by the SSRL or by the gold

annotations) to be translated into its English equivalent in order to find the frames

that are associated with this predicate. In the case of multiple candidate frames, the

most probable is to be selected. FE identification, then, involves finding the possible
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mappings between the given PropBank role and the frame elements that are associated

with the frame and determining which of them is the most probable.

Several resources are exploited for performing these tasks. For finding the English equiv-

alent of the Dutch predicate, these include the alignments between Cornetto (Vossen

et al., 2013) and the English WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) as well as machine transla-

tions provided by Google Translate.10 The resources used for finding the frame and

FEs associated with this English predicate include the Predicate Matrix (Lopez de La-

calle et al., 2014a,b), SemLink (Bonial et al., 2013, Palmer, 2009), and the corpus of

cross-annotations developed by Laparra Martín (2014). Detailed information about each

of these resource can be found in Section 2.4. The following sections describe the ex-

periments that are conducted to examine the potential of each of these resources for

frame and FE identification. In these descriptions, I explain how I work around or take

advantage of the characteristics that are specific to the resource.

3.3.1 Experiment 1: Predicate Matrix

The first experiment examines the potential of the Predicate Matrix to be used for

mapping FrameNet frames and FEs onto PropBank-style representations. This resource

has the following characteristics that are carefully taken into account in the experiment:

Lexical mappings (only): The Predicate Matrix provides a large set of lexical map-

pings between WordNet, FrameNet, VerbNet and PropBank that according to

Lopez de Lacalle et al. (2014b) greatly extends the coverage of SemLink. How-

ever, since it does not provide corpus mappings, frequency information about the

actual occurrences of those mappings cannot be used for determining which of the

frames and FEs associated with the predicate and the PropBank role is/are the

most probable.

NL > EN at sense-level: Compared to SemLink and the cross-annotations, the main

advantage of the Predicate Matrix is that all predicate information is related to

specific WordNet senses, which provides the possibility for maximally exploiting
10https://translate.google.com/
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the alignments between Cornetto and the English WordNet. More specifically,

it allows using sense confidence and frame confidence as predicting factors for

determining which of the candidate frames is the most probable one. This is

explained in more detail below.

Frames and FEs mapped to lemma(s) of FN/WN/PB/VN: Recall from Section

2.4.2 that each line in the Predicate Matrix provides mappings across all different

resources. This means that FrameNet is directly linked to WordNet, PropBank

ánd VerbNet (as opposed to SemLink for example, where the lexicon only pro-

vides direct mappings between FrameNet and VerbNet, and between PropBank

and VerbNet). If the Dutch predicate is translated to English with Google Trans-

late, frames and FEs can therefore be retrieved from each line in the Predicate

Matrix where the lemma is listed for either FrameNet, WordNet, PropBank, or

VerbNet, or a combination of these.

The experiment is divided into two parts: in the first, the English equivalent of the

Dutch predicate is provided by the Cornetto-WordNet alignments; in the second, it is

provided by Google Translate.

(a) Cornetto-WordNet alignments

A schematic representation of the steps involved in Experiment 1(a) is presented in

Figure 3.9. The black arrows indicate the steps necessary for the identification of the

frame. First, the Dutch predicate is disambiguated by the WSD-system of the News-

Reader pipeline, which labels the predicate with identifiers referring to word senses

from Cornetto. These word senses are part of a synset in Cornetto, and these synsets

are aligned with the English synsets of WordNet (see Section 2.3.4). This makes it pos-

sible to link the Dutch synset(s) with all predicate information linked to those English

synset(s) in the Predicate Matrix, including the corresponding frames in FrameNet.

The orange, dotted arrows indicate the steps necessary for the identification of the FE.

The SRL-system of the NewsReader pipeline labels the argument with a PropBank role.

On the basis of this role, the Predicate Matrix provides information on the association

between the assigned PropBank role and the FEs of the frame identified in the first step.
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PROPBANKPROPBANK

Dutch synset English synset

Frame Element Frame

WORDNETWORDNET

FRAMENETFRAMENET

Dutch lemma
(predicate)

Predicate Matrix
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PropBank role
(argument)

NewsReader 
pipeline

Figure 3.9: Schematic representation of the steps involved in Experiment 1(a)

In the Predicate Matrix, one predicate can be associated with multiple frames, and one

PropBank role can be associated with multiple FEs. Two variables are used to choose

those that are the most probable: sense confidence and frame confidence.

Sense confidence refers to the confidence scores assigned by the WSD-system to each

of the possible senses of the predicating word(s). For example, the verb lekken (“leak”)

has four senses in Cornetto: (1) niet dicht zijn (“not being closed/tight”), (2) likken

(Flamish: “to lick”), (3) klikken (“to snitch”), (4) wegvloeien (“to drain”). In Sen-

tence 3.6 it is used in its third meaning (leaking information); as can be seen from

Figure 3.10, the WSD-system has correctly scored this sense with the highest confidence

of 0.99 (compared to the other senses scored between 0.13 and 0.16). This sense is linked

to the English synset <leak; leak_out> (be leaked), which in the Predicate Matrix is

linked to the correct Reveal_secret frame.

3.6. Apple heeft naar eigen zeggen meer dan 40 uur onderzoek gedaan naar het lekken

van pikante foto’s van onder anderen Jennifer Lawrence en Kate Upton.

“Apple says to have conducted more than 40 hours of research on the leaking of

racy pictures of, among others, Jennifer Lawrence and Kate Upton.”
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<term id="t_136" lemma="lekken" morphofeat="WW(inf,nom,zonder,zonder-n)" pos="verb"
type="open">

<span>
<!--lekken-->
<target id="w137"/>

</span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef confidence="0.12544361" reference="r_v -4345" resource="Cornetto">
</externalRef>
<externalRef confidence="0.13525055" reference="r_v -4347" resource="Cornetto">

<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">
<externalRef reference="fn:Manipulation" resource="fn"/>

</externalRef>
<externalRef confidence="0.9918628" reference="r_v -4348" resource="Cornetto">

<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">
<externalRef reference="fn:Reveal_secret" resource="fn"/>

</externalRef>
</externalRef>
<externalRef confidence="0.12742628" reference="r_v -4346" resource="Cornetto">

<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">
<externalRef reference="fn:Fluidic_motion" resource="fn"/>

</externalRef>
</externalRef>

</externalReferences>
</term>

Figure 3.10: Simplified NAF example illustrating sense confidence for lekken

There are two ways in which sense confidence can be exploited for filtering frames. One

is to set a certain threshold (e.g. T = 0.7) and select only those frames that are linked

to a word sense scored with a confidence above this threshold. The other is to simply

select the frames that have the highest scores.

Frame confidence in this study refers to the strength of the association between

a predicate and a certain frame it can evoke, which is calculated as the number of

senses that the frame is linked to (one frame can be associated with multiple senses of

a predicate) divided by the total number of senses of that predicate. For example, the

Dutch verb klagen (“complain”) is part of two synsets in Cornetto: (1) <knorren; brom-

men; mopperen; klagen; grommen> and (2) <urmen; klagen>, which are respectively

linked to the English synsets (1) <complain; kick; plain; sound_off; quetch; kvetch>

(express complaints, discontent, displeasure, or unhappiness) and (2) <whine; grizzle;

yammer; yawp> (complain whiningly). The first English synset is linked to two frames:

Complaining and Statement. The second is also linked to two frames: Complaining and

Communication_noise. Since Complaining is associated with both of the word senses

of klagen (frame confidence = 1.0), whereas Statement and Communication_noise are

both associated with only one of them (frame confidence = 0.5), it is more likely that this
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is the correct frame. As with sense confidence, frame confidence can either be exploited

by setting a threshold or by selecting those that scored the highest.

3.7. Apple zegt dat in totaal maar negen iPhonebezitters geklaagd hebben over een

kromme telefoon.

“Apple says that in total only nine owners of the iPhone have complained about a

bended phone.”

<term id="t_36" lemma="klagen" morphofeat="WW(vd,vrij,zonder)" pos="verb" type="open">
<span>

<!--geklaagd -->
<target id="w37"/>

</span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef reference="r_v -3887" resource="Cornetto">
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="fn:Statement" resource="fn"/>
</externalRef>
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="fn:Complaining" resource="fn"/>
</externalRef>

<externalRef reference="c_545792" resource="Cornetto">
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="fn:Communication_noise" resource="fn"/>
</externalRef>
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="fn:Complaining" resource="fn"/>
</externalRef>

</externalReferences>
</term>

Figure 3.11: Simplified NAF example illustrating frame confidence for klagen

(b) Machine translations

In Experiment 1(b) the English equivalent of the Dutch predicate is provided by the

machine translation service of Google. It should be noted that these translations are

not manually verified, so it is possible that there are incorrect ones. In addition, they are

based on the single words out of context; Google presumably returns those translations

that are the most frequent. The translations are used to look up the frames that are

associated with these lemmas in the Predicate Matrix.

The Predicate Matrix aims to link all predicate information across WordNet, PropBank,

VerbNet and FrameNet. However, in its current version, a lemma in one resource is not

necessarily linked to the same lemma in all other resources, partly because the resources

themselves do not provide information on that lemma (e.g. the verb badger is not present
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in the database of FrameNet), and partly because the mappings are simply not complete

yet. As such, it can happen that the correct frame is only linked to the translated lemma

in one or some particular resource(s). For example, the frame Reshaping is linked to the

FrameNet LU deform, but not to any of the senses of this lemma in PropBank, VerbNet

or WordNet; on the other hand, it is linked to a sense of fold in PropBank, VerbNet and

WordNet (and not in FrameNet), and to a sense of wrinkle in VerbNet only. Therefore,

frames can be found by looking for the mappings of the lemma in each of these resources

separately or in all of them together. A schematic representation of Experiment 1(b) is

presented in Figure 3.12.

PROPBANKPROPBANK

Dutch lemma
(predicate)

English lemma

Frame Element Frame

WORDNETWORDNET

FRAMENETFRAMENET

Dutch lemma
(predicate)

Predicate Matrix

Translation

PropBank role
(argument)

NewsReader 
pipeline VERBNETVERBNET

Figure 3.12: Schematic representation of the steps involved in Experiment 1(b)

3.3.2 Experiment 2: SemLink

The second experiment is devoted to SemLink, which has the following characteristics

relevant in the context of this study:

Lexical mappings between VN-FN and VN-PB: The release of SemLink used in

this research contains both lexical and corpus mappings. In the lexicon, partial

mappings are provided between VerbNet and PropBank, and between VerbNet and

FrameNet; there are no direct relations between PropBank and FrameNet. For the

step of frame identification I therefore use the mappings between VerbNet classes
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(and their members) and FrameNet frames. For FE identification, however, I have

to consult the VN-FN mappings first, and then the VN-PB mappings. Moreover,

it requires the same VerbNet class with its thematic roles to be linked to both a

FrameNet frame and its role, and to a PropBank role set; it is not certain whether

this is always the case.

Corpus mappings between VN-PB-FN: The annotated corpus provides mappings

on the actual usages of the verbs across VerbNet, PropBank and FrameNet. How-

ever, the FrameNet frames and FEs are the most recently added annotations (Bo-

nial et al., 2013) and are not yet complete. That is, most of these corpus mappings

are based on the lexical mappings where only one frame and/or FE is associated

with VerbNet class and thematic role. For those instances where more than one

frame or FE are associated with the VerbNet class and role, some still require

adjudication; the frequency information provided by this corpus is therefore only

partly decisive and/or accurate.

NL > EN at lemma-level: The release of SemLink used in this research does not

provide mappings to WordNet, and there is currently no way to link the Dutch

Cornetto word senses to VerbNet classes or PropBank role sets (except by using

the Predicate Matrix again, which is avoided in this particular experiment). It is

still possible to use the Cornetto-WordNet alignments, but instead of obtaining the

synset identifiers, I obtain the word forms (lemmas) that are part of the English

synset aligned with the Dutch one. Sense confidence can still be used to obtain

only those English lemmas that are aligned with the synset(s) that received the

highest confidence score.

Figure 3.13 shows a schematic representation of the steps involved in this experiment.

Again, it is divided into Experiment 2(a), using the alignments between Cornetto

and WordNet, and Experiment 2(b), using the machine translations from Google

Translate. As described above, the Cornetto-WordNet alignments are used to find the

English lemmas linked to the Dutch word sense. Two settings are applied: either the

English synonyms of all word senses of the Dutch predicate are obtained, or only those

that are linked to the synset(s) with the highest sense confidence.
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Figure 3.13: Schematic representation of the steps involved in Experiment 2(a) and
2(b)

Furthermore, in both Experiment 2(a) and Experiment 2(b) the lexical mappings and

the corpus mappings are exploited in a five different ways:

• Lexical: First, only the lexical mappings of SemLink are consulted. The trans-

lated lemmas are used to find corresponding VerbNet classes; these classes are

mapped to FrameNet frames in the VN-FN mappings, which also include role

mappings between VerbNet’s theta-roles and FrameNet FEs. Then, for each of

the VerbNet classes, the role mappings between their theta-roles and PropBank

roles are retrieved from the VN-PB mappings, making it possible to obtain PB-

FN-role associations through the mappings to VerbNet’s theta-roles. No filtering

of the frames and the FEs is applied.

• Corpus-ALL: Using only the corpus mappings of SemLink, the translated lemmas

are used to find all annotated instances of those lemmas. No filtering is applied:

all frames that are mapped to these lemmas in the annotations are selected, as

well as all FEs that are mapped to the PropBank roles.
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• Corpus-MostFrequent: In this part of the experiment, frames and FEs are

again obtained from the annotated corpus only. However, in this case both are

filtered on the basis of their frequency in the corpus. That is, the frame that is

most frequently mapped to the translated lemma is selected, as well as the FE

that is most frequently mapped to the PropBank role for that lemma.

• Both-ALL: Two steps are involved in this setting. First, the corpus mappings are

consulted; no filtering is applied. If there are no mappings available in the corpus,

the lexical mappings are consulted.

• Both-MostFrequent: Again, first the corpus mappings are consulted. In this

case, however, only those frames and FEs that are most frequently mapped to the

lemmas and PropBank roles are selected. If there are no mappings available in the

corpus, the lexical mappings are consulted.

3.3.3 Experiment 3: Cross-annotations

For the third experiment I use the corpus of cross-annotations developed by Laparra Martín

(2014), using SEMAFOR (Das et al., 2014) to automatically add FrameNet annotations

to a corpus of manual PropBank/NomBank annotations, and using the MATE-tools

(Björkelund et al., 2009) to automatically add PropBank/NomBank annotations to a

corpus of manual FrameNet annotations. Important for this study are the following

characteristics of this resource:

Corpus mappings (only) between FN-PB-NB: The cross-annotations only pro-

vide corpus mappings and no lexical mappings; therefore, the only potential map-

pings specified are those that actually occur in the corpus. Nevertheless, (La-

parra Martín, 2014, p. 127) claims that the application of this method substan-

tially increases the number of mappings encoded in SemLink and the Predicate

Matrix. Moreover, an important advantage of this resource over the others is that

the mappings include nominal predicates because NomBank annotations are also

taken into account; SemLink does not consider nominal predicates at all, and the

Predicate Matrix only very minimally.
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NL > EN at lemma-level: The cross-annotations do not provide mappings to Word-

Net. Therefore, as was the case with SemLink, I can only use the Cornetto-

WordNet alignments to obtain English equivalents of the predicate at lemma-level.

Annotations partly unverified: Finally, for each subpart of the corpus half of the

annotations are automatically added (the FrameNet annotations on the PropBank

corpus and vice-versa); these automatic annotations are done by systems that

produce state-of-the-art, but not perfect results. Therefore, it should be assumed

that part of them -and therefore the mappings- are incorrect, which should be

taken into account in this experiment.

The steps involved when using the cross-annotations for frame and FE identification are

illustrated in Figure 3.14. Experiment 3(a) uses the Cornetto-WordNet alignments;

Experiment 3(b) uses the translations provided by Google Translate.

Frame Element Frame

PROPBANK
NOMBANK

PROPBANK
NOMBANK

FRAMENETFRAMENET

Cross-annotations

Translation/WordNet alignments

NewsReader 
pipeline

Dutch lemma
(predicate)

English lemma

PropBank role
(argument)

Figure 3.14: Schematic representation of the steps involved in Experiment 3(a) and
3(b)

In order to account for the mappings that are possibly incorrect, I apply the same

strategy as Laparra Martín (2014, p. 127) used to filter out those that do not provide

enough evidence in the corpus. More specifically, the mappings that did not occur more
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than T times in the corpus were considered too infrequent, where different values of T

are applied: T=0, T=1, T=4 and T=7.

The rest of the experiment is similar to those parts of Experiment 2 where only the

corpus mappings of SemLink are consulted. Either all frames and FEs mapped to the

predicate are selected, or only those that are most frequently associated with the lemma

and the PropBank role respectively.

3.3.4 Summary of experiments

A summary of the experiments described in the previous sections is shown in the table

below. The results of each of these experiments are given in the next chapter.

Exp. Resource Dutch > English Filtering

1(a) Predicate Matrix
(lexical) Cornetto-WordNet

Frame identification:
- frame confidence (T/best)
- sense confidence (T/best)

1(b) Predicate Matrix
(lexical) Machine translations -

2(a) SemLink
(lexical and corpus) Cornetto-WordNet

Frame identification:
- sense confidence (best)

- most frequent (MF)
FE identification:

- most frequent (MF)

2(b) SemLink
(lexical and corpus) Machine translations

Frame identification:
- most frequent (MF)

FE identification:
- most frequent (MF)

3(a) Cross-annotations
(corpus) Cornetto-WordNet

Frame identification:
- sense confidence (best)
- minimum freq. (>T)
- most frequent (MF)

FE identification:
- minimum freq. (>T)
- most frequent (MF)

3(b) Cross-annotations
(corpus) Machine translations

Frame identification:
- minimum freq. (>T)
- most frequent (MF)

FE identification:
- minimum freq. (>T)
- most frequent (MF)

Table 3.5: Summary of the experiments
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Results and Evaluation

This chapter provides the results of each of the experiments described in the previous

chapter on both subtasks of frame-semantic parsing: frame identification (determining

the frame evoked by a given predicate) and FE identification (determining the FE of

a given argument). Section 4.1 explains how the evaluation was conducted for the

two subtasks, which both have been evaluated in isolation from each other. The main

focus of the evaluation is on the first subtask, since this one is considered to be the

greatest challenge and the most crucial. After all, the identification of FEs can only

take place if the system is able to identify the correct frame. Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4

present the results of each of the experiments, providing detailed error analyses on frame

identification for the best system in each experiment. In some cases, the insights resulting

from the error analysis have been used to further fine-tune this system. Section 4.5

discusses the final evaluation of the systems on the test set.

4.1 Evaluation measures

The evaluation used and reported here is inspired by the one used in the SemEval-2007

task (Baker et al., 2007), where precision, recall and F1-score is calculated for frame

identification and for the combination of frame and FE identification (determining the

frame + classifying spans of words as its arguments and labelling them with the FEs).

However, following Das et al. (2014), in this study the FE identification task is isolated

72
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from the frame identification task. That is, the identification of FEs is only evaluated

with the gold frames given in advance. The reason for this is that the main aim of

this thesis is to explore the potential of the different resources for each of the subtasks.

Ideally, evaluation would be conducted on both subtasks in isolation and in combination

with each other (as in Das et al., 2014), but for the scope of this thesis I have chosen

to only evaluate them in isolation. In addition, the FE identification task in this study

is evaluated only for the correct mapping of FEs on top of given gold PropBank roles

and not for the identification of argument boundaries, because these are given by the

output of the NewsReader pipeline. Also, if the system assigns an incorrect frame, the

FEs belonging to that frame assigned by the system are not taken into account in the

evaluation. Since the datasets have been annotated by two annotators, average precision,

recall and F1-score are computed across both gold annotations for both frame and FE

identification.

Finally, results are reported for both exact and partial matching for the frame identifica-

tion task. An issue that arises when evaluating frame identification is how to deal with

frames that do not exactly match the gold standard, but are close in terms of frame-to-

frame relations. For example, if the frame Getting is assigned where the gold frame is

Receiving, should it be regarded as a complete miss? This is especially relevant when

the system is tested against unseen data with lexical units that have not previously

been annotated in FrameNet (and even more if we are dealing with another language).

For these lemmas, the system has to consider all of the 1,019 frames in FrameNet 1.5.

Therefore, the organizers of the SemEval-2007 shared task decided to provide a score

that gives partial credit to frames that were related to the correct one, decreasing by

20% for each link in the frame-frame relation graph between the proposed frame and the

gold standard (Baker et al., 2007, p. 103), with a maximum distance of 9. For example,

the distance between Feeling and Opinion in the frame hierarchy is 4, so the partial

credit was calculated as 0.84 = 0.4096. All relations except See_also were taken into

account, and the relations could go in any direction in the hierarchy (from Parent to

Child, and from Child to Parent). Partial credits for FEs related via FE-to-FE relations

were calculated in the same way.
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Intuitively, it seems reasonable to give credits for related frames (such as Feeling–

Opinion), especially given the difficulty of the task and minimal semantic differences

between many related frames. However, recall from section 2.2.6 that there are still

many gaps and inconsistencies in the frame hierarchy (Osswald and Van Valin, 2014);

because of this, the scoring system of SemEval-2007 still does not represent the perfor-

mance of the system as intended. For example, the Hiring frame (Figure 4.1) inherits

from Intentionally_affect, which has 39 other children in total in FrameNet 1.5.

Intentionally_affect in turn inherits from Intentionally_act, which has 52 other

children in total. Finally, Intentionally_act inherits from Event, which is defined at

the upper level of the hierarchy and has 28 other children in total. Given these frame-to-

frame relations, frames like Processing_materials (child of Intentionally_affect),

Ingest_substance (child of Intentionally_act) or Rotting (child of Event) would

be rewarded with respectively 0.64, 0.512 and 0.4096 partial credits if the correct one

is Hiring, even though it is clear that these frames are semantically very distinct.

Moreover, we can imagine how many frames of the whole hierarchy would get at least

some credits if the maximum distance is 9; the children of Intentionally_affect,

Intentionally_act and Event alone already comprise almost 12% of all frames in

FrameNet 1.5. On the other hand, a frame like Desirability would not get any credit

if the gold frame is Popularity, even though they do seem semantically close; this

relation is simply not defined in FrameNet 1.5.

Moreover, even if most of the gaps and inconsistencies in the frame hierarchy would be

solved, a partial crediting system would benefit from more restrictions on the combi-

nations of relation type, distance and direction taken into account. In SemEval-2007,

any combination is treated equally; it would be better to calculate different scores for

specific combinations of the three aspects. For example, for Inheritance relations the

maximum distance should be higher than for Preceding or Causative relations, but if

the distance is more than two, it should only go into one direction from there (giving

credits for ‘siblings’ only, not for ‘uncles’). A more sophisticated evaluation requires

careful examination of the frame hierarchy. For the current study, however, I decided to

take a more simple approach: frames were considered to be fully correct when they were

directly related to the gold frame. Although this means that some closely related frames
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Intentionally_act
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Figure 4.1: Part of the frame relations of Hiring in FrameNet 1.5

do not get any credit, I believe that, given the current state of the frame hierarchy, at

the moment only the direct relations are reliable for determining the degree of semantic

closeness between frames. Since FE identification is only evaluated with the gold frames

given, all scores reported on this task are based on exact matching.

In the following sections, results on both subtasks are reported for each experiment. For

frame identification, the scores for both exact and partial matching are represented in

the tables; however, in the text I will refer only to the partial matching scores.

4.2 Results of Experiment 1: Predicate Matrix

The first experiment uses the Predicate Matrix, which provides mappings between Word-

Net, PropBank, VerbNet and FrameNet, to find frames and FEs mapped to a given En-

glish predicate and a given PropBank role. It is divided into Experiment 1(a), where the

Cornetto-WordNet alignments are used to translate the Dutch predicate to its English

equivalent, and Experiment 1(b), where the machine translations provided by Google

Translate are used for this purpose.
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Exp. Resource Dutch > English Filtering

1(a) Predicate Matrix
(lexical) Cornetto-WordNet

Frame identification:
- frame confidence (T/best)
- sense confidence (T/best)

1(b) Predicate Matrix
(lexical) Machine translations -

Table 4.1: Summary of Experiment 1

Recall from Section 3.3.1 that the most promising aspect of the Predicate Matrix is

that all predicate information is linked to a particular WordNet sense, which makes

it possible to maximally exploit the alignments between Cornetto and WordNet for

the step of frame identification in Experiment 1(a). More specifically, it allows sense

confidence and frame confidence to be used as predictors for determining which of the

frames associated with the predicate is the most probable one. Sense confidence refers

to the confidence scores assigned by the WSD-system in the NewsReader pipeline (see

Section 3.2.2) to each of the possible senses of the (Dutch) predicating word. Frame

confidence refers to the strength of the association between a predicate and a certain

frame it can evoke, calculated as the number of senses that the frame is linked to. Both

can be exploited either by setting a threshold T or by selecting the one(s) with the

highest score. Results are reported on frame identification without any filtering (to

determine the recall upper bound), and with different combinations of sense and frame

confidence (to determine the precision upper bound and the best overall scores).

In Experiment 1(b), the machine translations are used to look up the frames and FEs

mapped to the English predicate in the Predicate Matrix. Since FrameNet frames can be

mapped to a lemma in one, some or all of the resources (WordNet, PropBank, VerbNet,

FrameNet), each of these different resources is used to find the mappings to the lemma

in that resource. Finally, the combination of all resources is used; in this case, all frames

are selected that are mapped to the translated lemma in either WordNet, PropBank,

VerbNet or FrameNet. No further filtering methods are applied in Experiment 1(b).

With respect to the step of FE identification, all FEs within the selected frame that

are associated with the given PropBank role are selected in both Experiment 1(a) and

Experiment 1(b). In the case of multiple candidate FEs, no filtering is applied, since the
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Predicate Matrix does not provide the means to determine which of them is the most

probable.

It should also be noted that the Predicate Matrix is currently not equipped to deal with

Dutch (and English) multi-word expressions like in de markt zetten (“to put on the mar-

ket”), onder vuur komen te liggen (“to come under fire”) and in het leven roepen (“to

call into existence”). Therefore, all of the methods reported in the following sections

ignored any predicating expression that consisted of more than two terms. Nevertheless,

these instances are included in the evaluations; their effect on the results is discussed

in the error analyses (the same goes for SemLink and the cross-annotations in Experi-

ments 2 and 3).

4.2.1 Experiment 1(a): Frame identification

Table 4.2 presents the results on frame identification of Experiment 1(a). The first row

shows that without any filtering, the recall upper bound for the Predicate Matrix is

0.46. Setting a threshold of T=0.2 for sense confidence (second row in Table 4.2), which

was expected to improve precision, appeared to only worsen recall without improving

precision (lower or higher thresholds produced even worse results). The reason for this

is that the WSD-system was not able to score all word senses (in fact, 37% of all senses

in the development set were not scored), while in many cases those senses were linked

to the correct frame. Results could be improved by setting a threshold T=0.2 while

preventing the frames without sense confidence scores to be filtered out (‘T 0.2/none’,

third row in Table 4.2).

Selecting those frames with the highest sense confidence returned slightly better results.

Again, two variants were applied: one where only those frames that were scored the

highest by the WSD-system were taken into account (‘best’), resulting in an F1-score

of 0.16, and one where the ones with the highest scores plus those without any score

were selected (‘best/none’), also resulting in an F1-score of 0.16 (higher recall, but lower

precision). Why selecting the best-scoring frames returned better results than setting a

threshold for sense confidence can be explained by the differences in confidence scores

between the different predicates, which appeared to be quite large. Whereas in some
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confidence exact matching partial matching
sense frame precision recall F1-score precision recall F1-score
- - 0.07 0.37 0.12 0.09 0.46 0.15
T 0.2 - 0.07 0.11 0.08 0.09 0.15 0.11
T 0.2/none - 0.10 0.28 0.15 0.12 0.34 0.18
best - 0.13 0.20 0.16 0.17 0.25 0.20
best/none - 0.11 0.31 0.16 0.14 0.38 0.20
- T 0.2 0.12 0.28 0.17 0.14 0.34 0.20
- best 0.11 0.28 0.16 0.14 0.35 0.20

combination 0.15 0.30 0.20 0.18 0.37 0.24

Table 4.2: Results of Experiment 1(a) on the development set: frame identification
(using Cornetto-WordNet alignments)

cases the WSD-system was very confident about a certain sense associated with the cor-

rect frame (e.g. Reveal_secret below), in other cases the sense confidence of the correct

frame was very low, but still higher than those of the other frames (e.g. Imitating be-

low).

Reveal_secret 0.991863 Imitating 0.061715
Manipulation 0.135251 Grasp 0.047488
Fluidic_motion 0.127426 Categorization 0.047488

Using frame confidence for selecting the most probable frame had a similar effect on

precision and recall as sense confidence; setting a threshold returned only slightly better

precision than selecting the one(s) with the best score.

The next step was to try and combine sense and frame confidence to boost the results.

The best results were achieved when the frames were filtered in three steps, where step

2 and 3 are only executed if the previous step(s) did not return any frames:

1. Select all frames with a sense confidence > 0.3;

2. If there is a difference between the frames in frame confidence (which requires at

least one frame to occur in multiple synsets): select the frame(s) with the highest

frame confidence;

3. If only one or two frames are associated with the word: select all frames. If more

than two frames are associated with a word: select the frame(s) with the highest

sense confidence plus those without confidence scores.
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The results of this combination of sense and frame confidence are presented in the last

row of Table 4.2.

Error analysis

In order to get more insight into the problems relating this methods, an error analysis

for frame identification was carried out on the 162 instances in the development set

where the best system had not assigned any frame or none that corresponded (or was

related) to the gold annotation of A1. A summary of the error analysis is presented in

Table 4.3. In 15% of the cases the system had in fact identified the correct frame

(or one that was closely related), but they were not recognized as correct because

the annotator had made a mistake or because there was no direct relation between the

gold frame and the assigned frame in the frame hierarchy.

Type of error Percentage
Not incorrect 15%
Out of scope 28%
– Coverage FN 8%
– No frame available 4%
– Multi-word/idiomatic 12%
– Lemmatizing 4%
Filtered out 7%
Coverage PM 20%
– Part of speech 12%
– Missing frame 7%
– Missing frame-synset mapping 2%
Cornetto-WordNet mappings 8%
WordNet fine-grained 9%
Combination 8%

Table 4.3: Error analysis: type of errors and their percentage in Experiment 1(a)

Quite a large part of the errors (28%) could be considered out of scope because of

different reasons. First, these included instances where the English predicate is not listed

in FrameNet either for a particular frame (7%), such as freeze/crash (translated from the

Dutch vastlopen) as in my computer freezes/crashes for the frame Being_operational.

This is rather a problem in the coverage of FrameNet, which is not evaluated in the

current study, than it is in the coverage of the Predicate Matrix. Second, the annotator

sometimes had assigned a frame that did not entirely fit, and the exact frame that would

represent the scenario is not defined in FrameNet (4%). An example is to broadcast a live

stream, which was annotated with the Cause_to_perceive frame; the annotator should
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not have annotated it as such. Finally, considered out of scope were multi-word or

idiomatic expressions (12%), like in de markt zetten (“to put on the market”), and those

cases where the system could not have assigned any frame because the word was not

correctly lemmatized (4%); verwacht, for example, was not recognized as an inflectional

form of the verb verwachten (“expect”).

The remaining errors, however, were caused by problems specific to this approach. In

7% of the cases the correct frame was linked to the Dutch word sense, but was filtered

out by the rules mentioned above. 20% of all errors appeared to be related to different

kinds of coverage problems in the Predicate Matrix. First, in 12% of all errors

the predicating word was not a verb, but a noun or an adjective. The Predicate Matrix

only includes mappings between verbs; as a result, some of the frames in FrameNet,

such as Popularity, are not represented in the Predicate Matrix at all, since its list of

LUs in FrameNet purely consists of nouns and/or adjectives (e.g. cool.a, hot.a, in.a,

in_demand.a, popular.a for Popularity). But also frames that do have verbs listed as

LUs appeared to be missing (e.g. Offering), accounting for another 7% of the errors.

Finally, there were frames that were mapped to some of the relevant synsets, but not to

all of them (2%). The Certainty frame, for example, is linked to several synsets, such

as <doubt> (consider unlikely or have doubts about) and <believe; trust> (be confident

about something), but not to <know> (be aware of the truth of something; have a belief

or faith in something; regard as true beyond any doubt).

To obtain more insight into the coverage of the Predicate Matrix, I have analysed which

of all frames are actually represented in the Predicate Matrix. It should first be noted

that 12% of all frames in FrameNet 1.5 are so-called non-lexical frames, which do not

present any frame-evoking LUs but which function is to connect semantically related

frames. For example, the Employment_start frame merely exists to connect the Hiring

and Get_a_job frames. These frames will obviously not be present in the Predicate

Matrix since they cannot be connected to any of the synsets, but the remaining 88% of

the frames should ideally be linked to at least one of them. However, it appeared that

this is not the case for 44% of all lexical frames in FrameNet 1.5, possibly because their

LUs only consist of nouns and/or adjectives.
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Errors that were related to incorrect or incomplete mappings between the Dutch

and English synsets comprised 8% of all errors. For example, the only sense of the verb

samenwerken (“collaborate”), which was annotated as evoking the frame Collaboration,

was linked to the English synset <interact> (act together or towards others or with

others), but not to the more similar synset <collaborate; join forces; cooperate; get to-

gether> (work together on a common enterprise of project). In the Predicate Matrix,

the Collaboration frame does have a mapping to the latter synset, so this error can be

entirely attributed to the Cornetto-WordNet alignments.

There was one category of errors that were more difficult to analyse, but seemed to be

related to a specific characteristic of the English WordNet: the fine-grained nature of

its synsets. This is a well-known and much-discussed problem for tasks like WSD and

information retrieval (e.g. Palmer, 2000), but it also makes the development of resources

such as the Predicate Matrix, or alignments between WordNets, more challenging. In

this particular experiment, problems arose when the Predicate Matrix had mapped the

correct frame to a synset that was only slightly different than the one(s) mapped to the

Dutch word sense in the Cornetto-WordNet alignments. This can be illustrated with

sentence 4.1:

4.1. Het gadget [...] wordt voorzien van een hele rits verschillende bandje.

“The gadget [...] will be equipped with a range of different straps.”

The right frame for voorzien (“supply/provide/equip with”) in this sentence would be

Supply. In WordNet, there are (at least) four synsets that represent the same concept

as the Supply frame : (1) <supply; provide; render; furnish> (give something useful

or necessary to), (2) <provide; supply; ply; cater> (give what is desired or needed,

especially support, food or sustenance), (3) <issue; supply> (circulate or distribute or

equip with), and (4) <equip; fit; fit out; outfit> (provide with (something) usually for a

specific purpose). In the Predicate Matrix, however, the frame Supply is only linked to

the first and fourth synsets, whereas the corresponding sense of the Dutch verb voorzien

is only aligned with the second one. In other words, for both the Predicate Matrix and

the Cornetto-WordNet alignments, it can (and does) happen that there is a mapping
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 wn:<supply; provide; 
render; furnish>

wn:<provide; supply; 
ply; cater>

wn:<issue; supply>

co:voorzien
(r_v-9821) fn:Supply

Cornetto-WordNet 
mappings

FrameNet-WordNet 
mappings (PM)

wn:<equip; fit; 
fit out; outfit>

Figure 4.2: Coverage problems of the Predicate Matrix and the Cornetto-WordNet
alignments related to the fine-grained nature of English synsets

to only one or some synset(s) where it could have been linked to other closely related

synsets as well.

Finally, the remaining 8% of the errors were caused by a combination of factors. For

example, there were multiple instances where the verb lanceren (“launch”) was annotated

as evoking the frame Launch_process. This is partly caused by incomplete Cornetto-

WordNet alignments: the synset of lanceren that represents the concept of ‘shooting

into the air’ is mapped to its English equivalent, but there is no mapping between those

Dutch and English synsets that represent the concept of ‘setting up/setting in motion’.

However, the frame Launch_process is not represented in the Predicate Matrix at all,

so completing these specific Cornetto-WordNet alignments would only partly solve the

problem.

4.2.2 Experiment 1(a): FE identification

Recall from Section 4.1 that FE identification is evaluated in isolation from the frame

identification task. That is, the identification of FEs is evaluated on the basis of gold

frames in order to obtain insight into the coverage and accuracy of the role mappings

provided by each resource. In the current experiment, the results achieved were 0.65,

0.15 and 0.24 for precision, recall and F1-score respectively. These results should be

interpreted as follows: assuming that a system would have been able to identify the
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correct frame, the Predicate Matrix provides in only 15% of the cases the correct as-

sociation between the given PropBank role and the FE. In addition, since a PropBank

role can be associated with multiple FEs and the Predicate Matrix does not provide the

means to determine which of these is the most probably, the maximum precision on the

development set is 0.65.

4.2.3 Experiment 1(b): Frame identification

The results on frame identification of Experiment 1(b) are presented in Table 4.4. Not

surprisingly, the highest recall (0.39) was achieved when looking up those frames that

were mapped to the lemma in WordNet (or in all of the resources); the best precision

(0.19) was achieved when using FrameNet lemmas to search for corresponding frames.

PropBank provided the best overall scores (F1-score of 0.23). The most likely expla-

nation for this is that WordNet is organized in synsets, and VerbNet in verb classes;

whenever a frame is linked to a specific synset or VerbNet class, this means that it is

linked to all of its members, including those which dominant sense is not the one repre-

sented by the frame. In contrast, PropBank applies a verb-specific approach and does

not provide any generalizations across predicates. As such, mappings in the Predicate

Matrix are also made at the sense-level for specific predicates. As a consequence, it

might be the case that frames are mapped to those lemmas in PropBank which are

more likely to evoke the frame instead of all possible synonyms, resulting in a higher

precision.

exact matching partial matching
method precision recall F1-score precision recall F1-score
WN 0.10 0.39 0.16 0.12 0.44 0.18
FN 0.16 0.23 0.19 0.19 0.28 0.23
PB 0.15 0.28 0.20 0.18 0.32 0.23
VN 0.10 0.34 0.15 0.11 0.40 0.18
all 0.10 0.39 0.16 0.12 0.44 0.18

Table 4.4: Results of Experiment 1(b) on the development set: frame identification
(using machine translations)

Furthermore, what is striking about these results, is that they are as good as those of the

best system in Experiment 1(a) (which also achieved an F1-score of 0.23), even though

the translations provided by Google Translate were not manually verified and there were
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no further filtering methods applied. The highest recall (0.44) is only slightly lower than

the highest recall in Experiment 1(a) (0.46), and the highest precision (0.19) is even

higher than the one in Experiment 1(a) (0.17). Since this approach is lemma-based and

not sense-based, a similar recall might be expected; the good precision is what is more

surprising.

What seems to be the case is that the translations provided by Google Translate are

quite effective because they are what is referred to as ‘direct’ or ‘literal’ translations

at the word level, where the word in the target language (English) covers most senses

or the most dominant sense of the source language (Dutch). For example, the Dutch

verb openen, which can either mean ‘cause to open or become to open’ or ‘begin/start

with something’, will be translated to the English verb open rather than start because

it covers both of the senses of openen and has the same dominant sense (the first one).

Since Dutch and English are so close, this direct translation approach works quite well

in most cases, and these equivalents in both languages are likely to evoke the same

frame(s).

Error analysis

To find out whether the errors were mainly caused by wrong translations or by coverage

problems in the Predicate Matrix, an error analysis was conducted on the 170 instances

where the best system (PB) has not assigned any frame that corresponded or was related

to the gold frame annotated by A1. A summary of the error analysis is presented in

Table 4.5.

Only 14% of the errors were directly caused by translations that did not cover the

meaning of the word in context. In many cases, this was because the predicate was not

used in its dominant sense. For example, the dominant sense of the Dutch verb stoppen

corresponds to that of stop in English and was translated as such. However, it was used

in one of its less frequent senses, namely that of ‘put something somewhere/in something

else’ and should therefore have been translated to put in order to retrieve the correct

frame Placing. In some cases, a verbal predicate was translated to a noun (e.g. life

instead of live for leven), or the morphological structure of the word was not correctly

recognized and analysed, resulting in no translation at all. An example is meegenieten,
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Type of error Percentage
Not incorrect 6%
Out of scope 25%
– Coverage FN 7%
– No frame available 4%
– Multi-word/idiomatic 10%
– Lemmatizing 4%
Filtered out (PropBank) 16%
Coverage PM 33%
– Part of speech 17%
– Missing frame 6%
– Missing frame-lemma mapping 10%
Translation 14%
Combination 6%

Table 4.5: Error analysis: type of errors and their percentage in Experiment 1(b)

which means something like ‘share the joy’ (the prefix mee- means ‘doing along’) and

could have been translated to enjoy.

In 33% of the cases, there was a gap in the coverage of the Predicate Matrix.

Logically, these were largely the same gaps as discussed in Experiment 1(a), although

these partly concerned gaps at the lemma-level instead of the sense-level. Especially

non-verbal predicates were problematic; these were consistently not disambiguated. This

type of errors comprised an even bigger portion of all errors in this experiment than in

Experiment 1(a), because in the latter some of the Cornetto senses were mapped to an

English verbal predicate through the Cornetto-WordNet alignments.

The remaining 16% of the errors could be attributed to the ‘filtering’ approach; in

these cases, the frame was mapped to the lemma in one of the other resources, but

not to the lemma in PropBank. For example, the frame Discussion was linked to the

FrameNet lexical unit discuss (correctly translated from discussiëren) and to one of its

WordNet senses, but not to its role set in PropBank.

4.2.4 Experiment 1(b): FE identification

The results on FE identification of Experiment 1(b) are shown in Table 4.6. In Exper-

iment 1(a), taken into account were only those role mappings that were linked to the
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WordNet senses that are aligned with the word senses of the Dutch predicate. The cur-

rent experiment takes into account all role mappings linked to the translated lemma(s)

provided by Google Translate in each of the resources separately (WordNet, FrameNet,

PropBank or VerbNet) or in combination with each other (all). Using only the role

mappings linked to a FrameNet LU provided the best precision (0.75), but the lowest

recall (0.11). In terms of recall, VerbNet and WordNet provided better results (0.18).

The best overall-score (0.28) was achieved when using a combination of all resources.

method precision recall F1-score
WN 0.62 0.18 0.28
FN 0.75 0.11 0.19
PB 0.65 0.17 0.26
VN 0.62 0.18 0.28
all 0.62 0.18 0.28

Table 4.6: Results of Experiment 1(b) on the development set: FE identification
(using machine translations)

4.3 Results of Experiment 2: SemLink

The resource that is central in the second experiment is SemLink. The release used

in this study provides lexical mappings between VerbNet and PropBank, and between

VerbNet and FrameNet. In addition, it includes a corpus which provides mappings on

the actual usages of the verbs across VerbNet, PropBank and FrameNet.

2(a) SemLink
(lexical and corpus) Cornetto-WordNet

Frame identification:
- sense confidence (best)

- most frequent (MF)
FE identification:

- most frequent (MF)

2(b) SemLink
(lexical and corpus) Machine translations

Frame identification:
- most frequent (MF)

FE identification:
- most frequent (MF)

Table 4.7: Summary of Experiment 2

As in Experiment 1, part (a) of Experiment 2 uses the Cornetto-WordNet alignments

to find the English equivalent of a Dutch predicate. However, since SemLink does not

provide mappings to WordNet, it is not possible to exploit frame and sense confidence in
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the same way as was done with the Predicate Matrix. Instead, I either obtain the English

lemmas that are aligned with all senses of the Dutch predicate (all), or only those that

are aligned with the sense(s) that received the highest confidence plus those that did not

receive any confidence score (see Section 4.2) (best). In contrast to the method used in

Experiment 2(a), where the synsets of the Cornetto-WordNet alignments were used at a

sense-level, in this experiment they are thus used at a lemma-level. In Experiment 2(b)

the translations are provided by Google Translate.

Furthermore, I report on different experiments where either the lexical mappings or

the corpus mappings are consulted, or a combination of both. In the latter case, the

lexical mappings are only consulted if the corpus mappings do not return any candidate

frames or FEs. The corpus mappings offer the possibility for using frequency information

as a filtering method. More specifically, if multiple frames are associated with the

given predicate, they are either all selected, or only the one that is most frequently

mapped to the predicate in the corpus. The same goes for the FEs; either no filtering is

applied, or a selection is made on the basis of their frequency in relation to the predicate

and the PropBank role. A more elaborate description of these experiments is given in

Section 3.3.2.

4.3.1 Experiment 2(a): Frame identification

The results on frame identification of Experiment 2(a) are presented in Table 4.8. As

might be expected, the best recall (0.57) was achieved when using the lexical mappings,

whereas the best precision (0.21) was achieved when using the corpus mappings filtered

by frequency. A combination of these (both-mf), where the lexical mappings were only

consulted if the corpus mapping did not return any frames, provided the best overall

results (F1 of 0.21). Although filtering on sense confidence did slightly improve precision

when using the lexical mappings only, it did more harm than good in combination with

the corpus mappings on both precision and recall.

Comparing the results of Experiment 2(a) in Table 4.9 to those achieved in Experi-

ment 1(a), where a combination of the Cornetto-WordNet alignments and the Predicate

Matrix was investigated, it can be concluded that this method outperforms that of
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exact matching partial matching
sense method precision recall F1-score precision recall F1-score
all lexicon 0.05 0.44 0.09 0.06 0.57 0.11
all corpus-all 0.08 0.25 0.13 0.12 0.35 0.17
all corpus-mf 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.21 0.21 0.21
all both-all 0.09 0.28 0.13 0.12 0.38 0.18
all both-mf 0.12 0.16 0.14 0.18 0.24 0.21

best lexicon 0.07 0.33 0.11 0.09 0.43 0.15
best corpus-all 0.11 0.18 0.14 0.15 0.25 0.19
best corpus-mf 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.20 0.20 0.20
best both-all 0.11 0.24 0.15 0.14 0.31 0.19
best both-mf 0.11 0.17 0.14 0.17 0.26 0.21

Table 4.8: Results of Experiment 2(a) on the development set: frame identification
(using Cornetto-WordNet alignments)

Experiment 1(a) in terms of both recall and precision. The highest recall in Experi-

ment 1(a) was 0.46 (compared to 0.57), and the highest precision was 0.17 (compared

to 0.21). However, the higher recall does not necessarily reflect a better coverage of

SemLink than the Predicate Matrix; it is more likely that it is related to the different

ways in which the Cornetto-WordNet alignments were exploited. In Experiment 1(a),

the WordNet synsets were used at a sense-level, whereas in this experiment they are

used at a lemma-level (obtaining all synonyms of the synsets aligned with the Dutch

predicate). This was further explored in the error analysis, which is discussed below.

Considering the large differences between the lowest precision (0.06 for ‘lexicon’) and

the highest precision (0.21 for ‘corpus-mf’) in this experiment, it can be concluded

that frequency information provided by corpus mappings can successfully be used to

determine which of the candidate frames is the most probable. In fact, given the current

state of the coverage of the Predicate Matrix, they provide better results than filtering

on frame and/or sense confidence.

Error analysis

An error analysis was conducted on the 185 instances in the development set where the

best system (both-mf, all senses) had not assigned any frame or none that corresponded

or was related to the gold annotation of A1. A summary of the error analysis is pre-

sented in Table 4.9. Logically, many of the errors were caused by the same problems
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Type of error Percentage
Not incorrect 11%
Out of scope 26%
– Coverage FN 7%
– No frame available 4%
– Multi-word/idiomatic 11%
– Lemmatizing 4%
Filtered out 27%
– Not in corpus mappings 18%
– Not most frequent 9%
Coverage SemLink 22%
– Part of speech 13%
– Missing frame 6%
– Missing frame-lemma mapping 3%
Cornetto-WordNet mappings 11%
Combination 3%

Table 4.9: Error analysis: type of errors and their percentage in Experiment 2(a)

as in Experiment 1(a). These include the out-of-scope cases (26%), and the Cornetto-

WordNet alignments (11%). However, there were some cases where this approach re-

turned the correct frame whereas the one with the Predicate Matrix (Experiment 1(a))

failed because of incomplete mappings between Cornetto and WordNet (partly due to

the fine-grained nature of WordNet). In these cases, the lemma-approach proved to be

more effective than the sense-approach in terms of recall. An example is the verb sturen

(“send”), which senses are linked to several English synsets, but not to that of <mail;

post; send> (cause to be directed or transmitted to another place). As a consequence,

it was not linked to the correct frame Sending in een e-mail sturen (“send an e-mail”)

in Experiment 1(a). However, since it was linked to the synset <air; send; broadcast;

beam; transmit> (broadcast over the airwaves, as in radio or television) and the lemma

send appeared to be most frequently mapped to Sending in the corpus mappings, the

SemLink approach did return the correct frame.

In 22% of the cases, the error was caused by coverage problems of SemLink, which

can be divided into the same categories as in Experiment 1(a). Like the Predicate

Matrix, SemLink only includes verbal predicates, so unless the Dutch noun or adjective

was linked to a verbal predicate through the Cornetto-WordNet alignments, non-verbal

predicates could not be disambiguated to the right frame using SemLink (13%). In

another 6%, the frame was not linked to any of the VerbNet classes and their members,
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and in 3% the frame was not linked to the lemma(s) in question. With the Predicate

Matrix being built on the basis on SemLink, it is not surprising that the same frames

that were missing in the Predicate Matrix, were missing in SemLink as well. However,

it appeared that the coverage of SemLink in terms of the frames that are included in the

lexical mappings is even lower than the Predicate Matrix. No less than 49% of all lexical

frames are not represented in this release of the SemLink lexicon (compared to 44% in

the Predicate Matrix).

Most of the errors (27%) were caused by the filtering approach used by this system. That

is, the correct frame is mapped to (one of) the translated lemma(s) in SemLink’s lexical

mappings, but it was not selected because the corpus mappings, which were consulted

before the lexical mappings, returned another frame. There were two possible scenarios:

either the correct frame was not present in the corpus mappings for the translated

lemma(s) at all (18%), or it was present but there was another frame that was more

frequently associated with the translated lemma(s) (9%).

Many of the errors that were caused by the filtering approach can in fact also be traced

back to the way in which the Cornetto-WordNet alignments were exploited. This can be

illustrated with the following example. The Dutch verb verwachten (“expect”) has two

senses in Cornetto: (1) rekenen op (“to count on”) and (2) denken dat iets zal gebeuren

(“think that something will happen”). These senses are respectively aligned with the

English synsets (1) <ask; require; expect> (consider obligatory; request and expect)

and (2) <expect; look; await; wait> (look forward to the probable occurrence of).1 In

FrameNet and in SemLink, expect (which is the most accurate translation of verwachten)

is defined to evoke either the Expectation or the Opinion frame, which correlate with

these sense distinctions of verwachten and expect in Cornetto and WordNet. However,

the method described here does not only use expect to search for mappings, but also

the other synonyms: ask, require, look, await and wait. None of these are listed as LUs

for Opinion in FrameNet, and only wait and await are listed for Expectation, which

may be seen as a coverage problem in FrameNet or as a reflection of the dominant
1Again, the fine-grained nature of WordNet is reflected in the incompleteness of the Cornetto-WordNet

mappings; expect occurs in two more synsets that are very similar, namely <expect, anticipate> (regard
something as probable or likely) and <expect> (consider reasonable or true), which are not aligned with
the Dutch senses for verwachten.
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senses of the words. After all, it is far more likely that ask, for example, will be used in

situations corresponding to the Request or the Questioning frame. In fact, all of the

269 instances of ask in the SemLink corpus are annotated with the frame Questioning.

Since none of the other synonyms are present in the corpus mappings, the system will

therefore always return Questioning when consulting the corpus mappings first (and

without further filtering on sense confidence).

Fine-tuning the approach

Based on the error analysis, I concluded that the most frequent occurring of a frame in

relation to the synonyms of a synset does not necessarily mean that this frame reflects

the concept expressed by that synset, because it may include one or more synonyms

that are more frequently used in another sense (and thus more frequently mapped to

the corresponding frame). However, when a Dutch predicate is linked to more than one

English synset, it often happens that there is one synonym that is part of multiple of

these synsets, as was the case with expect in <ask; require; expect> and <expect; look;

await; wait>. This synonym is therefore more likely to be the ‘direct’ translation of the

Dutch predicate, which means that it covers most of its senses. Therefore, I applied a

new filtering approach on the lemmas: whenever an English synonym occurred multiple

times in different synsets linked to the Dutch predicate, that one was selected to search

for mappings in SemLink. If all synonyms were only part of one synset, all were still

selected. Applied to the Expectation example, expect is selected as the (only) translated

lemma for verwachten, because that is the only lemma that occurs in both synsets. As

can be seen in Table 4.10, this indeed greatly improved recall.

exact matching partial matching
sense method precision recall F1-score precision recall F1-score
all both-mf 0.12 0.16 0.14 0.18 0.24 0.21
best both-mf 0.11 0.17 0.14 0.17 0.26 0.21
lemma both-mf 0.13 0.27 0.17 0.17 0.36 0.23

Table 4.10: Results of Experiment 2(a) on the development set after fine-tuning:
frame identification (using Cornetto-WordNet alignments)
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4.3.2 Experiment 2(a): FE identification

Table 4.11 shows the results of Experiment 2(a) on FE identification. In the case of

multiple candidate FEs, the Predicate Matrix in Experiment 1 did not provide any

means to determine which of them is the most probable, since it only includes lexical

mappings specifying all possible role mappings. In contrast, SemLink provides both

lexical and corpus mappings, the latter specifying actual mappings in language use.

exact matching
sense method precision recall F1-score
all lexicon 0.44 0.41 0.43
all corpus-all 0.88 0.15 0.26
all corpus-mf 0.88 0.15 0.26
all both-all 0.56 0.41 0.47
all both-mf 0.56 0.41 0.47

best lexicon 0.44 0.41 0.43
best corpus-all 0.91 0.12 0.21
best corpus-mf 0.91 0.12 0.20
best both-all 0.54 0.41 0.47
best both-mf 0.54 0.41 0.47

lemma both-mf 0.88 0.15 0.26

Table 4.11: Results of Experiment 2(a) on the development set: FE identification
(using Cornetto-WordNet alignments)

As expected, it appeared that the corpus mappings provide the best recall (0.41),

whereas the lexical mappings provided the best precision (0.88). The combination of

both resulted in the best overall score (F1 of 0.47). The same was found for frame iden-

tification. However, whereas frequency information could effectively be used to further

improve precision for frame identification, it did not have any effect on FE identifica-

tion. This can be explained as follows. The frame annotations in the corpus are partly

manually added, and partly automatically when the lexical mappings specify only one

candidate frame. The role annotations, however, have only been automatically added

to the corpus and in the case of multiple candidate FEs, adjudication still needs to take

place. In other words: the corpus mappings only provides information on mappings

where there is only one candidate FE. Therefore, the corpus mappings result in a high

precision but low recall compared to the lexical mappings, but frequency information

makes no difference.
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4.3.3 Experiment 2(b): Frame identification

Table 4.12 shows the results of Experiment 2(b) on frame identification. They are similar

to the results of Experiment 2(a) in the sense that the lexical mappings provided the

best recall (0.39), the frequency information from the corpus mappings provided the

best precision (0.24), and a combination of both the best F1-score (0.29). However, in

terms of precision and overall scores, the machine translations outperform the Cornetto-

WordNet alignments. The same was found in Experiment 1. This seems to be related

to the fact that the ‘direct’ translations provided by Google Translate cover most of

the senses or the dominant sense of the Dutch predicate, and is therefore more likely to

be mapped to the correct frame. With the Cornetto-WordNet alignments, however, all

synonyms of the aligned English synsets are used, including those with possible other

dominant senses.

exact matching partial matching
method precision recall F1-score precision recall F1-score
lexicon 0.16 0.34 0.22 0.18 0.39 0.25
corpus-all 0.16 0.19 0.17 0.19 0.23 0.21
corpus-mf 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.22 0.22 0.22
both-all 0.20 0.31 0.24 0.24 0.37 0.29
both-mf 0.20 0.31 0.24 0.24 0.37 0.29

Table 4.12: Results of Experiment 2(b) on the development set: frame identification
(using machine translations)

Error analysis

An error analysis was conducted on the 160 instances where the best system (both-

mf) had not assigned any frame that corresponded or was directly related to the gold

frame annotated by A1. 16% of the errors could be attributed to wrong translations

(see also Experiment 1(b)). What is interesting, is that the amount of frames that were

incorrectly filtered out is much smaller than in Experiment 2(a). This is in line with

the findings in the error analysis of Experiment 2(a), where it was found that many of

the errors that were caused by the filtering approach could be traced back to the way in

which the Cornetto-WordNet alignments were exploited.

On the other hand, the errors that could be attributed to the coverage of SemLink are

responsible for a larger proportion of the errors (39%) than in the previous experiment
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Type of error Percentage
Not incorrect 8%
Out of scope 28%
– Coverage FN 8%
– No frame available 4%
– Multi-word/idiomatic 12%
– Lemmatizing 4%
Filtered out 4%
– Not in corpus mappings 3%
– Not most frequent 1%
Coverage SemLink 39%
– Part of speech 19%
– Missing frame 7%
– Missing frame-lemma mapping 13%
Translation 16%
Combination 5%

Table 4.13: Error analysis: type of errors and their percentage in Experiment 2(b)

(22%). Partly, this was a problem of part-of-speech (19%). The Cornetto-WordNet

alignments used in this study link some (but not all) Dutch non-verbal word senses

to English verbal synsets; it is through these alignments that there were some correct

frames found in SemLink for non-verbal predicates. In contrast, none of the non-verbal

predicates were disambiguated in this experiment, since they were translated to their

non-verbal equivalents (which are not represented in SemLink at all). In addition, in

this experiment only one lemma (the direct translation of the Dutch predicate) was

used to search for frames; in the previous experiment, often more than one synonym

was used. As a consequence, there were more errors that were caused by the fact

that there was a mapping missing for that particular frame-lemma combination. For

example, the verb integreren was correctly translated to its English equivalent inte-

grate, but the frame Cause_to_amalgamate is not mapped to this particular lemma.

In contrast, the Cornetto-WordNet alignments provide a collection of synonyms of in-

tegrate, including amalgamate, incorporate, commix, mix, unify and mingle; the frame

Cause_to_amalgamate is mapped to several of them.

4.3.4 Experiment 2(b): FE identification

The results of Experiment 2(b) on FE identification are presented in Table 4.14. They are

very similar to the results in Experiment 2(a); in combination with the corpus mappings,
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they are slightly lower. It is not surprising that these results are only slightly different,

since the translation of the Dutch predicate is mainly discriminative for frames.

method precision recall F1-score
lexicon-all 0.44 0.42 0.43
corpus-all 0.85 0.12 0.21
corpus-mf 0.85 0.12 0.21
both-all 0.53 0.42 0.47
both-mf 0.53 0.42 0.47

Table 4.14: Results of Experiment 2(b) on the development set: FE identification
(using machine translations)

4.4 Results of Experiment 3: Cross-annotations

The third and final experiment uses the corpus of cross-annotations developed by La-

parra Martín (2014). This corpus consists mappings between PropBank/NomBank and

FrameNet and was created by adding automatic FrameNet annotations to manual Prop-

Bank/NomBank annotations, and vice versa.

3(a) Cross-annotations
(corpus) Cornetto-WordNet

Frame identification:
- sense confidence (best)
- minimum freq. (>T)
- most frequent (MF)

FE identification:
- minimum freq. (>T)
- most frequent (MF)

3(b) Cross-annotations
(corpus) Machine translations

Frame identification:
- minimum freq. (>T)
- most frequent (MF)

FE identification:
- minimum freq. (>T)
- most frequent (MF)

Table 4.15: Summary of Experiment 3

In Experiment 3(a), the alignments between Cornetto and WordNet are exploited in the

same way as in Experiment 2(a), obtaining either all English synonyms aligned with the

Dutch predicate (all), or only those that are aligned with the sense(s) that received no

or the highest sense confidence score (best). In Experiment 3(b), Google Translate is

used to determine the English equivalent of the Dutch predicate.
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In addition, two filtering methods are applied to select the most probable frame or FE,

both of which are related to the frequencies of the mappings in the corpus. First, to

account for mappings that are possibly incorrect due to the automatic annotations, map-

pings are considered too infrequent if they do not occur more than T times. Following

Laparra Martín (2014), four different values of T are applied: T=0 (all mappings are

taken into account), T=1, T=4 and T=7. Second, either all frames and FEs are se-

lected, or only those that are most frequently mapped to the translated lemma(s) and

PropBank role in question.

exact matching partial matching
sense method precision recall F1-score precision recall F1-score
all T0-all 0.04 0.53 0.07 0.04 0.62 0.08
all T1-all 0.04 0.53 0.08 0.05 0.61 0.09
all T4-all 0.05 0.47 0.09 0.06 0.56 0.10
all T7-all 0.05 0.46 0.09 0.06 0.53 0.10

all T0-mf 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.21 0.22 0.21
all T1-mf 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.21 0.22 0.21
all T4-mf 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.21 0.22 0.22
all T7-mf 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.22 0.22 0.22

best T0-all 0.06 0.39 0.10 0.07 0.51 0.13
best T1-all 0.06 0.39 0.10 0.08 0.51 0.14
best T4-all 0.07 0.36 0.12 0.09 0.48 0.15
best T7-all 0.07 0.35 0.12 0.09 0.46 0.16

best T0-mf 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.25 0.25 0.25
best T1-mf 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.25 0.25 0.25
best T4-mf 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.25 0.25 0.25
best T7-mf 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.26 0.25 0.26

Table 4.16: Results of Experiment 3(a) on the development set: frame identification
(using Cornetto-WordNet alignments)

4.4.1 Experiment 3(a): Frame identification

Table 4.16 presents the results of Experiment 3(a) on frame identification. Considering

that with this method the highest recall was achieved (0.62 for all/T0-all), it seems that

the cross-annotations outperforms both the Predicate Matrix (0.46) and SemLink (0.57)

in terms of coverage. In addition, with the most strict filtering settings (best/T7-mf)

the cross-annotations also performed the best in terms of precision (0.26) and overall
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score (F1-score 0.26), compared to the Predicate Matrix (highest precision of 0.17 and

highest F1-score of 0.23) and SemLink (highest precision of 0.18 and highest F1-score of

0.23). The improvement on precision was mainly a result of the MostFrequent-filtering.

Error analysis

An error analysis was conducted on the 175 instances where the best system (best/T7-

mf) was not able to assign a frame that corresponded to or was related to the gold frame

annotated by A1. Again, the same instances were considered out of scope, comprising

26% of all errors in this experiment. In 11% of the cases, the frame assigned by the

system was not actually wrong. 26% of the errors were caused by incorrect or incomplete

Cornetto-WordNet mappings; half of them were caused by the fact that the Dutch

predicate was non-verbal. Some of these non-verbal predicates were in fact linked to

an English verbal synset in the alignments used in this study, but not all of them

were correct, or the predicate was mapped to an English synset that expressed a more

general concept. The noun klacht (“complaint”), for example, was mapped to the synsets

<express; verbalize; verbalise; utter> (articulate; either verbally or with a cry, shout, or

noise) and <happen; hap; occur; pass> (come to pass). As a consequence, the system

did not return the correct frame Complaining, but the frame Expressing_publicly.

Type of error Percentage
Not incorrect 11%
Out of scope 26%
– Coverage FN 7%
– No frame available 4%
– Multi-word/idiomatic 11%
– Lemmatizing 4%
Filtered out 27%
– Not best sense 7%
– Not above threshold <1%
– Not most frequent 19%
Coverage cross-annotations 5%
– Missing lemma(s) 0%
– Missing frame 0%
– Missing frame-lemma mapping 5%
Cornetto-WordNet mappings 26%
– Part of speech 13%
– Other 13%
Combination 5%

Table 4.17: Error analysis: type of errors and their percentage in Experiment 3(a)
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Surprisingly, only a few errors (5%) could be attributed to coverage problems in the

cross-annotations. It appeared that none of them were caused by missing frames or

lemmas in the corpus. In fact, an analysis on the coverage of the cross-annotations

showed that only 19% of all lexical frames were not represented at all, compared to 44%

and 49% respectively in the Predicate Matrix and SemLink. Even when all frames that

were less than 7 times mapped to a specific lemma were filtered out, there were still less

(31%) lexical frames missing in the cross-annotations than in the Predicate Matrix and

SemLink. There were, however, a few cases in the development set where the specific

mapping between the translated lemma(s) and the frame was missing. For example, the

Dutch verb concurreren (which has one sense in Cornetto) is correctly aligned with the

English synset <compete; vie; contend> (compete for something; engage in a contest;

measure oneself against others). An instance of this predicate was annotated with the

frame Competition, but was not correctly disambiguated by the system because the

verb vie does not occur in the corpus, and content and compete were only mapped to

the frames Statement, Win_prize and Finish_competition.

As can already be concluded from the difference in recall between all/T0-all (0.62) and

best/T7-mf (0.25), most of the errors occurred when the correct frame was filtered out by

one of the filtering methods. Only very few (<1%) were filtered out because the mapping

did not occur more than 7 times in the corpus. More frequently, the correct frame was

filtered out because it was linked to a synset that according to the WSD-system was

not the best one (7%). In some cases, this was actually a mistake of the WSD-system.

For example, the verb horen (“hear”) in Sentence 4.2 was annotated with the frame

Perception_experience (it could also have been annotated with Hear). However, the

WSD-system incorrectly disambiguated it to another sense of horen, namely to that

of ‘zijn plaats hebben’ (“belong somewhere”). This sense is aligned with the English

synset <belong> (be rightly classified in a class or category), which lemma is most

frequently mapped to the Possession frame in the cross-annotations. Would the WSD-

system had disambiguated this instance of horen to its correct sense, then the system

would have used the lemma hear from the aligned synset <hear> (perceive (sound) via

the auditory sense) to search for mappings, and disambiguated it to the right frame

Perception_experience.
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4.2. De klachten liepen uiteen van het horen van een storende Aziatische vertaler tot

het compleet vastlopen van de Apple TV.

(“The complaints varied from hearing an interfering Asian translator to the com-

plete jamming of the Apple TV.”)

Finally, in 19% of the cases, there was another frame that was more frequently mapped

to one (or more) of the synonyms of the aligned English synset(s). For example, an

instance of klagen (“complain”), which was annotated with the frame Complaining, was

aligned with the synset <complain; kick; plain; sound off; quetch; kvetch> (express

complaints, discontent, displeasure, or unhappiness). Of all lemmas in this synset, kick

was the most frequent and the only frame mapped to this lemma was Cause_harm. This

is the same problem as was encountered in Experiment 2(a).

Fine-tuning the approach

As was already concluded in Experiment 2(a), it is not necessarily the case that a frame

that is most frequently mapped to the collection of synonyms in a synset is also the frame

that most accurately reflects the concept expressed by that synset. Therefore, I tried

to improve the results as follows: whenever a Dutch predicate was mapped to multiple

English synsets, I selected (only) those synonyms that occurred in more than one of

these synsets. If the predicate was only mapped to one synset, or all synonyms only

occurred once in these synsets, all synonyms were still selected to search for mappings

in the corpus. This did indeed slightly improve the results (which can especially be

seen in the scores for exact matching), although the improvement is less striking than

in Experiment 2(a).

exact matching partial matching
sense method precision recall F1-score precision recall F1-score
all T7-mf 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.22 0.22 0.22
best T7-mf 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.26 0.25 0.26
lemma T7-mf 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.26 0.26 0.26

Table 4.18: Results of Experiment 3(a) on the development set after fine-tuning:
frame identification (using Cornetto-WordNet alignments)
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4.4.2 Experiment 3(a): FE identification

The results of Experiment 3(a) on FE identification are shown in Table 4.19. From these

results, it can be concluded that each filtering method (selecting only the best word sense

of the Dutch predicate, setting a threshold for the role associations, and selecting the

most frequent role associations) has a positive effect on precision, but a negative effect

on recall. The challenge is to find the best combination of filtering methods. In this case,

it seems that using only the MostFrequent-filtering provides the best overall results with

an F1-score of 0.44. These are slightly lower than the ones achieved in Experiment 2(a),

where the combination of lexical and corpus mappings resulted in an F1-score of 0.47.

The main problem with the corpus mappings of the cross-annotations seems to be in

their coverage (compare the highest recall of 0.33 with the highest recall of 0.41 in

Experiment 2(a)).

sense method precision recall F1-score
all T0-all 0.36 0.33 0.35
all T1-all 0.51 0.31 0.39
all T4-all 0.67 0.27 0.39
all T7-all 0.77 0.25 0.38

all T0-mf 0.80 0.30 0.44
all T1-mf 0.81 0.29 0.43
all T4-mf 0.85 0.26 0.40
all T7-mf 0.85 0.24 0.38

best T0-all 0.37 0.23 0.28
best T1-all 0.51 0.22 0.31
best T4-all 0.69 0.19 0.29
best T7-all 0.75 0.17 0.27

best T0-mf 0.80 0.21 0.33
best T1-mf 0.80 0.20 0.32
best T4-mf 0.84 0.18 0.30
best T7-mf 0.83 0.16 0.27

Table 4.19: Results of Experiment 3(a) on the development set: FE identification
(using Cornetto-WordNet alignments)
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4.4.3 Experiment 3(b): Frame identification

The results of Experiment 3(b) are shown in Table 4.20. Whereas in combination with

the Cornetto-WordNet alignments in Experiment 3(a) the most strict filtering settings

(all/T7-mf) returned the best results, in this experiment the best results were achieved

using the setting T0-mf. In terms of overall performance, this approach greatly outper-

formed all of the previously described approaches with an F1-score of 0.38, compared to

F1-scores of 0.23 in Experiments 1(a), 1(b) and 2(a), 0.29 in Experiment 2(b) and 0.26

in Experiment 3(a). This is in line with the previous findings that the cross-annotations

provide better coverage than SemLink and the Predicate Matrix, that frequency infor-

mation is a good indication on which frame is the most probable one, and that direct

translations to the English equivalent of a Dutch predicate work quite well because they

usually cover most of the Dutch word senses (or the most dominant one).

exact matching partial matching
method precision recall F1-score precision recall F1-score
T0-all 0.15 0.43 0.22 0.17 0.48 0.25
T1-all 0.17 0.43 0.24 0.19 0.48 0.27
T4-all 0.19 0.40 0.26 0.21 0.45 0.29
T7-all 0.19 0.38 0.26 0.22 0.44 0.29

T0-mf 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.38 0.38 0.38
T1-mf 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.37 0.37 0.37
T4-mf 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.37 0.37 0.37
T7-mf 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.36 0.36 0.36

Table 4.20: Results of experiment 3(b) on the development set: frame identification
(using machine translations)

Error analysis

There were 153 instances where the best system had not assigned a frame that corre-

sponded or was related to the gold frame annotated by A1. In 10% of these instances,

the assigned frame was actually not incorrect. The out-of-scope cases comprised 29%

of the errors. Translation errors as previously discussed caused 14% of the total, and

in 15% of the cases, there was another frame besides the correct one that was more

frequently mapped to the predicate in the corpus.

In Experiment 3(a), non-verbal predicates were problematic because they were not (cor-

rectly) covered by the alignments between Cornetto and WordNet. In this experiment,
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Type of error Percentage
Not incorrect 10%
Out of scope 29%
– Coverage FN 8%
– No frame available 5%
– Multi-word/idiomatic 12%
– Lemmatizing 4%
Filtered out (frequency) 14%
Coverage cross-annotations 25%
– Part of speech 12%
– Missing lemma (verbal) 4%
– Missing frame (verbal) 6%
– Missing frame-lemma mapping (verbal) 3%
Translations 16%
Combination 6%

Table 4.21: Error analysis: type of errors and their percentage in Experiment 3(b)

however, it appeared that even though the machine translations provide the right English

equivalents, the coverage of the cross-annotations with respect to non-verbal predicates

is still too limited to disambiguate them. Since the cross-annotations only provides

mappings on verbal and nominal predicates, adjectives such as strong (translated from

“sterk”) or white (“wit”) are per definition not disambiguated. But also nominal predi-

cates such as frustration (“frustratie”) and presentation (“presentatie”) were not covered

in the corpus. As a consequence, many of the frames evoked by these non-verbal pred-

icates were not represented in the corpus at all, possibly because FrameNet only lists

non-verbal LUs for these frames (such as the Being_strong frame, which lists three

frame-evoking words: impregnable.a, strong.a and tough.a). Errors related to these

part-of-speech problems comprised 12% of the total.

With respect to the frames annotated for verbal predicates in the development set: some

of them were not represented in the corpus and the lemma was only mapped to other

frames (6%); in other cases, the frame was present in the corpus, but the lemma was not

(4%); and finally, there were cases in which both the frame and the lemma were present

in the corpus, but not mapped to each other (3%).
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4.4.4 Experiment 3(b): FE identification

The results of Experiment 3(b), presented in Table 4.22, are very similar to those

achieved in Experiment 3(a) with the Cornetto-WordNet mappings. The same was

found in Experiment 2. Again, it is not surprising that these results are only slightly

different, since the translation of the Dutch predicate is mainly discriminative for frames.

method precision recall F1-score
T0-all 0.42 0.31 0.35
T1-all 0.53 0.29 0.38
T4-all 0.65 0.24 0.36
T7-all 0.74 0.23 0.35

T0-mf 0.79 0.27 0.41
T1-mf 0.78 0.27 0.40
T4-mf 0.78 0.27 0.40
T7-mf 0.85 0.22 0.35

Table 4.22: Results of Experiment 3(b) on the development set: FE identification
(using machine translations)

4.5 Final evaluation

On the basis of the results on the development set, the following settings for each combi-

nation of resource mappings and translation methods were found to be the most effective

for frame identification:

• Predicate Matrix/Cornetto-WordNet alignments: The best system used a

combination of frame and sense confidence to select the most probable frame from

all frames mapped to the English synsets in the Predicate Matrix.

• Predicate Matrix/Machine translations: In combination with the machine

translations provided by Google Translate, the best results for the Predicate Matrix

were achieved when mappings were obtained to the English lemma in PropBank.

No further filtering was applied.

• SemLink/Cornetto-WordNet alignments: First, from all English synonyms

that are aligned with the Dutch predicate, those that occur in more than one
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system exact matching partial matching
resource translation precision recall F1-score precision recall F1-score
PM Co-WN 0.13 0.34 0.19 0.16 0.44 0.24
PM MT 0.10 0.43 0.16 0.11 0.47 0.18
SL Co-WN 0.19 0.32 0.24 0.27 0.45 0.34
SL MT 0.21 0.35 0.26 0.24 0.39 0.30
CA Co-WN 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.41 0.41 0.41
CA MT 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.38 0.38 0.38

Table 4.23: Results of the different systems on the test set: frame identification

aligned synset are selected (if the Dutch predicate is aligned with multiple synsets).

A combination of the lexical and the corpus mappings is used to find the correct

frame. First, the corpus mappings are consulted; the frame that is most frequently

mapped to the translated lemma(s) is selected. Only if the corpus mappings

provide no mappings for the lemma(s), the lexical mappings are consulted.

• SemLink/Machine translations: Using the English lemma translated from the

Dutch predicate by Google Translate, the same combination of lexical and corpus

mappings as mentioned above is used to find the correct frame.

• Cross-annotations/Cornetto-WordNet alignments: The best results were

achieved when the most strict filtering method was applied: the predicate-frame

mapping needs to occur at least 7 times in the corpus and from the remaining

mappings, the most frequent ones are selected.

• Cross-annotations/Machine translations: In combination with the machine

translations, a less strict filtering method was applied. The frames that are most

frequently mapped to the translated lemma is selected, but there is no minimum

of occurrences.

The above systems have been evaluated on the test set. The results are presented in

Table 4.23. What is striking about these results, is that the ones achieved using the

Cornetto-WordNet in most cases are much higher than the results on the development

set. For SemLink, the highest F1-score was 0.23 on the development set, compared to

0.34 on the test set (partial matching). For the cross-annotations, the difference was

even greater: the highest F1-score was only 0.26 on the development set, whereas on
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the test set an F1-score of 0.41 was found. It is not certain why these differences are

this large, but they are definitely encouraging. Considering the difficulty of the task, an

F1-score of 0.41 is quite reasonable.

The settings that were found to be the most effective for the identification of frame

elements were a bit different for some of the systems. Therefore, FE identification has

been evaluated on the test set using the following settings:

• Predicate Matrix/Cornetto-WordNet alignments: The same system as

used for frame identification is used for FE identification.

• Predicate Matrix/Machine translations: Instead of using only the informa-

tion mappings to PropBank frames, for the FEs all resources are used.

• SemLink/Cornetto-WordNet alignments: For FE identification, all synonyms

of the synsets are used instead of only the ones that are most likely to be the direct

translation of the Dutch predicate. Again, a combination of the lexical and the

corpus mappings is used to find the mappings between the given PropBank role

and the frame elements. The role association that occurs most frequently in the

corpus is selected.

• SemLink/Machine translations: Using the English lemma translated from the

Dutch predicate by Google Translate, the same combination of lexical and corpus

mappings as mentioned above is used to obtain role associations, and if possible,

to select the most frequent one.

• Cross-annotations/Cornetto-WordNet alignments: For FE identification,

the best results were achieved when the threshold for the times that the mappings

need to occur in the corpus is set at T=0 (no minimum required). The most

frequent association is selected.

• Cross-annotations/Machine translations: In combination with the machine

translations, the same setting as the one mentioned above is used for the identifi-

cation of FEs.
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Table 4.24 presents the results on FE identification. Again, the best results were obtained

with the cross-annotations, This is directly related to the fact that this system performed

best on frame identification as well, resulting in a higher recall than the other systems.

The precision scores are high, with SemLink providing the highest of 0.92. The main

problem is recall, which are expected to be much higher if the systems would perform

better on frame identification.

system exact matching
resource translation precision recall F1-score
PM Co-WN 0.73 0.21 0.32
PM MT 0.69 0.27 0.39
SL Co-WN 0.88 0.24 0.37
SL MT 0.92 0.17 0.28
CA Co-WN 0.75 0.37 0.49
CA MT 0.79 0.34 0.47

Table 4.24: Results of the different systems on the test set: FE identification
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Discussion

There are several challenges involved in the research presented in this thesis. First, given

the high semantic similarities between the frames in FrameNet, designing an evaluation

method that is truly representative for the performance of a system on frame-semantic

parsing is already a challenge in itself. Second, the approach proposed in this thesis

depends on the quality of a number of tools and resources, such as the WSD-system,

the Cornetto-WordNet alignments, and the different resources that provide mappings

between PropBank, VerbNet, FrameNet and WordNet. In the following, I will discuss

each of these challenges and explain their consequences.

FrameNet offers a large and detailed repository of semantic frames. They are a reflection

of human experience: by classifying everything what is or happens in the world around

us into semantic frames, we try to make sense of reality. And as much as our experiences

of the world are related to one another, so are the categories in which they are placed.

An important part of the FrameNet project has therefore been to work out a system

of relations between frames and between frame elements in order to situate them in

semantic space. This has resulted in a frame hierarchy where frames are linked to each

other through inheritance relations, perspective relations, temporal relations, and so on.

The importance of FrameNet’s frame hierarchy in the context of frame-semantic parsing

has been little discussed in literature. Yet any study on this topic will inevitably be

confronted with the high semantic similarities between the frames. In this thesis, it was

107
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already reflected in the relatively low IAA-scores (50%) on the annotation of frames.

Most of the disagreements were caused by these similarities; clearly, distinguishing be-

tween the frames can be very difficult for humans too, even if they are linguistically-

trained. Moreover, in many cases more than one frame may be applicable. Ideally,

any evaluation on the task would therefore take into account that some frames are less

incorrect than others. But this is more difficult than it may seem.

The SemEval-2007 Shared Task on frame-semantic parsing did use FrameNet’s frame

hierarchy in the evaluation of participating systems to be able to give partial credits for

identifying a frame that was close to the gold frame in terms of frame-to-frame rela-

tions. However, the way in which these were calculated seems to be somewhat random

and unfounded, with a maximum distance of 9 between frames and without (much)

restrictions on the direction in the hierarchy and type of relations taken into account.

In addition, the current frame hierarchy still shows many gaps and inconsistencies, as

correctly pointed out by Osswald and Van Valin (2014). The validity of the evalua-

tion as proposed by SemEval-2007, which is used as the main reference in studies on

the task, can therefore seriously be questioned. The partial crediting system is likely

to be either too generous (giving partial credits for semantically distinct frames like

Hiring–Processing_materials, because of Inheritance relations to the very general

frame Intentionally_affect) or too strict (giving no credits for related frames like

Desirability–Popularity, because of a gap in the hierarchy).

While searching for a midway between an evaluation that is too strict and one that

is too generous, in this study it was decided to give full credits for those frames that

were directly related to the gold frame, which still is not fully representative for the

performance of a semantic role labeller. However, in order to be able to use the frame

hierarchy for this purpose, it will probably need a revision that goes deeper than simply

solving the gaps, since the current FrameNet approach is faced with serious problems

in coming up with a consistent and systematic relational system of frames on different

levels of abstraction. Until then, it will remain very difficult to accurately evaluate

systems on frame-semantic parsing.
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The difficulty of frame-semantic parsing mainly lies in the fact that lexical and syntactic

information need to be mapped to a conceptual level (the frames and FEs). For English,

these kind of associations between language and concepts are provided by FrameNet.

For Dutch, however, there is no such resource available. Instead of creating one, this

thesis explored the potential of a number of other resources to map English frames and

frame elements onto lexical and semantic structures in Dutch. However, as pointed out

in the beginning of this thesis, this approach assumes that there is a certain degree of

cross-lingual parallelism between English and Dutch for FrameNet annotation at both

the concept level and the instance level. This thesis has indeed not encountered any

(serious) problems with frame instance parallelism; role instance parallelism has been

less investigated because this thesis has mainly focus of the identification of frames, so

this may still need further investigation.

The aim of this thesis was to explore the potential of resources like SemLink, the Pred-

icate Matrix and the cross-annotations developed by Laparra Martín (2014) for frame-

semantic parsing in Dutch. Starting from the output of the NewsReader pipeline, I tried

to obtain the right associations between predicates and frames, and between PropBank

roles and FrameNet roles. In order to do so, the Dutch predicate first needed to be

translated to its English equivalent. For this purpose, I have used alignments between

Cornetto and WordNet, and machine translations obtained from Google Translate.

The greatest potential lies in the combination of the Cornetto-WordNet alignments and

the Predicate Matrix, since this combination provides a way to directly map FrameNet

information onto Dutch word senses, which may be provided by a WSD-system. How-

ever, this approach heavily relies on a number of things. First, the Dutch predicate

needs to be correctly disambiguated to its word sense defined in Cornetto by the WSD-

system. Second, the morpho-syntactic parser and PropBank-style SRL-system need to

correctly identify the arguments and label them with the correct PropBank roles. Third,

the quality of the Cornetto-WordNet alignments needs to be sufficient in order to obtain

the English synset(s) in WordNet that represents the same concept as the Dutch word

sense. Finally, the quality of the Predicate Matrix needs to be sufficient to determine

which FrameNet frames are associated with that synset, and which frame elements are
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associated with the PropBank role. Although this thesis has not extensively evaluated

each of these steps separately, it does provide insight into some of their main problems.

The first problem concerns the quality of the Cornetto-WordNet alignments. It was

found that in terms of accuracy, the quality of the alignments is quite good; however,

in terms of coverage, there is still room for improvement. The limited coverage of the

alignments is at least partly related to the fine-grained sense distinctions in WordNet.

In many cases, one synset in Cornetto can be linked to multiple synsets in WordNet,

but is aligned with only one (or some) of them. However, continuous efforts are being

made to improve the alignments in the Open Dutch WordNet project.

The fine-grained nature of the WordNet synsets also makes the development of a resource

like the Predicate Matrix more challenging. Lopez de Lacalle et al. (2014b, p. 907)

mention that the Predicate Matrix now only contains 7,572 WordNet senses aligned to

FrameNet frames, and that there are still 18,672 WordNet senses without mappings to

FrameNet frames. This was mentioned in order to show that the coverage of FrameNet is

still lacking, but it can also be interpreted as showing a lack of coverage in the Predicate

Matrix. In this study, it was found that both is true. In some cases, there is no mapping

between a WordNet synset and a FrameNet frame because FrameNet has not yet defined

a semantic frame that represents the conceptual scenario evoked by that the synonyms

in the synset, or because it has not listed these synonyms as frame-evoking lexical units.

In other cases, the Predicate Matrix does link a frame to a certain synset, but it could

have linked it to other similar synsets as well. An example discussed in this thesis was

the Supply frame, which was linked to the synsets <supply; provide; render; furnish>

and <equip; fit; fit out; outfit>, but not to <provide; supply; ply; cater> and <issue;

supply>. In addition, the performance of the WSD-system is not (yet) sufficient enough

for the method proposed in this study. This in combination with the lack of coverage in

the Cornetto-WordNet alignments and the Predicate Matrix with respect to WordNet

senses makes that it is difficult to disambiguate a Dutch predicate to the correct frame

on the basis of its word sense.

It is for this reason that better results on both precision and recall were achieved when

applying a lemma-based approach. That is, the Dutch predicate can be translated to
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an English lemma either by machine translation (in this study, Google Translate was

used) or by obtaining the synonyms that are part of the English synset(s) aligned with

the Dutch predicate. This method results in a higher recall, since it searches for frames

that are associated with the lemma instead of with a specific sense of that lemma.

However, this also makes it more difficult to select the correct one from a larger number

of candidate frames. In the experiments with SemLink and the cross-annotations, corpus

mappings were used to select those frames that were most frequently mapped to the

English lemma(s). Although this is less sophisticated than using WSD-information,

because it will always select the same frame for a certain lemma and does not take

contextual variation into account, it did provide better results with respect to precision

than the sense-based approach.

Whether the Cornetto-WordNet alignments or machine translations were used to trans-

late a Dutch predicate to its English equivalent (at the lemma-level) appeared to make

little difference in terms of final performance. In general, machine translations will re-

turn the English lemma that covers most word senses or the most dominant one of the

Dutch predicate (the ‘direct’ or ‘literal’ translation). It is therefore likely that the cor-

rect frame is mapped to this English lemma in the Predicate Matrix, SemLink or the

cross-annotations. On the other hand, the translations are not always correct.

Using the Cornetto-WordNet alignments can be problematic when not all synonyms in

the aligned English synset are equally strongly related to the concept represented by

that synset, and thus to a certain frame. For example, the verb ask is part of the synset

<ask; require; expect> (consider obligatory; request and expect), but its dominant sense

does not correspond to the frame Expectation, but to Questioning. In this study,

this synset was aligned with the Dutch verb verwachten (“expect”) and therefore used

to search for a frame, and since ask appeared to be much more frequent in the corpus

mappings than request and expect, the Dutch predicate was wrongly disambiguated to

Questioning instead of Expectation. However, if the Dutch predicate is linked to

multiple synsets, there are ways to select those synonyms from the synsets that are

more likely to have the same dominant sense. First, the confidence scores provided by

the WSD-system can be used to select only the synonyms of the synset that received
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the highest sense confidence. Second, if a synonym is part of multiple of the aligned

synsets, it is more likely to be the direct translation of the Dutch predicate. For example,

the verb expect also occurs in another synset that is aligned with verwachten, namely

<expect; look; wait; await> (look forward to the probable occurrence of). With the

latter method, slightly better results (0.34 and 0.41 in combination with SemLink and

the cross-annotation respectively) were achieved than with using machine translations

(0.30 and 0.38 in combination with SemLink and the cross-annotation respectively).

One of the subquestions that were put forward in the beginning of this thesis was

what the difference is between lexical and corpus mappings, and which of them offers

the greatest potential for the task. Since frequency information proved to be such a

strong indicator for determining the correct frame, in this study the corpus mappings

provided by SemLink and the cross-annotations were particularly useful. In fact, the

best overall results on frame identification (F1-score of 0.41) were achieved with the

cross-annotations, which only provide corpus mappings and no lexical mappings. The

fact that the cross-annotations outperformed both SemLink and the Predicate Matrix is

mainly because the cross-annotations provide the best coverage. It would be interesting

to see whether corpus mappings can be further exploited by using the structural and

contextual information that they provide, instead of only using frequency information.

Furthermore, combining corpus mappings as provided by the cross-annotations with the

lexical mappings provided by the Predicate Matrix, which fell outside the scope of this

thesis, is expected to be the most promising approach.

The main focus of this thesis has been on frame identification, the first subtask of frame-

semantic parsing, because this step is considered to be the hardest and the most crucial.

After all, the second subtask, FE identification, can only be performed when the system

is able to identify the correct frame. Nevertheless, the results achieved in this study

are encouraging, especially with respect to precision (the highest precision achieved was

0.92 with SemLink). The best overall scores (F1-score of 0.49) was achieved with the

cross-annotations. The recall scores are a bit low (the highest was 0.37 with the cross-

annotations), but this is a direct result of the fact that the correct frames (and thus the

corresponding frame elements) were not linked to the WordNet sense(s) or the translated
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lemma(s) in the different resources. So if the coverage with respect to predicate-frame

associations is improved, the results on FE identification will probably be much higher.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

The aim of this thesis was to investigate to what extent resources such as the Predicate

Matrix, SemLink and the cross-annotations developed by Laparra Martín (2014) can

effectively be used for frame-semantic parsing in Dutch and possibly other languages

that do not have a FrameNet-like resource. As a starting point, I have used the output

of the NewsReader NLP pipeline, which includes a word sense disambiguation system

and a PropBank-style semantic role labeller. From there, the task could be divided into

two subtasks: frame identification and frame element (FE) identification.

This study have mainly focus on the first subtask, which is the most challenging and the

most crucial. It required the Dutch predicate to be translated into its English equivalent

in order to find frames in the Predicate Matrix, SemLink or the cross-annotations.

For this purpose, I have used the alignments between Cornetto and WordNet and the

machine translation service provided by Google. The Cornetto-WordNet alignments

seemed to be the most promising, since they could be used to find the English equivalent

of a Dutch predicate on a sense-level, which in turn could be used to find frames in the

Predicate Matrix. However, this requires sufficient performance of the WSD-system

as well as good coverage of both the Cornetto-WordNet alignments and the Predicate

Matrix on the WordNet synsets. It was found that for all of these, there is still room

for improvement.
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Instead of this ‘sense-based approach’, it appeared that a ‘lemma-based approach’ was

more effective. Machine translations usually return the lemma that covers most of

the senses or the dominant sense of the word in the source language. Therefore, it is

likely that these ‘direct’ translations are mapped to the correct frame. Another effective

way to obtain this direct translation was found the be through the Cornetto-WordNet

alignments; if a Dutch word is aligned with several synsets, the synonym that occurs in

more than one of these synsets is likely to be its direct translation. This appeared to

produce slightly better results than the machine translations. Since with this lemma-

based approach it is no longer possible to use the WSD-information from the NLP

pipeline, frequency information provided by corpus mappings was found to be very

useful for determining which frame was the most probable one.

To conclude, the results found in this study are definitely encouraging. Without having

to create a FrameNet-like resource for Dutch and using only resources that are already

available, it was possible to obtain an F1-score of 0.41. Given the difficulty of the task,

this is quite reasonable. Moreover, it seems that there can be much more experimented

with this approach, and improvements on the coverage of the Predicate Matrix and the

Cornetto-WordNet alignments are on their way. It is expected that the results achieved

in this study can be improved by combining the synset information provided by the

Cornetto-WordNet alignments and the Predicate Matrix with frequency, contextual and

structural information provided by corpus mappings such as the cross-annotations.
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Definitions of frames

Name Definition
Activity_start An Agent initiates the beginning of an ongoing Activity in

which he will be continuously involved.
Animals The LUs in this frame refer to biological entities other

than human beings and plants, which are labeled by the
FE Animal.

Appointing A Selector, often an individual in a leadership role, ap-
points a Official to assume an official Role in an organiza-
tion (which can be expressed as the Body).

Assistance A Helper benefits a Benefited_party by enabling the cul-
mination of a Goal that the Benefited_party has. A Fo-
cal_entity that is involved in reaching the Goal may stand
in for it.

Attempt_suasion The Speaker expresses through language his wish to get
the Addressee to act in some way that will help to bring
about events or states described in the Content. There is
no implication that the Addressee forms an intention to
act, let alone acts.

Awareness A Cognizer has a piece of Content in their model of the
world. The Content is not necessarily present due to im-
mediate perception, but usually, rather, due to deduction
from perceivables. In some cases, the deduction of the
Content is implicitly based on confidence in sources of in-
formation (believe), in some cases based on logic (think),
and in other cases the source of the deduction is deprofiled
(know).

Becoming An Entity ends up in a Final_state or Final_category
which it was not in before.

Becoming_attached An Item comes to be attached to a Goal, with a Connector
forming a bond between the Handle of the Item and the
Goal (or some part of it). Alternatively, multiple Items
may form a bond between each other.
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Being_attached An Item is attached by a Handle, via a Connector, to a
Goal, or Items are attached to each other. There may be
a Dependent_state, which depends crucially on Item(s)
being attached.

Being_awake A Protagonist is awake at some Time and Place. This
entails the Protagonist having a higher general level of
awareness of the surroundings than when asleep.

Being_employed An Employee has a Position doing work in a particular
Field, or doing work on a particular Task, for which an
Employer gives Compensation to the Employee.

Being_operational An Object with an understood function is or is not in a
state ready to perform that function.

Being_strong An Entity can bear a great outer force so as to resist de-
struction and damage.

Cause_change An Agent or Cause causes an Entity to change, either in
its category membership or in terms of the value of an
Attribute. In the former case, an Initial_category and a
Final_category may be expressed, in the latter case an
Initial_value and a Final_value can be specified.

Bringing This frame concerns the movement of a Theme and an
Agent and/or Carrier. The Agent, a person or other
sentient entity, controls the shared Path by moving the
Theme during the motion. In other words, the Agent has
overall motion in directing the motion of the Theme. The
Carrier may be a separate entity, or it may be the Agent’s
body. The Constant_location may be a subregion of the
Agent’s body or (a subregion of) a vehicle that the Agent
uses.

Cause_change_of_
phase

A Cause or Agent causes a Patient to undergo a change
of phase. The Result of the change may be given, along
with the Initial_state and the Circumstances under which
the change can occur. Note that this frame contrasts
with Cause_change_of_consistency in that this frame de-
scribes causation of a change of a Patient between different
phases (i.e. solid to liquid or frozen to ”unfrozen”).

Cause_expansion An Agent or non-human Cause causes an Item to change
its physical size. The Size_change of an Item may be ex-
plicitly indicated or characterized in terms of Initial_size
and/or Result_size. In the default case, expansion is along
all dimensions, but sometimes the Dimension of expansion
is incorporated or made explicit.

Cause_harm The words in this frame describe situations in which an
Agent or a Cause injures a Victim. The Body_part of
the Victim which is most directly affected may also be
mentioned in the place of the Victim.
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Cause_to_amalgamate These words refer to an Agent joining Parts to form a
Whole. (The Parts may also be encoded as Part_1 and
Part_2.) There is a symmetrical relationship between the
components that undergo the process, and afterwards the
Parts are consumed and are no longer distinct entities that
are easily discernable or separable in the Whole.

Cause_to_make_noise An Agent manipulates a Sound_maker or a Cause causes
the Sound_maker to emit a sound.

Cause_to_make_
progress

An Agent works on a Project so that it reaches a more
advanced and desirable state.

Cause_to_perceive An Agent, Actor, Entity, or Medium causes a Phenomenon
to be perceived by a Perceiver. With an Actor, Entity, or
Medium, the Perceiver is usually unspecified.

Cause_to_wake An Agent or Cause causes a Sleeper to transition from the
Sleep_state to wakeful consciousness.

Change_of_leadership This frame concerns the appointment of a New_leader or
removal from office of an Old_leader. The Selector brings
about the change in leadership, for example, by electing or
overthrowing a leader. Some words in the frame describe
the successful removal from office of a leader (e.g. depose,
oust), others simply the attempt (e.g. uprising, rebellion).

Change_of_phase In this frame a Patient undergoes a change of phase. Note
that this frame contrasts with Change_of_consistency in
that this frame describes a change of a Patient between dif-
ferent phases (i.e. solid to liquid or frozen to ”unfrozen”).

Change_position_on_
a_scale

This frame consists of words that indicate the change of
an Item’s position on a scale (the Attribute) from a start-
ing point (Initial_value) to an end point (Final_value).
The direction (Path) of the movement can be indicated
as well as the magnitude of the change (Difference). The
rate of change of the value (Speed) is optionally indicated.
Another scale (Correlate), which the values are correlated
with, is indicated if it is not the default correlate (namely,
absolute time).

Choosing A Cognizer decides upon the Chosen (either an item or a
course of action) out of a set of Possibilities . The Cognizer
may have an Intended_purpose for the Chosen. Often a
Reason, which serves as the basis of the choice, is given.

Clothing This frame refers to clothing and its characteristics, in-
cluding anything that people conventionally wear. The
Wearer wears a Garment that has a certain Style, is made
of a certain Material, and can be otherwise characterized
by a Descriptor. In some cases, the Body_location (where
the garment is worn) and Subregion of the clothing may
also be specified.

Cogitation A person, the Cognizer, thinks about a Topic over a period
of time. What is thought about may be a course of action
that the person might take, or something more general.
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Collaboration Partner_1 and Partner_2 or a group of Partners work
together in some Undertaking. The Partners are taken to
be of equal status even when expressed disjointly.

Color A Color serves as a landmark in color-space, either a point-
like landmark (e.g. burnt sienna) or a broader region (e.g.
blue). Especially when the Color designates a broad region
in color-space, it may be defined with a specific Type, fur-
ther specified by comparison to the color of a Comparand,
modified by a Color_qualifier, or evaluated with a De-
scriptor. All color words are generally used to specify the
color of some (physical) Entity.

Commercial_transaction These are words that describe basic commercial transac-
tions involving a Buyer and a Seller who exchange Money
and Goods. The individual words vary in the frame ele-
ment realization patterns. For example, the typical pat-
terns for the verbs buy and sell are: BUYER buys GOODS
from the SELLER for MONEY. SELLER sells GOODS to
the BUYER for MONEY.

Commerce_buy These are words describing a basic commercial transac-
tion involving a Buyer and a Seller exchanging Money and
Goods, taking the perspective of the Buyer. The words
vary individually in the patterns of frame element realiza-
tion they allow. For example, the typical pattern for the
verb BUY: Buyer buys Goods from Seller for Money.

Commerce_pay This frame involves Buyers paying Money for Goods. In
this frame the Money is the direct object, and is mapped
to the theme of the transfer.

Commerce_sell These are words describing basic commercial transactions
involving a buyer and a seller exchanging money and
goods, taking the perspective of the seller. The words
vary individually in the patterns of frame element real-
ization they allow. For example, the typical patterns for
SELL: SELLER sells GOODS to BUYER for MONEY.

Communication_noise This frame contains words for types of noise which can
be used to characterize verbal communication. It inherits
from Communication (possibly more specifically Commu-
nication_manner) and the Sound_emission frame (which
simply characterizes basic sounds of whatever source, in-
cluding those made by animals and inanimate objects). As
such, it involves a Speaker who produces noise and thus
communicates a Message to an Addressee.

Competition This frame is concerned with the idea that people (Par-
ticipant_1, Participant_2, or Participants) participate in
an organized, rule-governed activity (the Competition) in
order to achieve some advantageous outcome (often the
Prize). Rank and Score are different criteria by which
the degree of achievement of the advantageous outcome is
judged.
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Complaining A Complainer communicates their negative emotional re-
action to some state of affairs in a Complaint. As an alter-
native to the specific Complaint, the Topic of the speaker’s
Complaint may be specified.

Compliance This frame concerns Acts and State_of_Affairs for which
Protagonists are responsible and which either follow or
violate some set of rules or Norms.

Control A Controlling_entity, Controlling_situation, or Con-
trolling_variable control a Dependent_entity, Depen-
dent_situation, or Dependent_variable. The latter, de-
pendent, element or some aspect of it is not just influenced,
but determined by the controlling element.

Cooking_creation This frame describes food and meal preparation. A Cook
creates a Produced_food from (raw) Ingredients. The
Heating_Instrument and/or the Container may also be
specified.

Craft A particular Activity, performed conventionally or habit-
ually by more than one Practitioner within a Culture, is
described in terms of its method.

Delivery A Deliverer hands off a Theme to a Recipient or (more
indirectly) a Goal location, which is accessible to the Re-
cipient.

Desirability This frame concerns an Evaluee being judged for its qual-
ity, i.e. how much it would probably be liked. In many
cases, the Evaluee is implicitly judged good or bad relative
to other instances of its type. The Evaluee’s desirability is
determined by one or more Parameters, which are scalar
properties of the Evaluee. The evaluation may also explic-
itly be relativized to a set of Circumstances, a Compar-
ison_set of entities that belong to the same class as the
Evaluee, or an Affected_party. The Degree of goodness or
badness may also be expressed.

Discussion Two (or more) people (the Interlocutors, also encodable as
Interlocutor_1 and Interlocutor_2) talk to one another.
No person is construed as only a speaker or only an ad-
dressee. Rather, it is understood that both (or all) partic-
ipants do some speaking and some listening–the process is
understood to be symmetrical or reciprocal.

Dispersal An Agent or a Cause disperses or scatters Individuals from
the Source,a relatively confined space, to a the Goal_area,
a broader space.

Earnings_and_losses An Earner receives Earnings by providing Goods to a
Buyer; providing the Goods also generally entails a cost,
which may or may not be included in the consideration.
This frame emphasizes the effect on the Earner and of-
ten generalizes across an indefinite number of transactions
with various parties.
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Employee_scenario The sequence of events in which the Employee hires on
with an Employer, holds a Position, and finally leaves the
Position.

Employer_scenario The sequence of events in which the Employer hires an
Employee, employs them in a Position for some Duration,
and finally lets them go from the Position.

Employing An Employer employs an Employee whose Position entails
that the Employee perform certain Tasks in exchange for
Compensation.

Employment_continue This is a non-perspectivized frame representing the middle
stage of the Employment_scenario, in which there is a
stable employment relationship between the Employee and
the Employer.

Employment_end This is a non-perspectivized frame representing the final
stage of the Employment_scenario, in which the relation-
ship between the Employer and the Employee comes to an
end. There are two different ways in which the relation
ends, represented in the Firing frame (in which the Em-
ployer is agentive) and the Quitting frame (in which the
Employee is agentive).

Employment_scenario An Employee and Employer enter into an employment re-
lation, wherein the Employee remains employed for some
Duration of time, and finally the relationship ends either
by the Employee leaving the job or the Employer letting
go (or firing) the Employee. To each of these events there
are concomitants, such as agreeing to/signing a contract
for entering employment, compensation and performance
of a service for the employment period itself, and sever-
ance for the dissolution of the relationship. There are sev-
eral other events involved, including preparatory actions
on the part of the Employer (posting the Position), the
prospective Employee’s part (looking for a job), or both
(job interviews). In addition, there is the possibility of
change in the relationship of Employer and Employee dur-
ing the employment period, such as a change in Position
(e.g. promotion, demotion) and a change in Compensation
(e.g. raise, paycut).

Employment_start This is a non-perspectivized frame representing the initial
stage of the Employment_scenario: the formation of the
employment relationship between the Employer and the
Employee.
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Evaluative_comparison This frame is about the static comparison of an Pro-
filed_item to a Standard_item, often with respect to some
Attribute. In this frame, there is an inherent asymmetry
between Profiled_item and Standard_item in that the two
cannot be expressed jointly as a subject. Degree expres-
sions are also found that indicate how close the items are
to each other on the scale evoked by the Attribute. Fur-
thermore, the particular value of the standard or item on
a certain scale may be given by the Standard_attribute of
the Profiled_attribute respectively.

Event An Event takes place at a Place and Time.
Exchange Two parties, the Exchangers, each give and receive from

the other Themes. The parties are also construable
separately as Exchanger_1 and Exchanger_2, in which
case the Themes may be construed separately, too, as
Theme_1 and Theme_2.

Expectation Words in this frame have to do with a Cognizer believ-
ing that some Phenomenon will take place in the future.
Some words in the frame (e.g. foresee.v) indicate that the
Phenomenon is asserted also to be true, while others do
not.

Expressing_publicly A Communicator publically communicates some difficult-
to-express Content which they (or a social group of which
they are a member) have had for some time. The Con-
tent may not have been previously communicated due to
inability or social stricture. In cases where the individuals
addressed are a smaller group than the public at large, a
separate Addressee may be expressed.

Fall_asleep A Sleeper goes from wakefulness to an altered state of
consciousness where they are largely unaware of their envi-
ronment. The LUs of this frame are differentiated by how
quickly and deeply the state is entered and what causes
the change (especially whether it comes about naturally
as a result of sleepiness or is brought about by injury).

Familiarity An Entity is presented as having been seen or experienced
by a (typically generic and backgrounded) Cognizer on a
certain number of occasions, causing the Entity to have a
certain degree of recognizability for the Cognizer.

Feeling In this frame an Experiencer experiences an Emotion or is
in an Emotional_state. There can also be an Evaluation
of the internal experiential state.

Fields An individual or group (Practitioner) or a part of their
work life (Work) is defined professionally by the Activity
that they typically engage in. Alternatively, the Activ-
ity may be indicated by a Salient_entity conventionally
associated with it.
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Finish_competition A Competition comes to an end, with a Competitor tying,
winning, or losing against an Opponent (or opponents) ac-
cording to their Score. (In the symmetrical situation of a
tie, the Competitor and Opponent may be jointly men-
tioned as Competitors.) According to the Score that the
Competitor and Opponent have achieved, they may receive
a Rank or a Prize. The Margin may also be mentioned.

Firing An Employer ends an employment relationship with an
Employee. There is often a Reason given for the action.

Fluidic_motion In this frame a Fluid moves from a Source to a Goal along
a Path or within an Area.

Frequency This frame has to do with the repetition (and especially
the frequency of repetition) of an event. Many of the ad-
jectives and adverbs in this frame are based on nouns in
the Calendric_unit frame.

Get_a_job A new Employee obtains a Position with an Employer,
with which there are certain Tasks associated; in exchange
for the performance of these Tasks, the Employee receives
Compensation from the Employer.

Getting A Recipient starts off without the Theme in their posses-
sion, and then comes to possess it. Although the Source
from which the Theme came is logically necessary, the
Recipient and its changing relationship to the Theme is
profiled.

Giving A Donor transfers a Theme from a Donor to a Recipient.
This frame includes only actions that are initiated by the
Donor (the one that starts out owning the Theme). Sen-
tences (even metaphorical ones) must meet the following
entailments: the Donor first has possession of the Theme.
Following the transfer the Donor no longer has the Theme
and the Recipient does.

Have_associated A Topical_entity has properties which are affected by the
existence and association of an Entity.

Hear The Hearer receives a Message or communication on a par-
ticular Topic. Words in this frame denote events of verbal
communication, but express the Hearer rather than the
Speaker as an External Argument.

Hiring An Employer hires an Employee, promising the Employee
a certain Compensation in exchange for the performance
of a job. The job may be described either in terms of a
Task or a Position. In some cases, the Employee FE will
also indicate the Position (see fourth example below).

Hit_or_miss An Agent succeeds or fails to interact perceptually or phys-
ically with the Target or Target_location. The Instrument
which is used to interact with the Target may stand in
metonymically for the Agent.

Inclusion A Total has a Part, either as a member of an aggregate or
as a constituent part of a simple entity.
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Ingest_substance In this frame an Ingestor takes a Substance into his or her
body. The Delivery_device can appear as a direct object.

Installing An Agent places a Component in a Fixed_location so
that the Component is attached and interconnected and
thereby functional.

Intentionally_act This is an abstract frame for acts performed by sentient
beings. It exists mostly for FE inheritance.

Intentionally_affect An Agent causes a Patient to be affected, sometimes by a
particular Means or by use of an Instrument.

Intentionally_create The Creator creates a new entity, the Created_entity, pos-
sibly out of Components.

Judgment_
communication

A Communicator communicates a judgment of an Eval-
uee to an Addressee. The judgment may be positive (e.g.
praise) or negative (e.g. criticize), and this is indicated by
the semantic types Positive and Negative attached to the
lexical units. This frame does not contain words where
Evaluee and the Addressee are necessarily the same .

Launch_process An Agent acts to begin the life of a Process.
Locale_by_use Geography as defined by its use.
Losing This frame describes a situation in which an Owner loses

his or her Possession. The Owner may have failed to keep
ownership of their Possession (i.e. robbery or gambling)
or may have unintentionally misplaced their Possession.

Make_agreement_on_
action

Two (or more) people (the Parties, also encodable as
Party_1 and Party_2) negotiate an agreement. Both
sides are construed as making a commitment to assume an
Obligation–the process is understood to be symmetrical or
reciprocal. Instead of a specific mention of the Obligation,
a Topic expression may be used to indicate the domain
covered.

Make_possible_to_do An Enablement provides the circumstances for an En-
abled_action to occur.

Manipulation The words in this frame describe the manipulation of an
Entity by an Agent.

Membership A Member is semi-permanently part of a socially con-
structed Group.

Offering An Offerer indicates that he or she is able and willing to
give a Theme to a Potential_recipient. In the absence
of further qualifications, it is often understood that the
Potential_recipient accepts the Theme.

Operating_a_system An Operator manipulates the substructure of a System
such that the System performs the function it was created
for.

Opinion A Cognizer holds a particular Opinion, which may be por-
trayed as being about a particular Topic.
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People This frame contains general words for Individuals, i.e. hu-
mans. The Person is conceived of as independent of other
specific individuals with whom they have relationships and
independent of their participation in any particular activ-
ity. They may have an Age, Descriptor, Origin, Persis-
tent_characteristic, or Ethnicity.

People_along_political_
spectrum

An Individual belongs to a group that is categorized in
terms of the political views on particular issues that the
members of the group tend to share, in opposition to other
groups that hold different beliefs on the issues. The views
on particular issues that the Individual shares with the
other members are assumed to result from general princi-
ples or beliefs rather than being accidental or temporary.

People_by_age This frame contains words for individuals as viewed in
terms of their age. The Person is conceived of as in-
dependent of other specific individuals with whom they
have relationships and independent of their participation
in any particular activity. They may have a Descriptor,
Origin, Persistent_characteristic, or Ethnicity. A specific
Age may sometimes be specified as well.

People_by_origin This frame contains words for individuals, i.e. humans,
with respect to their Origin. The Origin is generally incor-
porated, but may occasionally be specified separately. The
Person is conceived of as independent of other specific in-
dividuals with whom they have relationships and indepen-
dent of their participation in any particular activity. They
may have an Age, Descriptor, Persistent_characteristic, or
Ethnicity.

Perception_experience This frame contains perception words whose Perceivers
have perceptual experiences that they do not necessarily
intend to.

Physical_artworks A physical object, the Artifact, is produced by a Creator to
stimulate the perceptions, emotions, or cognition of an au-
dience. Though it need not, in many cases, the created Ar-
tifact is intended to represent an actual or imagined entity
or event, the Represented. The Represented may be specif-
ically shown in a particular state (State_of_represented).

Place_weight_on An Agent who is engaged in an Undertaking accords a De-
gree of importance to a Consideration that influences the
success of an Undertaking. As a consequence, the Agent
acts in a way that reflects that judgment of importance.

Placing Generally without overall (translational) motion, an Agent
places a Theme at a location, the Goal, which is profiled.
In this frame, the Theme is under the control of the Agen-
t/Cause at the time of its arrival at the Goal.

Popularity An Evaluee, which can be a person or an object, has an
amount of acceptability or utilization based on general (of-
ten non-aesthetic) desirability. The Judge who determines
the Evaluee’s desirability may be mentioned.
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Possession An Owner has (or lacks) a Possession.
Processing_materials An Agent alters some Material in some useful way by

means of some chemical or physical Alterant. Typically,
this involves placing a reagent in contact with the Ma-
terial, or applying heat, pressure, etc. Often a specific
Agent and/or Result is mentioned. The Alterant is often
incorporated in the target, as in tin.v, galvanize.

Questioning The words in this frame have to do with a Speaker asking
an Addressee a question which calls for a reply (as opposed
to making a request which calls for an action on the part
of the Addressee).

Quitting An Employee voluntarily leaves the service of an Employer.
Receiving A Recipient comes into possession of the Theme as a result

of the joint action of the Donor and the Recipient. The
Receiving frame like the Giving frame requires that the
Donor first has possession of the Theme and that following
the transfer, the Donor no longer has the Theme and the
Recipient does.

Reforming_a_system Because it no longer functions adequately under the given
circumstances, an Agent (or non-Agentive Cause) under-
takes steps to change the structural makeup of a complex
Entity with interdependent parts, for instance an institu-
tion or a system of laws. The Degree of change is typically
gradual and partial rather than revolutionary and total.

Rejuvenation The action of an Agent or the occurrence of a Cause event
returns an Entity to an earlier state of vigor and strength.

Request In this frame a Speaker asks an Addressee for something,
or to carry out some action.

Reshaping In this frame an Deformer deforms a Patient possibly
against a Resistant_surface such that it undergoes a
shape-change from its canonical or original shape into the
Configuration, a new shape.

Resurrection A Protagonist which had been dead returns to life.
Reveal_secret A Speaker reveals Information that was previously secret

to an Addressee. In some cases, the Addressee is expected
to keep the Information from other parties. The Informa-
tion may be damaging to the reputation of the Speaker.
Some lexical units in this frame imply that the Speaker
has already been confronted with the Information.

Rotting In this frame an Undergoer, which is an organic substance,
undergoes the natural process of decaying from an Ini-
tial_state to a Result.
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Scrutiny This frame concerns a Cognizer (a person or other in-
telligent being) paying close attention to something, the
Ground, in order to discover and note its salient charac-
teristics. The Cognizer may be interested in a particular
characteristic or entity, the Phenomenon, that belongs to
the Ground or is contained in the Ground (or to ensure
that such a property of entity is not present). Some words
in this frame allow alternate expressions of the Ground
and the Phenomenon:

Sending A Sender plans the Path (along with Source and Goal) of
a Theme and places it in circumstances such that it travels
along this Path under the power of some entity other than
the Sender.

Similarity Two or more distinct entities, which may be concrete or
abstract objects or types, are characterized as being similar
to each other. Depending on figure/ground relations, the
entities may be expressed in two distinct frame elements
and constituents , Entity_1 and Entity_2, or jointly as a
single frame element and constituent, Entities. The sim-
ilarity may be based on appearance, physical properties,
or other characteristics of the two entities. However, no
such Dimension has to be specified explicitly. The Enti-
ties may be like each other to a greater or lesser Degree.
Rather than specifying the Dimension of difference, a Dif-
ferentiating_fact may be mentioned.

Sleep The Sleeper stays in an altered state of consciousness with
greatly reduced external awareness.

Sleep_wake_cycle A Sleeper enters a state of consciousness of reduced ex-
ternal awareness, remains in this state for some amount of
time, and (normally) returns to full wakeful consciousness.

State_of_entity An Entity is in a specified State. When not explicitly
specified, the State usually concerns the Entity’s health,
repair, or functioning. The State is also often assessed
with an Evaluation and it may be specified to apply only
to a particular Parameter of the Entity.

Statement This frame contains verbs and nouns that communicate
the act of a Speaker to address a Message to some Ad-
dressee using language. A number of the words can be
used performatively, such as declare and insist.

Submitting_documents A Submittor gives Documents to an Authority so that they
can be processed as part of an application, evaluation or
other official or bureaucratic process.

Success_or_failure An Agent has attempted to achieve a Goal, and the actual
outcome of the Agent’s action has been resolved, so that it
either specifically matches the Agent’s intent (e.g. success)
or does not match it (e.g. failure).

Supply A Supplier gives a Theme to a Recipient to fulfill a need
or purpose (Imposed_purpose) of the Recipient.
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Surpassing In this frame a Profiled_item is higher that its Stan-
dard_item on a scale with respect to some Attribute. The
Extent of the difference between the Standard_item and
the Profiled_item may also be mentioned. Furthermore,
the particular value of the standard or profiled item on a
certain scale may be given by the Standard_attribute of
the Profiled_attribute respectively.

Take_place_of A New filler occupies a Role or serves a Function after the
Old filler ceases to occupy the position. In many cases,
the Role or Function is implicit.

Text A Text is an entity that contains linguistic, symbolic
information on a Topic, created by an Author at the
Time_of_creation. It may be a physical entity that is
made of a certain Material etc. It may be constructed for
an Honoree.

Text_creation An Author creates a Text, either written, such as a let-
ter, or spoken, such as a speech, that contains meaningful
linguistic tokens, and may have a particular Addressee in
mind. The Text may include information about its topic,
although the latter is not an FE in this frame.

Transfer This frame involves a Donor transferring a Theme to a
Recipient.

Undergo_change An Entity changes, either in its category membership or in
terms of the value of an Attribute. In the former case, an
Initial_category and a Final_category may be expressed,
in the latter case an Initial_value and a Final_value can
be specified.

Waking_up A Sleeper transitions from a state of consciousness where
they are largely unaware of their environment to a wakeful
state.

Win_prize A Competitor claims a Prize as a result of the outcome of
their participation in a Competition.
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Guidelines for Frame Annotation

B.1 Start the annotation tool

To start the annotation tool, which can be downloaded here, you will have to open a

command line and enter the following commands:

cd <directory tool>

‘cd’ means ‘change directory’ and you use this command to navigate to the directory in

which the annotation tool (annotation.py) is stored.

python annotation.py <directory files>

This command executes the annotation.py script (which is written in the Python pro-

gramming language). You need to specify the directory of the folder in which the

documents that you want to annotate are stored.

For each document in the specified folder, you will be asked to specify the annotation

round (or to press ‘Enter’ if you want to skip this file). There are two annotation rounds:

B.1. All relations: annotate all relations (if annotations for a relation already exist,

you will be asked whether you want to change the existing annotation)

B.2. Empty relations: annotate only the relations where there is no frame and/or

role specified yet
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In most cases, you will choose the first round. The second round is useful when you

want to continue the annotation of a file where you left off a previous time, or when you

want to retry all annotations where there was no good frame found.

Figure B.1: Start the tool and specify the annotation round (screenshot)

The annotation of the document will now start. The annotation steps are explained in

the next sections.

B.2 Enter a lemma or frame

You are presented with the sentence, predicate and argument. If you already know

which frame applies, you can enter the frame directly by using capitals and underscores

(e.g. Attack or Make_possible_to_do). If you do not know which frame applies, you can

enter one or multiple Dutch or English lemma(s) expressing or relating to the predicate

by using lowercase only (e.g. praten). Multiple lemmas can be separated by commas

without spaces (e.g. praten,talk).

Figure B.2: Enter a lemma or frame (screenshot)

You might encounter relations that should not be annotated. This is, for example, the

case when there is no semantic relation between the presented predicate and argument

in the sentence, or when the argument is missing. In these cases, you should enter

WrongRelation.
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Figure B.3: WrongRelation (screenshot)

The following tips for entering lemmas will help you to find the correct frames:

• You can search for both nouns and verbs, but it is more likely to get results for

verbs. So if possible, try to convert nominal predicates into verbal predicates

(analysis — analyse).

• If the predicate is too specific/vague, try to think of another word that expresses

the same or a more general concept (e.g. take steps — do). See also Section 6.

• If the predicate is a complex expression (multi-word expression, idioms), try to

think of another word that expresses the same concept (e.g. for sale — sell, to

be/come under fire — criticize).

• English phrasal verbs can be entered by separating the words by an underscore

(e.g. go_on).

B.3 Annotation of frame

In this step, you will be presented with the frames associated with the lemma(s) (or the

entered frame) and their definitions. For each frame you have to decide if it is a frame

that fits or not.

Figure B.4: Annotation of frame (screenshot)
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However, when there are more than 10 frames found, you will be asked to make a smaller

selection of frames first.

Figure B.5: Make smaller selection first (screenshot)

If multiple frames are chosen, you are asked to choose the best frame. If no frames

are chosen, ‘None’ is filled in for the frame and the frame element; it is up to you to

decide in the final check (see last step) whether there is indeed no good frame available

or whether you want to try again with other lemmas.

Figure B.6: Choose best frame (screenshot)

B.4 Annotation of frame element

Once you have selected a frame, all its frame elements without their definitions are listed.

If it is immediately clear which frame element (role) is the correct one, you can enter

the number of that frame element.
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Figure B.7: Annotation of frame element (screenshot)

You can also enter the number of multiple frame elements (separated by a comma) to

compare their definitions first.

Figure B.8: Compare definitions of frame elements first (screenshot)

B.5 Final check

The sentence, predicate and argument are presented again, with the chosen frame and

frame element. At this point, you can choose to either (a) Retry the annotation of this

relation, (b) Save the annotation and continue with the next relation, or (c) Save the

annotation and quit annotating the file. This is also where you can check the meaning

of the frame element.
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Figure B.9: Final check (screenshot)

B.6 Some final notes

Please pay attention to the following scenarios:

Multiple frames could apply

Usually, when multiple frames could apply, one of them is a more specific version of

the other. If both a very specific or a more general frame could apply, choose the most

specific frame. For example, searching for a lemma like write could return both the

Text_creation frame and the Communication frame. In this case, you should choose the

Text_creation frame.

There are no or incorrect frames found for the entered lemma

You are allowed to be creative in finding the most appropriate frame. Sometimes this

means that other lemmas should be queried that are direct synonyms or describe some

closely related conceptual scenario. This will particularly be necessary for idiomatic

expressions as in example (B.1). Onder vuur komen te liggen means something like

‘being criticized’, so you could enter the lemma criticize. This would return the correct

Judgment_communication frame. Apple, then, has the role of the evaluee in this

sentence and can be annotated as such.

B.1. [Apple] kwam onder vuur te liggen. (“Apple came under fire.”)

The same goes, of course, for non-idiomatic expressions that return no or incorrect

frames. In example (B.2) for instance, the Dutch verb optuigen (meaning ‘to put in

condition or position for use’) or its English translation rig, would return the incorrect

frames Filling and Adorning. A more free translation however might be the English verb
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create, which is listed in FrameNet as evoking the frame Intentionally_create. The FEs

that describes the roles of Apple and een speciale website are respectively the creator

and the created_entity.

B.2. [Apple] had [een speciale website] opgetuigd voor de presentatie .

(“Apple had rigged a special website for the presentation.”)

There is no good frame available in FrameNet

It is possible that FrameNet does not have a frame defined in its hierarchy that accurately

describes the conceptual scenario as present in the sentence. For example, investeren in

(B.3) can be translated to the English invest and in this context describes a situation in

which there is money or capital committed in something that potentially offers profitable

returns.

B.3. [Apple] blijft investeren in [muziek]. (“Apple keeps investing in music.”)

In FrameNet, invest is only described as evoking the frame Besieging1. Other words that

may describe a similar conceptual scenario are hard to think of and the business-related

or commercial frames (e.g. Commerce_buy) that are present in FrameNet do not seem

to accurately describe the situation. In cases like this you should annotate nothing (keep

the ‘None’ values).

In sum: be critical! In case of doubt, rather keep the ‘None’ values instead of anno-

tating an ill-fitting frame.

The predicate is a metaphor

For the annotation of metaphors, a difference is being made between “conventionalized”

(or “lexicalized”) metaphors and “productive” metaphors2. Conventionalized metaphors

are used repeatedly and they are usually not immediately recognized as figuratively used

language, such as the idiomatic expression in example (B.1). The meaning of productive
1The description for Besieging reads: “An assailant, a group of armed forces, surrounds the victim,

a military location and the people within it, in an attempt to cut the victim off from the outside, with
the goal of either forcing their surrender or weakening them so that an invasion would be successful.”

2Of course, there is a continuum between productive and conventionalized metaphors. FrameNet
however makes only a binary distinction along this continuum.
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metaphors is uniquely determined by its special context and relatively consciously evoke

the source domain, such as simmering in example (B.4).

B.4. [Hij] borrelde van woede. (“He was simmering with anger.”)

Conventionalized metaphors should be annotated with the frame that describes the

target domain, e.g. onder vuur komen te liggen is annotated with the frame Judg-

ment_communication since this describes the target domain of “being criticized”. Pro-

ductive metaphors should be annotated with the frame that describes the source

domain, e.g. the Absorb_heat frame for simmering.3

3Originally, FrameNet indicates productive metaphor by marking them with the sentence-level tag
“Metaphor”, and only in some specific cases in which the productive metaphor meets some criteria it
is annotated with a frame that describes the source domain. This further distinction between specific
types of productive metaphors is left out for this project to avoid the complexity this distinction entails.
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Full NAF example

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8" standalone="no"?>
<NAF version="v3" xml_lang="nl">

<nafHeader>
<fileDesc creationtime="unknown" title="unknown"/>
<linguisticProcessors layer="text">

<lp beginTimestamp="2015-07-24T09:24:49+0200" endTimestamp="2015-07-24T09
:24:49+0200" hostname="chantal -K50IJ" name="ixa-pipe-tok-nl" version="1.7.0-
c4d307eece4ef19aca365e3a08abd7f3324e3707"/>
</linguisticProcessors>
<linguisticProcessors layer="terms">

<lp beginTimestamp="2015-07-24T09:25:00CEST" endTimestamp="2015-07-24T09:25:00
CEST" hostname="chantal -K50IJ" name="Morphosyntactic parser based on Alpino"
timestamp="2015-07-24T09:25:00CEST" version="0.1_05sept2014"/>

<lp beginTimestamp="2015-07-24T09:25:01CEST" endTimestamp="2015-07-24T09:25:01
CEST" hostname="chantal -K50IJ" name="VUA-DSC-WSD" timestamp="2015-07-24T09:25:01
CEST" version="1.2#20jan2015"/>

<lp beginTimestamp="2015-07-24T09:25:07+0200" endTimestamp="2015-07-24T09
:25:07+0200" hostname="chantal -K50IJ" name="vua-predicate -matrix-tagger" timestamp
="2015-07-24T09:25:07+0200" version="1.0"/>
</linguisticProcessors>
<linguisticProcessors layer="deps">

<lp beginTimestamp="2015-07-24T09:25:00CEST" endTimestamp="2015-07-24T09:25:00
CEST" hostname="chantal -K50IJ" name="Morphosyntactic parser based on Alpino"
timestamp="2015-07-24T09:25:00CEST" version="0.1_05sept2014"/>
</linguisticProcessors>
<linguisticProcessors layer="constituents">

<lp beginTimestamp="2015-07-24T09:25:00CEST" endTimestamp="2015-07-24T09:25:00
CEST" hostname="chantal -K50IJ" name="Morphosyntactic parser based on Alpino"
timestamp="2015-07-24T09:25:00CEST" version="0.1_05sept2014"/>
</linguisticProcessors>

</nafHeader>
<raw>Apple zegt dat in totaal maar negen iPhonebezitters geklaagd hebben over een

kromme telefoon. </raw>
<text>

<wf id="w1" length="5" offset="0" para="1" sent="1">Apple</wf>
<wf id="w2" length="4" offset="6" para="1" sent="1">zegt</wf>
<wf id="w3" length="3" offset="11" para="1" sent="1">dat</wf>
<wf id="w4" length="2" offset="15" para="1" sent="1">in</wf>
<wf id="w5" length="6" offset="18" para="1" sent="1">totaal</wf>
<wf id="w6" length="4" offset="25" para="1" sent="1">maar</wf>
<wf id="w7" length="5" offset="30" para="1" sent="1">negen</wf>
<wf id="w8" length="15" offset="36" para="1" sent="1">iPhonebezitters</wf>
<wf id="w9" length="8" offset="52" para="1" sent="1">geklaagd</wf>
<wf id="w10" length="6" offset="61" para="1" sent="1">hebben</wf>
<wf id="w11" length="4" offset="68" para="1" sent="1">over</wf>
<wf id="w12" length="3" offset="73" para="1" sent="1">een</wf>
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<wf id="w13" length="6" offset="77" para="1" sent="1">kromme</wf>
<wf id="w14" length="8" offset="84" para="1" sent="1">telefoon</wf>
<wf id="w15" length="1" offset="92" para="1" sent="1">.</wf>

</text>
<terms>

<term id="t_0" lemma="Apple" morphofeat="N(eigen,ev,basis,zijd,stan)" pos="name"
type="open">

<span>
<!--Apple-->
<target id="w1"/>

</span>
</term>
<term id="t_1" lemma="zeggen" morphofeat="WW(pv,tgw,met-t)" pos="verb" type="open"
>

<span>
<!--zegt-->
<target id="w2"/>

</span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef reference="r_v -10227" resource="Cornetto">
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-01009240-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Telling" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:tell.v" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:0" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Agentive;Communication;Dynamic;" resource="mcr

"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:express%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Speaker#0" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Message#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Topic#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Addressee#2" resource="fn-pb-role"/>

</externalRef>
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-01009240-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Text_creation" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:0" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Agentive;Communication;Dynamic;" resource="mcr

"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:express%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Author#0" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Text#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Addressee#2" resource="fn-pb-role"/>

</externalRef>
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-01009240-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Statement" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:say.v" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:0" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Agentive;Communication;Dynamic;" resource="mcr

"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:express%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Speaker#0" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Message#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Topic#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Addressee#2" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:state.v" resource="fn"/>

</externalRef>
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-01009240-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:0" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
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<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Agentive;Communication;Dynamic;" resource="mcr

"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:express%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>

</externalRef>
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-01009240-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Request" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:tell.v" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:0" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Agentive;Communication;Dynamic;" resource="mcr

"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:express%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Speaker#0" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Message#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Topic#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Addressee#2" resource="fn-pb-role"/>

</externalRef>
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-01009240-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Reporting" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:tell.v" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:0" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Agentive;Communication;Dynamic;" resource="mcr

"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:express%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Informer#0" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Behavior#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Authorities#2" resource="fn-pb-role"/>

</externalRef>
</externalRef>
<externalRef reference="r_v -10228" resource="Cornetto">

<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">
<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-00955148-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:0" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Agentive;Communication;Dynamic;Purpose;

Relation;Social;UnboundedEvent;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:inform%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>

</externalRef>
</externalRef>

</externalReferences>
</term>
<term id="t_2" lemma="dat" morphofeat="VG(onder)" pos="comp" type="open">

<span>
<!--dat-->
<target id="w3"/>

</span>
</term>
<term id="t_3" lemma="in" morphofeat="VZ(init)" pos="prep" type="close">

<span>
<!--in-->
<target id="w4"/>

</span>
</term>
<term id="t_4" lemma="totaal" morphofeat="N(soort,ev,basis,onz,stan)" pos="noun"
type="open">

<span>
<!--totaal-->
<target id="w5"/>

</span>
<externalReferences>
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<externalRef reference="r_n -38155" resource="Cornetto"/>
</externalReferences>

</term>
<term id="t_5" lemma="maar" morphofeat="BW()" pos="adv" type="open">

<span>
<!--maar-->
<target id="w6"/>

</span>
</term>
<term id="t_6" lemma="negen" morphofeat="TW(hoofd,prenom,stan)" pos="num" type="
open">

<span>
<!--negen-->
<target id="w7"/>

</span>
</term>
<term id="t_7" lemma="iPhone_bezitter" morphofeat="N(soort,mv,basis)" pos="noun"
type="open">

<span>
<!--iPhonebezitters -->
<target id="w8"/>

</span>
</term>
<term id="t_8" lemma="klagen" morphofeat="WW(vd,vrij,zonder)" pos="verb" type="
open">

<span>
<!--geklaagd -->
<target id="w9"/>

</span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef reference="r_v -3887" resource="Cornetto">
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-00907147-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Statement" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:1" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Dynamic;communication;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:complain%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Speaker#0" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Message#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Topic#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Addressee#2" resource="fn-pb-role"/>

</externalRef>
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-00907147-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Complaining" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:1" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Dynamic;communication;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:complain%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-role:Addressee" resource="fn-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-role:Topic" resource="fn-role"/>

</externalRef>
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-00907147-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:1" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Dynamic;communication;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:complain%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>

</externalRef>
</externalRef>
<externalRef reference="c_545792" resource="Cornetto">

<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">
<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-00907930-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Communication_noise" resource="fn"/>
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<externalRef reference="fn:whine.v" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:0" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Dynamic;communication;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:complain%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Speaker#0" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Message#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Topic#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Addressee#2" resource="fn-pb-role"/>

</externalRef>
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-00907930-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:0" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Dynamic;communication;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:complain%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>

</externalRef>
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-00907930-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Complaining" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:0" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Dynamic;communication;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:complain%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-role:Addressee" resource="fn-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-role:Topic" resource="fn-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Topic#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Addressee#2" resource="fn-pb-role"/>

</externalRef>
</externalRef>

</externalReferences>
</term>
<term id="t_9" lemma="hebben" morphofeat="WW(pv,tgw,mv)" pos="verb" type="open">

<span>
<!--hebben-->
<target id="w10"/>

</span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef confidence="0.0492468429058" reference="r_v -3128" resource="
Cornetto">

<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">
<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-00962447-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Statement" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:speak.v" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:0" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Agentive;Communication;Dynamic;Social;

UnboundedEvent;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communicate%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Speaker#0" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Message#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Topic#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Addressee#2" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:talk.v" resource="fn"/>

</externalRef>
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-00962447-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Chatting" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:0" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Agentive;Communication;Dynamic;Social;

UnboundedEvent;" resource="mcr"/>
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<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communicate%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Interlocutor_1#0" resource="fn-pb-role"

/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Topic#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Interlocutor_2#2" resource="fn-pb-role"

/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Topic#2" resource="fn-pb-role"/>

</externalRef>
</externalRef>
<externalRef confidence="0.0180763141527" reference="r_v -3129" resource="

Cornetto">
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-02604760-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:1" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:instance" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Static;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:stative" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:be%2:42:03" resource="mcr"/>

</externalRef>
</externalRef>
<externalRef confidence="0.0945392579793" reference="c_545606" resource="

Cornetto">
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="fn:have_got" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-02203362-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Possession" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:1" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:possesses" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Possession;Relation;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:possession" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:have%2:40:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="eso:HavingInPossession" resource="eso"/>
<externalRef reference="FN_PARTIAL;ESO3" resource=""/>

</externalRef>
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-02203362-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Possession" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:1" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:possesses" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Possession;Relation;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:possession" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:have%2:40:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="eso:HavingInPossession" resource="eso"/>
<externalRef reference="FN_PARTIAL;SYNONYMS;ESO3" resource=""/>

</externalRef>
</externalRef>
<externalRef confidence="0.0567870719192" reference="c_545607" resource="

Cornetto">
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-01189113-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:1" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Obligation" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Condition;Experience;Mental;Property;

SituationType;Static;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:consumption" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:need%2:34:01" resource="mcr"/>

</externalRef>
</externalRef>
<externalRef confidence="0.0602508172771" reference="r_v -3125" resource="

Cornetto">
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-02204692-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Possession" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:1" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:possesses" resource="mcr"/>
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<externalRef reference="mcr:Possession;Relation;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:possession" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:have%2:40:04" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="eso:HavingInPossession" resource="eso"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Owner#0" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Possession#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-role:Owner" resource="fn-role"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-role:Possession" resource="fn-role"/>

</externalRef>
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-02204692-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Inclusion" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:1" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:possesses" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Possession;Relation;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:possession" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:have%2:40:04" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn-pb-role:Purpose#1" resource="fn-pb-role"/>

</externalRef>
</externalRef>
<externalRef confidence="0.0967717286061" reference="r_v -3126" resource="

Cornetto">
<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">

<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-00065370-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:0" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:ProbabilityRelation" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Condition;Physical;Property;Static;Static;"

resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:body" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:be%2:42:03" resource="mcr"/>

</externalRef>
</externalRef>
<externalRef reference="r_v -3127" resource="Cornetto">

<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">
<externalRef reference="fn:win" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-01100145-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="fn:Finish_competition" resource="fn"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:1" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:sport" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Contest" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Dynamic;Social;" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:competition" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:win%2:33:00" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="FN_PARTIAL" resource=""/>

</externalRef>
</externalRef>

</externalReferences>
</term>
<term id="t_10" lemma="over" morphofeat="VZ(init)" pos="prep" type="close">

<span>
<!--over-->
<target id="w11"/>

</span>
</term>
<term id="t_11" lemma="een" morphofeat="LID(onbep,stan,agr)" pos="det" type="close
">

<span>
<!--een-->
<target id="w12"/>

</span>
</term>
<term id="t_12" lemma="krom" morphofeat="ADJ(prenom,basis,met-e,stan)" pos="adj"
type="open">

<span>
<!--kromme-->
<target id="w13"/>

</span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef reference="r_a -12535" resource="Cornetto"/>
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<externalRef reference="r_a -12702" resource="Cornetto"/>
</externalReferences>

</term>
<term id="t_13" lemma="telefoon" morphofeat="N(soort,ev,basis,zijd,stan)" pos="
noun" type="open">

<span>
<!--telefoon -->
<target id="w14"/>

</span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef reference="d_n -287401" resource="Cornetto"/>
<externalRef reference="r_n -37240" resource="Cornetto">

<externalRef resource="predicate -matrix1.1">
<externalRef reference="mcr:ili-30-00940384-v" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:1" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:factotum" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:Agentive;Communication;Dynamic;" resource="mcr

"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:communication" resource="mcr"/>
<externalRef reference="mcr:express%2:32:00" resource="mcr"/>

</externalRef>
</externalRef>
<externalRef reference="r_n -37239" resource="Cornetto"/>

</externalReferences>
</term>
<term id="t_14" lemma="." morphofeat="LET()" pos="punct" type="open">

<span>
<!--.-->
<target id="w15"/>

</span>
</term>

</terms>
<deps>

<!--hd/su(zegt,Apple)-->
<dep from="t_1" rfunc="hd/su" to="t_0"/>
<!--hd/vc(zegt,dat)-->
<dep from="t_1" rfunc="hd/vc" to="t_2"/>
<!--cmp/body(dat,hebben)-->
<dep from="t_2" rfunc="cmp/body" to="t_9"/>
<!--hd/su(hebben,iPhonebezitters)-->
<dep from="t_9" rfunc="hd/su" to="t_7"/>
<!--hd/mod(iPhonebezitters ,maar)-->
<dep from="t_7" rfunc="hd/mod" to="t_5"/>
<!--hd/det(iPhonebezitters ,negen)-->
<dep from="t_7" rfunc="hd/det" to="t_6"/>
<!--hd/vc(hebben,geklaagd)-->
<dep from="t_9" rfunc="hd/vc" to="t_8"/>
<!--hd/mod(geklaagd ,in)-->
<dep from="t_8" rfunc="hd/mod" to="t_3"/>
<!--hd/obj1(in,totaal)-->
<dep from="t_3" rfunc="hd/obj1" to="t_4"/>
<!--hd/su(geklaagd ,iPhonebezitters)-->
<dep from="t_8" rfunc="hd/su" to="t_7"/>
<!--hd/pc(geklaagd ,over)-->
<dep from="t_8" rfunc="hd/pc" to="t_10"/>
<!--hd/obj1(over,telefoon)-->
<dep from="t_10" rfunc="hd/obj1" to="t_13"/>
<!--hd/det(telefoon ,een)-->
<dep from="t_13" rfunc="hd/det" to="t_11"/>
<!--hd/mod(telefoon ,kromme)-->
<dep from="t_13" rfunc="hd/mod" to="t_12"/>
<!--- - / - -(zegt ,.)-->
<dep from="t_1" rfunc="-- / --" to="t_14"/>

</deps>
<constituency>

<tree>
<t id="ter0">

<!--Apple-->
<span>

<target id="t_0"/>
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</span>
</t>
<t id="ter1">

<!--zegt-->
<span>

<target id="t_1"/>
</span>

</t>
<t id="ter2">

<!--dat-->
<span>

<target id="t_2"/>
</span>

</t>
<t id="ter3">

<!--maar-->
<span>

<target id="t_5"/>
</span>

</t>
<t id="ter4">

<!--negen-->
<span>

<target id="t_6"/>
</span>

</t>
<t id="ter5">

<!--iPhonebezitters -->
<span>

<target id="t_7"/>
</span>

</t>
<t id="ter6">

<!--hebben-->
<span>

<target id="t_9"/>
</span>

</t>
<t id="ter7">

<!--in-->
<span>

<target id="t_3"/>
</span>

</t>
<t id="ter8">

<!--totaal-->
<span>

<target id="t_4"/>
</span>

</t>
<t id="ter9">

<!--geklaagd -->
<span>

<target id="t_8"/>
</span>

</t>
<t id="ter10">

<!--over-->
<span>

<target id="t_10"/>
</span>

</t>
<t id="ter11">

<!--een-->
<span>

<target id="t_11"/>
</span>

</t>
<t id="ter12">

<!--kromme-->
<span>
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<target id="t_12"/>
</span>

</t>
<t id="ter13">

<!--telefoon -->
<span>

<target id="t_13"/>
</span>

</t>
<t id="ter14">

<!--.-->
<span>

<target id="t_14"/>
</span>

</t>
<nt id="nter0" label="top"/>
<nt id="nter1" label="smain"/>
<nt id="nter2" label="name"/>
<nt id="nter3" label="verb"/>
<nt id="nter4" label="cp"/>
<nt id="nter5" label="comp"/>
<nt id="nter6" label="ssub"/>
<nt id="nter7" label="np"/>
<nt id="nter8" label="adv"/>
<nt id="nter9" label="num"/>
<nt id="nter10" label="noun"/>
<nt id="nter11" label="verb"/>
<nt id="nter12" label="ppart"/>
<nt id="nter13" label="pp"/>
<nt id="nter14" label="prep"/>
<nt id="nter15" label="noun"/>
<nt id="nter16" label="verb"/>
<nt id="nter17" label="pp"/>
<nt id="nter18" label="prep"/>
<nt id="nter19" label="np"/>
<nt id="nter20" label="det"/>
<nt id="nter21" label="adj"/>
<nt id="nter22" label="noun"/>
<nt id="nter23" label="punct"/>
<edge from="nter1" id="tre0" to="nter0"/>
<edge from="nter2" id="tre1" to="nter1"/>
<edge from="ter0" id="tre2" to="nter2"/>
<edge from="nter3" head="yes" id="tre3" to="nter1"/>
<edge from="ter1" id="tre4" to="nter3"/>
<edge from="nter4" id="tre5" to="nter1"/>
<edge from="nter5" id="tre6" to="nter4"/>
<edge from="ter2" id="tre7" to="nter5"/>
<edge from="nter6" id="tre8" to="nter4"/>
<edge from="nter7" id="tre9" to="nter6"/>
<edge from="nter8" id="tre10" to="nter7"/>
<edge from="ter3" id="tre11" to="nter8"/>
<edge from="nter9" id="tre12" to="nter7"/>
<edge from="ter4" id="tre13" to="nter9"/>
<edge from="nter10" head="yes" id="tre14" to="nter7"/>
<edge from="ter5" id="tre15" to="nter10"/>
<edge from="nter11" head="yes" id="tre16" to="nter6"/>
<edge from="ter6" id="tre17" to="nter11"/>
<edge from="nter12" id="tre18" to="nter6"/>
<edge from="nter13" id="tre19" to="nter12"/>
<edge from="nter14" head="yes" id="tre20" to="nter13"/>
<edge from="ter7" id="tre21" to="nter14"/>
<edge from="nter15" id="tre22" to="nter13"/>
<edge from="ter8" id="tre23" to="nter15"/>
<edge from="nter16" head="yes" id="tre24" to="nter12"/>
<edge from="ter9" id="tre25" to="nter16"/>
<edge from="nter17" id="tre26" to="nter12"/>
<edge from="nter18" head="yes" id="tre27" to="nter17"/>
<edge from="ter10" id="tre28" to="nter18"/>
<edge from="nter19" id="tre29" to="nter17"/>
<edge from="nter20" id="tre30" to="nter19"/>
<edge from="ter11" id="tre31" to="nter20"/>
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<edge from="nter21" id="tre32" to="nter19"/>
<edge from="ter12" id="tre33" to="nter21"/>
<edge from="nter22" head="yes" id="tre34" to="nter19"/>
<edge from="ter13" id="tre35" to="nter22"/>
<edge from="nter23" id="tre36" to="nter0"/>
<edge from="ter14" id="tre37" to="nter23"/>

</tree>
</constituency>
<srl>

<predicate id="pr1">
<span>

<!--geklaagd -->
<target id="t_8"/>

</span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef reference="Complaining" resource="FrameNet"/>
</externalReferences>
<role semRole="Arg1">

<span>
<!--een kromme telefoon -->
<target id="t_11"/>
<target id="t_12"/>
<target id="t_13"/>

</span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef reference="Complaining#Topic" resource="FrameNet"/>
</externalReferences>

</role>
<role semRole="Arg0"

<span>
<!--in totaal maar negen iPhonebezitters -->
<target id="t_3"/>
<target id="t_4"/>
<target id="t_5"/>
<target id="t_6"/>
<target id="t_7"/>

</span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef reference="Complaining#Complainer" resource="FrameNet"/>
</externalReferences>

</role>
</predicate>
<predicate id="pr2">

<span>
<!--zegt-->
<target id="t_1"/>

</span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef reference="Statement" resource="FrameNet"/>
</externalReferences>
<role semRole="Arg0">

<span>
<!--Apple-->
<target id="t_0"/>

</span>
<externalReferences>

<externalRef reference="Statement#Speaker" resource="FrameNet"/>
</externalReferences>

</role>
</predicate>

</srl>
</NAF>
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